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Executive Summary

Introduction

Rambler Metals and Mining PLC (‘Rambler’ or ‘RMM’) is a company that formed in April 2004 and is

currently listed on the Alternate Investment Market (AIM) of the London Stock Exchange under the

symbol RMM as well as on the Toronto Venture Exchange (TSX V) under the symbol RAB. The company

was established to invest in the base metal sector in politically stable jurisdictions. Its principal project is

the Ming Mine Copper Gold Property, located on the Baie Verte Peninsula of Newfoundland and

Labrador, Canada.

The Ming Property (also referred to as the ‘Ming Copper Gold Mine’ or the ‘Rambler Property’) contains

the former producing Ming and Ming West copper gold mines. The Ming Mine itself last operated in 1982

and the Ming West Mine in 1996. Mining of the Ming Mine ceased when the workings reached a

neighboring property boundary. Rambler Metals and Mining acquired the property in 2005 after it had

been successfully consolidated.

The company has undertaken the necessary engineering studies to evaluate the feasibility of re

establishing a mining operation for the Ming Mine. Exploration drilling (surface and underground) has

tested multiple zones of Cu Au mineralization down plunge and along strike of the former ore bodies and

subsequently confirmed that significant mineralized extensions exist. An evaluation of original documents

for the Ming Mine has also determined that an unmined resource exists below the 2200 level as an

addition to remnant pillars from surface to the 1985 level. Detailed engineering work on the ore

metallurgy and mine development has demonstrated an economically viable operation over the initial 6

years.

The company has also recently purchased the Nugget Pond gold processing facility (‘mill site’) located just

40 km’s from the Ming Mine. The gold concentrator will be adapted to process base metals sulphides

from the Ming Mine through the addition of a copper flotation circuit as well as processing tailings

through the existing gold hydromet for improved gold recovery. The modification will diversify the

existing facility and allow for a range of processing capabilities. The acquisition of a fully operational,

permitted, gold hydrometallurgical mill also provides an option to process other ore through toll milling

contracts. These agreements could extend the life of mine well beyond the existing resources of the Ming

Mine.

All work has been completed to NI43 101 standards at a feasibility level. All information contained within

has been compiled by independent consulting firms for inclusion in this report.
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Mineral Resource Estimation

The mineral resources presented herein are reported in accordance with the Canadian Securities

Administrators National Instrument 43 101 and have been estimated in conformity with generally

accepted Canadian Institute of Mining (CIM) “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best

Practices Guidelines”. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and have not demonstrated economic

viability. There is no guarantee that all or any part of the mineral resource will be converted into mineral

reserve.

The resource estimation work was completed by Rambler staff under the supervision of Larry Pilgrim,

P.Geo chief geologist for Rambler Metals and reviewed and verified by Dave Barbour, P.Geo an

“independent qualified person” as this term is defined in National Instrument 43 101. The effective date

of this resource estimate is August 9, 2010.

The Classified resources for the 1807 Zone, Ming South Up Plunge Zone, Ming South Down Plunge are

defined at a 1.0% Cu cutoff. The Upper Footwall Zone and the Lower Footwall Zone have been tabulated

at 1.25% Cu. The 1806 Zone is characterized by a gold cutoff grade of 1.25 g/t. In the unmined and

remnant pillars resource the grades applied by CRML on original documents was also used by Rambler

Metals and Mining in the resource calculations.

Table I: Combined Ming Mine Mineral Resource Statement, August 9, 2010.

Resource Quantity Grades Contained Metal

Classification Copper Gold Silver Zinc Copper Gold Silver Zinc

(000't) % g/t g/t % tonnes oz oz tonnes

Total Measured 1,283 2.07 2.47 13.72 0.71 26,524 102,074 565,836 9,131

Total Indicated 9,389 1.73 0.35 2.51 0.07 162,251 107,068 749,014 6,632

Combined

Measured + Indicated
10,672 1.77 0.61 3.88 0.15 188,775 209,142 1,314,850 15,764

Inferred 1,847 1.91 1.83 8.82 0.66 35,355 108,421 445,961 10,313

Mineral Reserve Estimation

The mineral reserve estimate was calculated by Rambler staff and reviewed and approved by Stantec. The

mineral reserves presented herein are reported in accordance with the Canadian Securities

Administrators National Instrument 43 101 and have been estimated in conformity with generally

accepted CIM “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines”.

Five mining areas were identified in the Ming Mine for mine design. These are identified as the 1806,

1807, Ming South Up Plunge, Ming South Down Plunge, and Remnant Pillars.
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Minable development and production shapes were created in ProMine software and exported to

Datamine for interrogation against the block model for each zone. Raw resource tonnes and grade were

returned to Engineering, whereupon mining dilution and recovery were applied.

The summary of minable tonnes is shown in the table below. No inferred material is included in the

reserve tabulation.

Table II: Ming Mine Mineral Reserve Statement, August 9, 2010.

Ming Mine Mineral Reserve Statement August 9, 2010

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited

Reserve Quantity Grades Contained Metal

Category Copper Gold Silver Zinc Copper Gold Silver Zinc

(000't) % g/t g/t % tonnes oz oz tonnes

Proven 652 2.25 3.24 16.44 0.75 14,707 67,612 343,008 4,878

Probable 572 1.67 2.61 9.90 0.43 9,545 47,938 182,131 2,433

Dilution (all sources) 274 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0

Total Proven and Probable 1,498 1.62 2.40 10.90 0.49 24,252 115,549 525,139 7,311
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Underground Mine Plan

A 3D wireframe model of the Rambler underground mine using measured and indicated resources was

created to facilitate mine design and estimation of development quantities. The 3D model of the

underground plan is based on the latest published resource estimate.

The main objective for mine design was to integrate the existing infrastructures and excavations with new

development to minimize capital expenditures.

Figure I: Isometric View Five Mining Zones

Mine excavations have been designed for the 1806, 1807, Ming South Down Plunge, Upper FWZ and Ming

South Up Plunge. The rehabilitation of the production shaft hoisting system is not required in the present

plan. However the manway compartment is planned to be reconditioned and to be used as a second

means of egress.

Plans to mine the unmined areas between the 2200 and 2600 levels includes dewatering of the

remainder of the ramp access and partially mined out areas to the end of the ramp at the 2600

level. Re habilitation of the ramp and access to existing stopes is required. The Figure II below

shows the location of the unmined areas below the 2200 level with respect to the underground

facility and other resource blocks.
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Figure II: Unmined ore zones below the 2200 level with respect to underground mine workings and

massive sulphide ore zones.

Table III and IV shows the tonnes and grade and metal contain for the Life of Mine Plan.

Table III: Tonnes and Grade of Ore Mined

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Ore

Production
(mt) 181,997 227,216 215,498 215,881 223,920 189,673

Cu % (%) 2.52 3.21 1.19 1.23 1.29 1.32

Au g/t (g/t) 1.61 3.75 2.17 2.40 2.92 2.48

Ag g/t (g/t) 6.45 20.13 12.87 9.69 9.65 8.79

Zn % (%) 0.66 0.47 0.77 0.30 0.30 0.47
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Table IV: Concentrate Produced of Ore Mined

Metal Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Cu lb 9,338,182 15,298,746 5,232,047 5,394,418 5,877,226 5,101,663

Au oz 6,259 18,196 9,962 11,071 13,948 10,032

Ag oz 20,757 80,888 49,026 37,001 38,218 29,498

Development and Production Schedule

With the environmental registration, detailed surface engineering and financing now completed

construction is expected to begin in the third quarter for 2010. This would allow for the first ore to be

produced by the third quarter 2011.

The simplified project schedule is shown in figure II.

Figure II: Project Schedule

Metallurgy and Mineral Processing

A bench scale metallurgical test program was developed and managed by Thibault & Associates Inc. to

provide design data as required to define a process flowsheet and design criteria for this study. The

development of the process flowsheet was based on the recovery of copper as a copper concentrate

using a selective flotation process. Gold recovery was based on flotation of part of the gold to the copper

concentrate and recovering additional gold by cyanide leaching of the flotation tailings. The test work was

conducted by several different service laboratories:

SGS Mineral Services (Lakefield, Ontario) Crushing and Grinding Index Testing, Mineralogy

Testing
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Research and Productivity Council (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Bench Scale Flotation

Tests and Tailings Stability Tests

Pacific Press Co. (Fullerton, California) Concentrate Filtration Tests

Thibault & Associates Inc. (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Concentrate Thickening Tests and

Gold Leaching Tests

Met Solve Laboratories Inc. (Burnaby, British Columbia) Gravity Recoverable Gold Testing

Centrifugal Separator

Minerals Engineering Centre (Halifax, Nova Scotia) Gravity Recoverable Gold Testing Table

Buchanan Environmental Ltd. (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Aquatic Life Toxicity Test

AMTEL (London, Ontario) Flotation Tailings Gold Association and Deportment Mineralogical

Studies

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited selected and provided several metallurgical samples for

testing. Table V summarizes some of the key head assay data for the metallurgical samples used in the

test program. The Composite sample was selected by Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited to

represent a typical "run of mine" sample, and consisted of a blend of drill core from throughout the

deposit plus a portion of a bulk sample from the 1807 face as well as some waste rock.

Table V Head Assay Data for Test ProgramMetallurgical Samples

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

HEAD ANALYSIS

Fe

(wt%)

Cu

(wt%)

Pb

(wt%)

Zn

(wt%)

S

(wt%)

Ag

(g/tonne)

Au

(g/tonne)

Composite Run of Mine 24.1 3.10 0.11 0.63 26.1 14 1.84

Variability A/B High Copper 17.1 9.62 0.09 0.18 15.6 18 1.56

Variability C High Gold 32.1 2.24 0.13 0.91 33.7 19 3.58

Variability G Low Copper 26.7 1.25 0.13 0.52 31.3 14 1.85

Open circuit batch flotation kinetic tests were conducted on the Composite metallurgical sample to

evaluate the effect of the following parameters on rougher and cleaner flotation performance: reagent

scheme and dosage, primary grind particle size, and the effect of regrind and regrind particle size. The

reagent scheme tested included the following:

Lime (pH control, iron suppression)

Zinc Sulphate (iron and zinc suppression)

Sodium Cyanide (iron and zinc suppression)

Potassium Amyl Xanthate (PAX copper and gold collector)

Cytec Aerophine 3418A (copper and gold collector)

Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol (MIBC frother)

A locked cycle test was completed using the Composite metallurgical sample with a primary grind size of

approximately 80% passing 70 microns with no regrind of the rougher or scavenger concentrate. The

locked cycle flowsheet and reagent scheme are illustrated in Figure III.
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Grinding
pH 9.0-9.5

Conditioning
pH 10.0-10.5

Rougher Float
pH 10.0-10.5

ZnSO4 200 g/tonne

NaCN 60 g/tonne

Lime

Water

Crushed Ore (Composite Sample)

MIBC 15 g/tonne

3418A 20 g/tonne Water

Lime

Water

Lime

Scavenger Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 5 g/tonne

3418A 5 g/tonne

Tails

Concentrate

Water

Lime

Final Tails

Tails

Concentrate

Conditioning
pH 10.0-10.5

Primary Cleaner 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 1.5 g/tonne

3418A 1.5 g/tonne

Water

Lime

Water

Lime

Cleaner Scavenger 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 0.7 g/tonne

3418A 0.7 g/tonne

Tails

Concentrate

Water

Lime

Final Tails

Tails

Concentrate

Secondary Cleaner 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

 Water

Lime

Concentrate

Tails

Final Concentrate

Figure III: Locked Cycle Flotation Test Block Diagram
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The results of the lock cycle test program and design criteria for concentrator throughput are summarized

in Table VI.

Table VI: Design Criteria Ore Characteristics, Concentrator Throughput and Overall Recovery

Parameter Units Value Comments

Run of mine ore moisture content wt% 4.0 Typical underground mine

ROM ore bulk density tonne/m³ 1.8 to 2.0 Based on specific gravity

Copper head grade dry basis wt% 4.00 max. As per Rambler directives. Mine grade control

and blending will be required to maintain grade

below 4% copper. Higher grades above 4%

copper will require operation at lower

throughput.

Concentrator design capacity ROM

ore throughput

tonne/d

(dry)

1000 At 100% availability

Concentrator annual availability at

design capacity

% 90 Total availability over 365 days

Maximum overall copper recovery

to concentrate

wt% 92.9 at 1.50%

Cu head.

96.3 at 4.00%

Cu head.

As per recovery vs. head grade curve from 1807

ore locked cycle test and variability batch tests

on different copper head grades.

Overall gold recovery to

concentrate.

wt% 66.4% Based on locked cycle test on 1807 zone

sample.

Copper concentrate grade dry basis

wt% Cu 25.0 min.

30.0 max.

Based on typical smelter requirements.

Equipment sizing based on minimum grade.

Environmental

The Environmental Registration for the Project was submitted to the NLDOEC on April 12, 2010 and the

company was official released from environmental assessment on May 27, 2010. The Ministers decision

outlined three conditions of release as outlined below:

A Women’s Employment Plan must be submitted and approved by the Minister of Natural

Resources prior to the commencement of construction.

An Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) must be submitted and approved by the Minister of

Environment and Conservation prior to the commencement of construction.

Rambler Metals and Mining must provide additional information regarding anticipated

employment during the construction and operations phases of the project. This information

must be provided to the Department of Human Resources Labour and Employment prior to

construction.
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Indicative Project Economics

Table VII shows the estimated project operating cost ($/t milled) at the planned full production rate of

630 mtpd.

Table VII: Project Operating Cost Summary

Function $/tonne

Mining 62.55

General and Admin. 12.29

Sub total 74.84

Processing $15.70

Port operations and transportation 0.59

Ore transportation & concentrate handling 12.16

Treatment and Refining ($35/t & 40.35/t) 3.93

Royalties (Buyout & Payment @ 1.5% NSR) 2.63

Reclamation 1.04

Total Site Costs $ 110.89

The project’s pre production capital cost estimate is $25.5 million complete with an appropriate level of

contingency for the various aspects. Another $27.9 million is required for sustaining capital. Table VIII

shows the estimated pre production project cost in $US.

Table VIII: Pre Production Project Cost Summary

Function

Cost

($US millions)

Processing 10.5

Mine Site 10.6

Port Site 2.1

Contingency 2.3

Total Capital Cost $25.5 million

Sustaining Capital 27.9

Mine Closure 1.3

Table IV and V below summarizes the project economics and associated parameters for the Ming Copper

Gold Mine.
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Table IV: Project Economics

Item Value

Copper produced (lbs) 46,242,281

Gold produced (ozs) 69,468

Silver Produced (ozs) 255,388

Total Revenue ($US million) $ 210

Pre tax Operating Cash flow ($US million) $71.0

Net Present Value before tax ( 6% $14.3

Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”) 23.7%

Payback (years) 1.5

Table V: Summary of Economic Parameters

Item Value

Average Copper Price
1
($US per lbs) 3.00

Average Gold Price
1
($US per oz) 1,000

Average Silver Price
1
($US per oz) 14.50

$US/$CDN Exchange Rate 0.95

Other Parameters

Mining Dilution (Stopes, Drifts) 15%, 0%

Mining Recovery (Stopes, Drifts) 90%, 100%

Mill Recoveries (Cu, Au, Ag) 92.4%, 66.4%, 55%

Concentrate Grade (Cu) 29.1%

1
Current price forecasted decline over the life of mine to a long term price of $2.50

Cu per lb, $900 Au per oz, and $12.00 Ag per oz.
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Opportunities

Mill Grinding

The life of mine plan presented herein is based on a milling capacity of 696 mtpd which is a conservative

estimate for the ability of the existing circuit. Recent grinding simulations completed by SGS Lakefield

have demonstrated that the actual throughput range is between 693 to 890 mtpd depending on the

hardness of the ore zone. Further, with the floatation expansion sized for 1000 mtpd there is a significant

opportunity for improved milling throughput which in turn will strengthen the project’s economics.

Gold Recovery

The economic model utilizes a gold recovery of 66.4%; based on Au recovery in the copper concentrate

only. With the availability of a fully functional hydromet facility there lies a real opportunity to improve

Au recovery to 85% or better. Au recovery and reagent test programs optimization with Thibault and

Associates have demonstrated that this opportunity is viable with minimal capital investment.

It is Rambler’s intension to further evaluate improved gold recovery scenarios once the new concentrator

is fully operational and commissioning and optimization is completed.

Mineralized Zones Open in Multiple Directions

Exploration on the extension of the massive sulphide horizon has been successful so far and all

mineralization remains open at depth and in many cases along strike.

Assuming the increased throughput at the Mill as discussed in 21.2.1 an increase of 306,000 tonnes of

high grade ore from the 1807 increases the discounted, before tax Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”) to

56.9% and the discounted before tax cash flow to $66.5 million. See table 22 1 for further details.

Inferred Resource

A total of 1,847,000 tonnes of additional ore lies in the inferred classification zone and is not included in

the current base case LoM scenario. This resource includes grades of 1.91% Cu, 1.83 g/t Au and 8.82 g/t

Ag. Assuming that approximately 60% of this resource is economically converted into a mining reserve

adds 7 years to the LoM. See table 21 1 for further details.

Indicated Lower Footwall Resource

The resource estimate for the Lower Footwall Zone contains some 7,853,000 tonnes of 1.60% copper. The

scoping study report, compiled by SRK, indicated that the Lower Footwall is profitable on an operating

basis. With an operating mill onsite and more robust copper prices the LFZ provides substantial upside to

the longevity of the project.

Operating a Multiple Purpose Mill

Operating a base metal and gold hydromet mill provides the company the opportunity for custom milling

smaller deposits in the area that would not be profitable as a standalone operation or indeed acquiring

these deposits and managing them as the owner operator.
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Un mined Area and Pillars

The Ming Mine contains 125,000 tonnes of developed but unmined areas (2.43 % Cu, 1.99 g/t Au) in the

lower levels of which only 29% has been included in the mineable reserve or mine plan. The Ming Mine

also contains an inferred resource of 274,000 tonnes in remnant pillars at a grade of 3.94 % Cu and 2.00

g/t Au which has not been included in the mineable reserve.

Risks

Project Financing

In March, 2010 the Company secured US$20 million in project financing through a gold sales agreement

with Sandstorm Resources Ltd. Management is currently assessing the working capital requirement for

the first six months of production. While this does propose a risk to the project, if production start up is

timed correctly, full advantage can be taken of higher than average copper and gold prices.

Inferred and Unclassified Mineralization

While no inferred mineralization has been included in this business plan there is a risk that there will be

less mineable tonnes realized than described or the metal grade averages could prove to be lower.

Environmental

The project will create tailings and waste rock that both have acid generating potential. While waste rock

brought to surface will eventually be returned and stored underground and all tailings will be stored in a

permitted impound both will require a long term effects monitoring program.

In addition since all new development is within brown field sites future monitoring programs will have to

consider the effects of previous operators.

Recommendations

Based on the economic evaluation present herein the company recommends the following conclusions

and recommendations:

At the base case scenario, the project is economically viable with an average internal rate of return

(before tax) of 23.7%. However each of the opportunities listed provide significant upside to the

project at minimal risk. Efforts to advance the project should be made with these opportunities in

mind.

All mineralized zones remain open at depth and across strike. Future diamond drilling programs

should focus on expanding the known resource, especially the high grade 1807 zone, while exploring

for new and undiscovered mineralization as potentially indentified by the TITAN Geophysics.

The mine’s location is a benefit to the project with much of the required infrastructure already in

place, including:

o Power grid within 200 meters of the mine site;
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o World class road system to the mine site;

o 10 km from ocean;

o Ability to ship from existing port;

o Town with infrastructure and labor force in place.

Detailed modeling and interpretation of the Lower Footwall Zone suggests that there is a strongly

mineralized (>2% Cu) corridor within the 7.85 million tonne resource (1.25% copper cut off). The LFZ

is open in the down plunge direction and grades appear to be improving at depth. Upon completion of

project financing it is recommended that a full internal feasibility study be completed specifically

targeting the Lower Footwall Zone. This study should focus on the economic extraction of the 7.85

million tonnes however particular attention should be made to the higher grade corridor.

During the initial ramp up period of the mill should the SAG Mill prove to be a “bottleneck” the SAG

Mill should be quickly changed out as both the Mine and the Copper Flotation Circuits have the

capacity to run at 860 mtpd and 1,000 mtpd respectively.

During the initial ramp up period in the mill the tails form the Copper Flotation Circuit should be re

directed through the existing gold hydrometallurgical circuit for recovery of additional gold with costs

and optimization of reagents being closely managed.

The company should investigate a means of extracting the un mined areas and pillars. Due to their

significant grade any extraction of these areas would benefit the economics and extend the life of

mine.

Based on the evaluation to date it is recommended that the company proceed with construction to

bring the mine back into production. During construction the diamond drilling exploration program

should continue to upgrade the existing inferred resources and explore for new mineralization.
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4 Introduction

4.1 Introduction

Rambler Metals and Mining PLC (‘Rambler’ or ‘RMM’) is a company that formed in April 2004 and is

currently listed on the Alternate Investment Market (AIM) of the London Stock Exchange under the

symbol RMM as well as on the Toronto Venture Exchange (TSX V) under the symbol RAB. The company

was established to invest in the base metal sector in politically stable jurisdictions. Its principal project is

the Ming Mine Copper Gold Property, located on the Baie Verte Peninsula of Newfoundland and

Labrador, Canada.

The Ming Property (‘mine site’) contains the former producing Ming and Ming West copper gold mines.

The Ming Mine itself last operated in 1982 and the Ming West Mine in 1996. Mining of the Ming Mine

ceased when the workings reached a neighboring property boundary. Rambler Metals and Mining

acquired the property in 2005 after it had been successfully consolidated.

The company has undertaken the necessary engineering studies to evaluate the feasibility of re

establishing a mining operation for the Ming Mine. Exploration drilling (surface and underground) has

tested multiple zones of Cu Au mineralization down plunge and along strike of the former ore bodies and

subsequently confirmed that significant mineralized extensions exist. An evaluation of original documents

for the Ming Mine has also determined that an unmined resource exists below the 2200 level as an

addition to remnant pillars from surface to the 1985 level. Detailed engineering work on the ore

metallurgy and mine development has demonstrated an economically viable operation over the initial 6

years.

The company has also recently purchased the Nugget Pond gold processing facility (‘mill site’) located just

40 km’s from the Ming Mine. The gold concentrator will be adapted to process base metals sulphides

from the Ming Mine through the addition of a copper flotation circuit as well as processing tailings

through the existing gold hydromet for improved gold recovery. The modification will diversify the

existing facility and allow for a range of processing capabilities. The acquisition of a fully operational,

permitted, gold hydrometallurgical mill also provides an option to process other ore through toll milling

contracts. These agreements could extend the life of mine well beyond the existing resources of the Ming

Mine.

All work has been completed to NI43 101 standards at a feasibility level. All information contained within

has been compiled by independent consulting firms for inclusion in this report.

4.2 Background of the Project

A number of technical reports have been generated for the Ming Mine Property.

In March 2005 Roscoe Postle Associates Inc (RPA) completed a technical report on the Rambler Property

for the purpose of Rambler obtaining a listing on London’s AIM.
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SRK Consulting Canada Inc (SRK) was commissioned by Rambler in June 2006 for a recommendation of an

exploration methodology to achieve a NI 43 101 compliant resource at the surrounds of the former Ming

Mine. Rambler also requested that SRK recommend drill spacing for deposit delineation (from surface

and underground).

Scott Wilson RPA was retained by Rambler in October 2006 to compile an updated technical report for the

Rambler Property in support of an application for a listing on the TSX V exchange. Neither of the RPA

technical reports included NI 43 101 compliant resource estimations.

In August 2007 Rambler commissioned SRK to author an Internal Scoping Study compiled by a multi

disciplinary team for the Rambler project. This Scoping Study report was intended for internal company

use to make project decisions concerning further development of the property. This report was inclusive

of resource estimation but was non NI 43 101 compliant and not suitable for public disclosure. The multi

disciplinary contributions to this Scoping Study were prepared by the following companies/consultants:

• SRK Consulting Canada Inc

• TESC Mining Services Inc

• SNC Lavalin Engineers & Constructors Inc

• Thibault & Associates Inc

• SGS Lakefield Research Ltd

• Rambler Metals & Mining Canada Ltd

During March 2008, SRK was commissioned by Rambler to prepare a NI 43 101 compliant resource

estimated for the Rambler project which applied exploration data from surface and underground sources

available as of March 31, 2008.

During June 2008, Thibault & Associates Inc were commissioned by Rambler to identify a commercially

viable concentrator flowsheet, reagent scheme and design basis for process equipment sizing as required

for definitive design of a copper flotation circuit proposed for the Rambler property.

Quantec Geoscience Ltd was retained by Rambler in July 2008 to perform a Titan 24 geophysical survey to

aid in the Rambler property exploration program. The intent of the Titan DCIP and MT survey was to

provide sub surface resistivity and chargeability mapping along strike and down plunge of the historically

producing Ming Ore Bodies.

In August 2008 AMEC was commissioned to evaluate two potential tailings disposal options and survey

each of these areas for existing fish and fish habitat.

In November of 2008 Chaleur Shotcrete Inc. (CSI) were commissioned to provide a Life of Mine Plan on

the mining of the high grade zones of the Ming Mine at a production rate of 850 metric tonnes per day

(mtpd).

Dr. Stephen J. Piercey Geological Consulting was contracted by Rambler in December 2008 to visit the

property and evaluate drill core from the recently discovered gold rich 1806 Zone. As part of this work

detailed mineralogical descriptions were completed on select thin sections from the core. The purpose of
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this visit was to evaluate massive sulphides from the 1806 Zone to determine the sulphide mineralogy,

the residence and location of any gold within the lens.

Dr. Rimas Pakalnis of Pakalnis and Associates was contracted by Rambler in March 2010 to visit the

property and conduct a geotechnical review of the ground conditions and support requirements for the

proposed mine development and production methods. This report addresses rock mass characterization

and stope dimensions in terms of span and pillar sizes, coupled with support recommendations.

The mine design and mine development and production schedules, outlining a 630 metric tonne per day

operation, were created by Rambler engineering staff. Stantec Engineering Limited of North Bay was

contracted in April 2010 to provide mine costing and oversight of the mine design and overall project

economics for the purposes of filing a NI 43 101 compliant feasibility study for the Ming Mine operation.

A new NI 43 101 compliant resource was compiled by Rambler geological staff and reviewed by Mr. Dave

Barbour, an independent qualified person.

4.3 Scope of Work

The scope of work includes a full project evaluation based on the compilation of various independent

reports. All portions of this evaluation have been completed to NI43 101 standards and regulations for a

compliant feasibility study.

Typically the preparation of a technical report and resource estimation for a mineral project such as the

Ming Copper Gold Mine Project involves the review and analyses of the following aspects:

1. Regional and local geology;

2. Exploration work carried out on the project;

3. Audit of exploration database;

4. Review of quality assurance and quality control measures;

5. Definition of a geological model/mineralization framework;

6. Resource estimation methodology (geostatistics including variography);

7. Validation;

8. Outline of the resource classification methodology;

9. Evaluation of mineral processing criteria;

10. Determination of underground mine model;

11. Evaluation of unmined and remnant pillar areas remaining after mine closure.

12. Surface infrastructure requirements;

13. Project’s schedule;

14. Environmental Aspects;

15. Economic assessment;

16. Risks, opportunities and recommendations;

Rambler has been managing and operating the drilling program, both surface and underground, since

2005. During this time extensive quality control/ quality assurance has been employed to ensure all data

collected complies with NI 43 101 and Form 43 101F1 guidelines in conformity with generally accepted

CIM “Exploration Best Practices” and “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best
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Practices” guidelines. Additional information describing this program in detail can be found under item 14

of this report.

4.4 Project Team

This technical report was compiled by the Rambler team for the company’s board of directors. The

majority of this report was assembled through previous engineering reports commissioned by Rambler.

The Rambler team includes:

Tim Sanford, P.Eng. – Chief Engineer

Tim is directly responsible for managing the engineering department of the Ming Mine

Project.

Michelle Morey, C.M.A. – Financial Controller

Michelle is responsible for overseeing all day to day financial aspects of the Ming Mine

Project.

Larry Pilgrim, P.Geo. – Chief Geologist

Larry is directly responsible for managing the geology and exploration of the Ming Mine

Project.

Rambler has an experienced technical team who have all contributed to this report.

Shaun Gage (Senior Engineer); Darrell Hyde (Senior Project Geologist); Stephanie

Maloney (Project Geologist); Milton Noel (Mine Superintendent and H&S

Coordinator); Corey Greenham (Environmental Coordinator); Wallace Pinksen (Mill

Superintendent); Jamie Bounds (Environmental/ Safety Officer).

4.5 Basis of the Technical Report

Exploration data collected during the diamond drilling program has been continuously monitored by

Rambler Metals and Mining’s geological staff. The exploration dataset, which formed the basis of the

mining shapes, were evaluated and optimized for mining extraction.

This information combined with various other independent technical reports created the foundation for

this complete NI43 101 project evaluation.

This project review is primarily based on the following sources of information:

Rambler drill database. The drill database is comprised of collar, survey, assay and geological

components;

Ongoing review/ interpretation of the property geology with Rambler’s geological and

engineering staff;

Review of current and historical plans and drill sections for the drill program adjacent to the

historical Ming Mine;

SRK Consulting Engineers and Scientists;

Thibault & Associates Inc.;

Pakalnis and Associates;

Novaport International Consultants Limited / ADI Limited;

Stantec Engineering Limited;
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Information stored at the Newfoundland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy

Branch submitted by CRML upon closure of the Ming Mine in April 1982;

Original Ming mine documents stored by CRML at the mine vault and retrieved by Rambler

Metals in 2009;

Registration Pursuant to Section 6 of the Environmental Assessment Act for Operation of the

Ming Mine Copper Gold Project;

Additional information obtained from public domain sources.
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5 Reliance on other Experts

This report has been compiled by various, independent, third party consultants. The information,

interpretations, conclusions and estimates contained herein are based on a comprehensive geological and

engineering database compiled by Rambler staff and are current up to September 1
st
, 2010.

SRK consulting Canada Inc (SRK) was contracted by Rambler to compile geostatistical analyses and

construct variogram models based on information supplied by Rambler in January 2009. SRK supplied

Rambler with block model and estimation parameters which were utilized by Rambler to compile the

mineral resource estimate presented. Dave Barbour GeoConsulting has reviewed and approved all

information relating the resource estimation.

Thibault and Associates Inc. (Thibault) was responsible for all process, mechanical and electrical

engineering for this report. Thibault’s work is coupled with ADI Limited who was responsible for the

associated civil and structural design.

Stantec has reviewed and approved all environmental, underground mine engineering as well as the

economic evaluation required for this project evaluation.

All components of this report have been completed to a feasibility level (+/ 15%) and conform to all NI43

101 standards and qualifications.

None of the above mentioned consultants are insiders associated with or an affiliate of Rambler and

neither has acted as advisor to Rambler or its affiliates in connection with this project. The results

provided by SRK, Thibault, ADI and Stantec are not dependant on any prior agreements concerning

conclusions to be reached, nor are there any understandings concerning any future business dealings.
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6 Property Description and Location

6.1 Description

Mine Site The Ming Mine site is located approximately 17 km by road east of the town of Baie

Verte, on the north coast of Newfoundland, geographic co ordinates 49°54’ N latitude

and 56°05’ W longitude (Figure 6 1, 6 2). The site is approximately 360 km by air

northwest of St. John’s and 165 km by road northeast of Deer Lake. The surface outcrop

of the Ming deposit is at UTM coordinates of 565,910mE, 5,529,370mN (NTS 12H/16

Baie Verte; NAD 83, Zone 21).

Access to the Baie Verte Peninsula is provided via Route 410 (Dorset Trail) exiting the

Trans Canada Highway. The mine site can be accessed via the La Scie Highway (Route

414) and the Ming’s Bight Road (Route 418). The north south trending Ming’s Bight

Road transects the western half of the property. The Ming and Ming West facilities are

located near this road. A gravel road exits Route 414 and extends northwards for a

short distance to the Boundary Shaft. Several old trails and drill roads, as well as recent

logging roads provide limited access to the interior of the property. A new cut

exploration grid transects the area of the mining leases. The town of Baie Verte

(population 1,000), is home to several mining and exploration service providers, medical

facilities, and construction facilities. As well, Baie Verte and the nearby communities

have an experienced mining work force.

The Ming Copper Gold Mine property contains the former producing Ming and Ming

West Cu Au mines (Figure 6 2). The Ming Mine last operated in 1982 and the Ming

West in 1996. The two mines can be accessed by way of an underground ramp, while

the deeper levels of the Ming Mine has a 3 compartment shaft. Rambler acquired the

property after it had been successfully consolidated. The property includes the

decommissioned Ming Boundary shaft and the metal clad office/dry/shop building from

the Ming West Mine (now retrofitted into the Waste Water Treatment facility for

dewatering operations) as well as a large core shed and miners dry plus the now de

watered underground ramp and workings associated with the Ming and Ming West

deposits.

The Ming and Ming West Mines exploited relatively narrow zones of high grade Cu and

Au mineralization. Sections of this mineralization remain in the lower part of the Ming

Mine and it is open to depth. The first RMM holes were drilled in 2003, targeting the

Ming Massive Zone (MMS), (RM03 01 and RM03 02) which confirmed the down plunge

extension of that zone. In 2004, two further holes were drilled to test the depth

potential of the underlying Lower Footwall Zone (LFZ), which was partially outlined

nearer to surface by the previous mining operator. These drill holes both returned wide

zones of Cu mineralization with substantially better indicated grades than encountered

in the nearer to surface historic holes.
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There are no serious environmental liabilities associated with the property and there are

no tailings dump areas. In 2005, a number of programs were undertaken on the

property to assist in remediation of the legacy of past operators. Two open vent raises

have been temporarily capped with timbers, backfilled and fenced. Both the Ming and

Ming West pits have been surrounded with fencing. The Ming ramp and underground

workings have been de watered down to the 2400 foot level and maintenance pumps

operate 24 hours a day to maintain the present water level.

Mill Site The Nugget Pond mill is located approximately 6 km west of the community of Snooks

Arm in the provincial district of Baie Verte White Bay, geographic co ordinates 49°50’ N

latitude and 55°45’ W longitude (Figure 6 1). The Nugget Pond Mill is located 44

kilometers by road from the Ming Mine facility. The surface facilities are concentrated in

a 10 hectare area. The ground surface is mostly rocky with moderate forest coverage,

moderately rough terrain and elevations ranging from 90 to 140 m above sea level.

Access to the Nugget Pond site is via the La Scie highway to Snooks Arm (Highways 414

and 416). From the Snooks Arm highway junction, the site can be reached by gravel road

running generally west for a distance of approximately 5 km to the mill site.

There are no serious environmental liabilities associated with the property. The site

however does contained a fully permitted tailings facility with adequate storage

capacity for the life of the project.

Port Site The Goodyear’s Cove port, situated in at the head of Halls Bay, NL, is located

approximately 1.4 km west of the community of South Brook in Green Bay district,

geographic co ordinates 49° 25’ N latitude and 56° 05’ W longitude (Figure 6 1). All

surface facilities are concentrated in a 1 hectare area. Ground surface is rocky and

moderately flat with sparse vegetation and elevations rising a maximum of 12 meters

above sea level.

There are no serious environmental liabilities associated with the property.

(Additional Site maps can be found in Appendix 2)
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Figure 6 1: Location of Rambler Project area near Baie Verte, Newfoundland, Canada.
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Figure 6 2: Ming Mine site infrastructure in relation to the various Ming Mining Zones.
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6.2 Land Tenure

Mine Site The Rambler property is a mineral land assembly consisting of one map staked mineral

license 014692M and two mining leases (141L and 188L) (totaling 1,580.4 ha) registered

in the name of Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary

of Rambler Metals and Mining PLC (Table 6 1). All of these mineral lands are contiguous

and in some cases overlapping and are located in the area of the former Ming and Ming

West Mines (Figure 6 3). In early 2008 the mineral license 014692M replaced the

original licenses 09997M, 11872M and 11504M by grouping as requested by Rambler.

All lands are in good standing with the Newfoundland government and Rambler is up to

date with respect to lease payments (for leases) and required exploration expenditure

(for licenses).

Figure 6 3: Rambler Property: Mineral tenure and map staked claims.
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Table 6 1: Mineral license details for the Rambler Property.

Mineral

License

Mining

Lease

#

Claims Hectares

NTS

Map

Issuance

Date

License

Renewal

Tenure

Year

Expenditure

Anniversary

Expenditure

Due Date

Expenditure

Required

Assessment

Report Due

Date

014692M 38 950 12H16
June 19,

2000

June 19,

2015
10 June 19, 2011 June 19, 2015 $18,093.21

August 18,

2010

141L 0 280 12H16
October

30, 1995
n/a n/a

October 30,

2010

October 30,

2010
$22,400.00

March 15,

2011

188L 0 350.4 12H16
February

17, 2005
n/a n/a

February 17,

2011

February 17,

2011
$28,032.00

March 15,

2011

Totals 38 1,580.4 Total Annual Mining Lease Cost $50,432.00 

6.3 Underlying Agreements

On February 23, 2005, Altius Minerals announced that it had completed an agreement to sell its interest

in the Rambler Cu Au project to Rambler. Rambler was formed specifically to acquire 100% interest in the

Rambler project from Altius Minerals in exchange for 30% of the outstanding shares (12,000,000). The

initial agreement was structured such that Altius Minerals would own approximately one third of the

issued shares of Rambler Metals and Mining following the company’s admission to AIM following the

$18.5M fundraising in April 2005. Altius Minerals also had two members of its Board on the Board of

Directors of Rambler. Rambler Metals and Mining PLC currently trades on London’s AIM market under

symbol RMM and on the TSX:V under symbol RAB. Current major shareholders of Rambler Metals and

Mining PLC are CDS & Co. (15.0%), Altius Minerals (12.6%) and Zila Corporation (6.8%).

6.4 Historical Workings at the Ming Mine

Mine Site Mine development commenced at the Main Mine in 1961, and proceeded through four

deposits up to 1982. The Ming and the Ming West deposits were the last to be

developed and mined. Total production from all deposits was 4.7 million short tons

averaging 2.17% Cu, with some Zn, Au and Ag. Mining ceased at the Ming Mine in 1982

because of low copper prices, and because the deposit crossed over into land held by BP

Selco. The Ming West deposit was brought into production in October 1995 and mined

up to, producing 142,173 short tons at 3.98% Cu, 0.17 oz/ton Au, and 0.44 oz/ton Ag

from the upper part of the deposit. Production ceased due to the exhaustion of easily

accessible near surface reserves and a drop in the copper price. There has been no

mining activity in the area since that time.

The existing Ming Mine workings consist of various components (Figure 6 4):

The portal and the main ramp. The existing ramp with nominal dimensions of

5m wide by 2.5m high extends at an 18% gradient from the portal elevation of

160m down to minus 633m, a length of 4665m (15,305ft).

Level development nominally spaced at 30m (110ft) vertically; mined out

stopes in the Ming and Ming West deposits that are mainly empty voids.

The boundary shaft is a timbered 3 compartment shaft with two skip

compartments and a service/manway compartment extending a total depth of

636m (2,087ft) from surface down to mine grid elevation minus 461m (1,512ft).

Dimensions outside the timber are 5.7m by 2.2m.
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Figure 6 4: Existing mine workings – 3D view looking south up dip.
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7 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and Physiography

7.1 Accessibility

Mine Site Access to the Baie Verte Peninsula is provided via Route 410 (Dorset Trail) exiting the

Trans Canada Highway. The Rambler property is accessed via the La Scie Highway

(Route 414) and the Ming’s Bight Road (Route 418). The north south trending Ming’s

Bight Road transects the western half of the property. The Ming and Ming West

facilities are located adjacent to this road. A gravel road exits Route 414 and extends

northwards for a short distance to the Boundary Shaft. Several old trails and drill roads,

as well as recent logging roads provide limited access to the interior of the property. A

newly cut exploration grid transects the mining leases. The nearby town of Baie Verte

has a deep water port facility. The nearest airport is 160km to the southwest near the

Town of Deer Lake.

Mill Site Access to the Nugget Pond site is via the La Scie highway to Snooks Arm (Highways 414

and 416). From the Snooks Arm highway junction, the site can be reached by gravel road

running generally west for a distance of approximately 5 km to the mill site.

Port Site Access to the Goodyear’s Cove port is via the TCH. A gravel access road runs north for

approximately 500 meters to the site.

7.2 Climate

The climate in this area is northern temperate, allowing a twelve month operating period. Mean summer

temperatures are 16°C and mean winter temperatures are 8°C. Lakes and ponds freeze over in early

December but are ice free in mid April. Annual precipitation exceeds 1,000 mm. Shipping may be

interrupted for brief periods in late winter early spring when the Labrador Current moves pack ice and

icebergs south from Greenland.

7.3 Local Resources

The area has a history and culture of asbestos, gold, copper, and industrial minerals mining, dating from

the 1800’s and consequently is mining friendly. The major center for the region is the town of Baie Verte

(population 1,000), which offers several mining and exploration service providers, deepwater loading,

hotels, schools, shopping, medical facilities, fire fighting, construction, and recreational facilities. Baie

Verte and the nearby communities have an experienced mining work force.

7.4 Infrastructure

Mine Site The Ming Mine is connected to the provincial electrical power grid and is well equipped

with mine related infrastructure. The disturbed site covers less than ten hectares and

includes the following:

1. Road and Yard area;

2. Waste Water Treatment Facility;
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3. Maintenance Garage;

4. Surface Electrical Sub Station;

5. Core Storage Building;

6. Temporary Office/ Dry;

7. Mine Portal;

8. Boundary Shaft;

9. Ming and Ming West Open Pits;

10. Vent Raises.

The mill site and tailings compound area from previous operations is located 1.5

kilometers to the south of the Ming Mine facility. Its entire footprint is now under

Exempt Mineral Lands and controlled by the Government of Newfoundland and

Labrador. The former mill and support buildings have suffered neglect and vandalism

over the past years and have recently been demolished by the provincial government.

All liabilities associated with the former site rest solely with the provincial government.

Mill Site The Nugget Pond facility is a fully permitted gold hydrometallurgical mill with a nominal

throughput rate of 500 mtpd. All existing infrastructure has been well maintained over

the years and no serious environmental liabilities are associated with property.

The Nugget Pond property covers approximately 10 hectares and includes the following:

1. Road and Yard area;

2. Office Building;

3. Assay Lab;

4. Sewage Treatment Plant;

5. A Large Maintenance Garage;

6. Cold Storage Buildings;

7. Mill Building including Crusher, Ore Bin, Thickener and Leach Tanks;

8. Ore Stockpile Area;

9. Fuel Storage and Dispensing Facilities;

10. Security House;

11. Reclaim and Fire Pump House;

12. Emergency Generator;

13. Tailings Pond, Polishing Pond and associated infrastructure (TMF).

Port Site Goodyear’s Cove Port Site itself is owned by The Town of South Brook with the adjoining

land owned by Mrs. Joan Brown. The port is used primarily as a shipping port and

provides deep water loading in a semi sheltered harbor. It has a well maintained

docking facility that is available to the public.

Infrastructure at the Goodyear’s Cove port includes:

1. Dock with concrete top and bollards;

2. Two smaller docks with bollards and suspended walkways ;

3. Two shore bollards;

4. Small Slipway;

5. Electrical shed;

6. Semi existent concrete pad.
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7.5 Physiography

Mine Site The Ming Mine lies at an elevation of approximately 150m above sea level. Topography

is gently rolling, rising to a series of northwest trending ridges with elevations near

180m to 190m above sea level in the north near Three Corner Pond. Outcrop exposure

ranges from 0.5% to 5% owing to a persistent blanket of overburden averaging about

2m in thickness. The property is dominated by mature black spruce and hardwood,

though forest fires have affected some areas. Logging operations have been ongoing

since the early eighties and both clear cut and new growth forests are present. Small

bogs and ponds associated with low lying depressions are common and constitute parts

of the South Brook and England’s Pond watersheds that flow northward to the coast.

Mill Site The area lies on the east side of the Baie Verte Peninsula which is an undulating plateau.

The coast line of the Betts Cove Tilt Cove area is bounded by shear cliffs rising rather

abruptly to the plateau level about 150 meters above sea level. The shoreline is

indented by many fjord like coves and inlets, the largest of which, Snook’s Arm, is three

kilometers long. The dissected plateau to the west is marked by parallel ridges and

rounded hills. Soil is absent or extremely thin on the plateau and the amount of drift

present, even in the valleys, is small. To the north of the site and on much higher

elevations, a thin layer of moss/lichen is common on the upland barrens. The larger

areas, especially those underlain by granite and ultramafics, are devoid of vegetation.

Locally and to the south of the site, the valley slopes support a thick but low growth of

spruce, birch, fir, aspen, and alder. The area is well drained and dotted with a myriad of

small ponds and streams.

The Nugget Pond Facility lies within the heart of the Fly Pond Bobby’s Cove watershed.

This drainage basin has roughly the shape of a question mark and encompasses an area

of some 740 hectares. It is oriented southward and drains into the head of Bobby’s

Cove. The system is comprised of four main ponds; namely Fly Pond, Rocky Pond,

Horseshoe Pond, and Bobby’s Cove Pond. Approximately ten smaller unnamed ponds

are also located within the drainage basin.

Port Site The Goodyear’s Cove port, situated in at the head of Halls Bay, NL, is located

approximately 1.4 km west of the community of South Brook in Green Bay district. All

surface facilities are concentrated in a 1 hectare area. Ground surface is rocky and

moderately flat with sparse vegetation and elevations rising a maximum of 12 meters

above sea level.
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8 History

8.1 Ming Mine Early History

Auriferous sulphides were found in the area in 1905 by Enos England. In 1907, a shaft was sunk to a

depth of 65ft and a fifty foot crosscut was driven. The Main Mine sulphide zone was found in 1935 about

600ft north of the Enos England discovery. In 1940, the Newfoundland government drilled eighteen

diamond drill holes totaling 5,000ft. The property was optioned in 1944 by a group of St. John’s

businessmen who formed Rambler Mines Corp. The property was subsequently optioned in 1945 to Gold

Mines which drilled 681ft in thirty one diamond drill holes, and then to Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd

(Rambridge Mines) in 1951, which drilled 14,300ft. An airborne electromagnetic survey was flown in 1955

to 56.

8.1.1 Consolidated Rambler Mines Ltd

The property reverted to the crown when the Undeveloped Mineral Act was invoked by the

Newfoundland Minister of Mines in 1960, and the property was then granted to the M.J. Boylen interests

who formed Consolidated Rambler Mines Ltd. Mine development commenced at the Main Mine in 1961,

and proceeded through four deposits to 1982. The Ming Mine was discovered in 1970 by a helicopter

borne AEM system. A large low grade stringer type copper deposit was later discovered in the footwall

300ft to 500ft below the Ming ore body during mining operations, and delineated by thirty six diamond

drill holes. Mining ceased at the Ming Mine in 1982 because of low copper prices, and because the

deposit crossed over into land held by BP Selco.

8.1.2 Rambler Joint Venture Group

In 1987, the property again reverted to the crown under the Undeveloped Mineral Act, and proposals

were solicited by the government for exploration and development. Inco Ltd was one of the applicants,

and in anticipation of a favorable response purchased the Rambler Mill facilities from Consolidated

Rambler Mines Ltd. In 1988, the property was awarded to the Rambler Joint Venture Group (a

consortium of Teck Exploration, Petromet Resources Ltd, and Newfoundland Exploration Company Ltd).

Exploration consisted of ground geophysics and soil geochemistry, resulting in discovery of the Ming West

deposit. Forty eight diamond drill holes (25,534ft) were completed and IP resistivity, mise a la masse,

and point array surveys were conducted over the deposit. Borehole time domain electromagnetic

surveys were carried out in a number of drill holes along the down plunge extent of the mineralization.

Negotiations were initiated with Inco Ltd for the purchase of the Rambler Mill, which was instead sold to

International Corona Corporation (Corona), who held the former BP Selco property containing the

extension of the Ming deposit. The Rambler property reverted to the crown in 1993.

8.1.3 Ming Minerals Inc.

In 1993, Corona, which had been taken over by Homestake Mining, decided to dispose of the Rambler

Mill, in an asset rationalization decision. Ming Minerals Inc was then formed, with Sam Blagdon and Peter

Dimmell as equal partners, to acquire the Rambler Mill facility from Homestake. The assets were acquired

in March 1993, along with the mineral rights to the former BP Selco property (Rambler North).
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Ming Minerals, with the mill facility and the mineral rights to the Rambler North property, had positioned

itself to acquire the mineral rights to the Rambler properties when the government released them. With

the exception of the Ming Mine area, the government released the property for ground staking in early

1994 and Ming Minerals acquired the ground in a staking rush. Subsequently, the government solicited

proposals for the exploration and development of the Ming Mine area. Ming Minerals’ proposal was

accepted in June 1994. With the acceptance of the Ming Minerals’ proposal, this is the first time that all

the key properties in the Rambler area have been held by one owner.

Historically, exploration and development have been obstructed by the division of mineral rights holdings.

Ming Minerals’ arranged financing for Ming West production through Ming Financial Corp. which earned a

70% interest in the project by expending $2.2M in investment capital that carried the mining and milling

facility through to production in October 1995. Access to the Ming West deposit was achieved by drifting

from the Ming decline. Production began in mid October 1995, with the first concentrate shipment in late

December 1995. The Ming West deposit was mined in 1995 to 1996, producing 142,173 tons of ore at

3.98% Cu, 0.17 oz/ton Au, and 0.44 oz/ton Ag from the upper part of the deposit. Production ceased in

1996 due to the exhaustion of easily accessible near surface reserves and a drop in the copper price. No

other mining operations on the Rambler property have been undertaken since the closure of the Ming

West mining operation.

In 1997, Canamera Geological Ltd (Canamera) was commissioned to do a feasibility study on the Rambler

Property for Ming Minerals. Canamera reported a remaining mineral resource inventory on the property.

Canamera concluded that the outlined mineral resource would not support an economically feasible

operation and the property then lay dormant until acquisition by Altius from Ming Minerals.

8.1.4 Altius Minerals Corporation

Under the terms of an option to purchase agreement with Ming Minerals, Altius conducted exploration on

the Rambler property in 2001, 2003, and 2004. In 2001, a lithogeochemical program was initiated to

chemically fingerprint rocks of the hangingwall and footwall to the sulphide deposits. Rambler lithologies

are strongly metamorphosed and deformed, and locally strongly altered, commonly precluding visual

recognition of their stratigraphic context with respect to the massive sulphide horizon. Eight historic drill

holes representing a thick stratigraphic interval were re logged and sampled in detail. One hundred and

sixty six samples were analyzed for major and trace elements at Activation Laboratories Ltd of Ancaster,

Ontario, and at XRAL Laboratories, Don Mills, Ontario. Altius conducted diamond drilling programs in

both 2003 and 2004. Two holes (RM03 01 and RM03 02) were drilled in a JCEAP assisted drilling program

conducted down plunge from the former Ming Mine in 2003, with associated down hole transient

electromagnetic surveys. These successfully proved the existence of ore grade and width Cu Au massive

sulphide mineralization 500m beyond the limits of the previous mining operation. During 2004, Altius

continued the program of deep drilling with the objective of testing the down plunge extensions of the

Lower Footwall Zone (LFZ), a large VMS style stringer system, which occurs structurally below portions of

the Ming Massive Sulphides. Altius drilled two NQ size diamond drill holes (RM04 03 and RM04 04) with

associated down hole transient electromagnetic surveys. These effectively confirmed the presence and

grades within the LFZ and extended the mineralization a further 250m down plunge. Early in 2005, Altius

completed an agreement to sell its interest in the Rambler project to Rambler Metals and Mining PLC.
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8.1.5 Rambler Metals and Mining PLC

Rambler Metals and Mining is a UK based company listed on London’s Alternate Investment Market (AIM)

and the Toronto Venture Stock Exchange (TSX V). Rambler holds a 100% interest in the Ming property and

between 2005 and 2009 conducted a multi phase diamond drilling program consisting of surface drilling,

directional drilling and underground delineation drilling.

During 2005 a widely spaced drill hole program was designed to further test the plunge and strike

extension of both the Ming Massive Sulphide (MMS) Horizon and Lower Footwall (LFZ) Zones. Based on

the results of this program in 2006 and using directional drilling technology Rambler continued to

evaluate the mineralization with predictable 50 meter spaced drill holes. The surface directional drilling

program continued until the completion of the mine dewatering program in July 2008 which allowed

exploration to continue from underground.

Rambler’s drilling programs have confirmed the continuity of mineralized ore zones both down plunge

and across strike from where historic mining operations ceased in the early 1980’s. Based on the

existence of significant mineralization a number of engineering studies have been completed including

this NI43 101 technical report to evaluate to properties economic viability.

8.2 Nugget Pond

Betts Cove ore potential was discovered in 1860 and mining started in 1875. The Bett’s Cove mine, which

was located only 4 km south west of the Nugget Pond property, produced 118,431 short tons of good

grade copper during its 11year mine life. At that same time, the Tilt Cove ore body was discovered just 12

km north east of the Nugget Pond property. The Tilt Cove property developed into a long running

operation producing 61,000 tons of copper, 416 tons of nickel, 50,000 ounces of gold and 50,000 ounces

of silver in its 53 year mine life.

Surface exploration programs conducted from 1987 to 1990 accounted for a total of 22,000 meters of

drilling involving 106 holes. Reserve calculations performed by Bitech in 1992 and Noveder in 1993

initially proved that the ore body contained some 416,168 tonnes of ore grading 14.3g/T of gold for a

total content of 191,974 ounces. This estimate was used to determine economic feasibility and in turn,

sparked the bulk sample program and the overall development of the project. Richmont Mines Inc.

acquired a 60% stake in the Nugget Pond deposit in 1995 and later bought the remaining 40% in January

1996. In April 1997, after a ten month construction phase, the mill was commissioned and commercial

production at the Nugget Pond site began. By that time the Nugget Pond Mine Site included a fully

operational gold mine, office, assay lab, hydromet mill, shop, and 3 cold storage warehouses.

Processing of the Nugget Pond Deposit continued until mid 2001. At that time, the ore body was

exhausted. However, prior to the depletion, Richmont Mines were already in the process of developing

the Hammerdown deposit in the King’s point area. This deposit, acquired from Major General, had

significant gold showings. Previously, in the summer of 2000, a bulk sample 7500 tons was removed and

sent to the Nugget Pond mill for processing. Production of the Hammerdown deposit began in the

summer of 2001 and continued until the deposit was exhausted in late 2004. Reclamation on the

Hammerdown site was initiated immediately and completed in the summer of 2005. At that time, the

Nugget Pond plant then entered into a care and maintenance program.
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In 2006, Crew Gold Corporation established a wholly owned subsidiary Crew Gold (Canada) Ltd to operate

the Nugget Pond gold treatment plant and associated facilities for processing of the Nalunaq ore body

located in Greenland. Crew acquired the plant and its surface rights from New Island Resources who in

turn acquired the Nugget Pond plant and licenses and mining licenses from Richmont Mines Inc. Under an

option agreement dated 28
th
October 2005 subsequently exercised. A Certificate of Approval AA06

125490 was issued to Crew Gold (Canada) Ltd on the 6
th
December 2006. The plant site was under care

and maintenance for two years until 27
th

February 2007 when operations recommenced after

considerable rehabilitation and pre commissioning repair work.

Due to high transportation costs, this campaign ended in June 2009. At that time, Crew Gold (Canada)

Ltd. immediately entered into a toll milling agreement with Anaconda Mining Inc. The agreement was

cancelled in December 2009 because of circumstances beyond their control. The plant initiated the care

and maintenance program.

8.3 Goodyear’s Cove

The Goodyear’s port was first used by the Gullbridge Mining Company Inc. between 1965 to 1972 for

shipping of copper concentrate from their Gull Pond deposit to smelters located in the Gaspe region in

Quebec. The original copper deposit was discovered in 1905 but wasn’t fully developed until the mid

1960’s. The Gull Pond mine was located approximately 20 km from the Goodyear’s Cove port thus the

site posed as an excellent location for concentrate shipping. In addition, the port was also known for

being a deep water port. This allowed bigger ships to enter and use this port when necessary. The

Gullbridge Mining Company Inc. erected a large copper concentrate storage shed at the port site to

contain and load concentrate on container ships headed to the smelter. These ships arrived almost on a

monthly basis and were loaded with anywhere between 7000 to 10,000 tons of copper concentrate.

Upon the closure of the mine, the storage shed was sold to a company for building and fibre glassing

ships. The building was removed some time later leaving only the cement pad upon which the building

was erected. The land was sold and the port became a primary destination for importing of salt for the

Green bay area, by the Department of Highways, and for personal watercraft.

In 2006, Crewgold (Canada) Ltd. signed a lease agreement with the land owners for use of the port for the

importing of gold ore from the Nalunaq Gold Mine in Greenland. After some needed repair to the wharf

and area, the first vessel carrying 25, 000 tons of ore arrived in February 2007. Ore was unloaded and

stored on the existing cement pad then shipped to the Nugget Pond milling facility 144km away. In late

2008, the company decided to cease mining operations in Greenland which meant a stop to the importing

of ore. By the summer of 2009, all ore was removed from the Goodyear’s cove site and the area was fully

reclaimed.
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9 Geological Setting

9.1 Regional Geological Setting

The island of Newfoundland presents a cross section through the northern portion of the Appalachian

Orogen. Four major tectonostratigraphic zones, based upon Pre Carboniferous geology, have been

identified and termed from west to east as the Humber, Dunnage, Gander, and Avalon Zones. These

zones record the opening and closing of the Iapetus Ocean in the late Precambrian and early Paleozoic

(Williams, 1979).

The Humber Zone represents the continental margin of Laurentia and consists of Precambrian crystalline

rocks overlain by Paleozoic shelf facies rocks while the Avalon Zone represents part of Gondwana and

consists of late Precambrian plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary rocks overlain by Paleozoic platformal

sedimentary units. The Gander Zone represents mainly sedimentary rocks believed to be deposited near

the eastern continental margin of the Iapetus Ocean. The Dunnage Zone represents the vestiges of the

Iapetus Ocean. Rocks within the Dunnage Zone consist of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of back arc and

island arc affinity and of ophiolitic rocks created during the opening and subsequent closure of Iapetus.

The Dunnage Zone also includes post accretion, epicontinental volcanism and molasse sedimentation of

largely Silurian age and a variety of intrusive rocks, largely of Devonian age (Thurlow et al., 2005).

The Baie Verte area is located along the western margin of the predominantly volcanic, Lower Paleozoic,

Central Mobile Belt of Newfoundland. The Baie Verte lineament, which essentially delineates the

boundary between the Dunnage and Humber Zones (Figure 9 1), is usually steeply dipping and north

easterly trending.

In the Baie Verte area, the Baie Verte lineament turns eastward and is dissipated into a series of southerly

dipping thrust faults. The Rambler area is located within the Dunnage Zone, which is an important VMS

district that is reported to host over twenty copper deposits of over 200,000 tons of ore (previous

production or reserves) (Wardle and Pollock, 2000).

The sulphide deposits in the region are grouped into ophiolitic volcanic hosted and arc volcanic hosted

environments. The latter environment usually contains polymetallic deposits hosted by mafic and felsic

volcanic sequences. Those in mafic dominated sequences tend to be copper rich, but with increasing

amounts of felsic volcanic, the mineralization becomes increasingly associated with zinc and lead, silver

and gold are found as accessory elements in both environments (Wardle and Pollock, 2000).
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Figure 9 1: Regional geology of Newfoundland highlighting the various tectonostratigraphic zonations in

relation to the Ming Copper Gold Mine Property.
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9.2 Property Geology

The Baie Verte Peninsula has been mapped by Hibbard (1983) and the regional geology described in this

section is based primarily on his report. The Baie Verte Peninsula is underlain by two distinct structural

and lithological belts, separated by a major arcuate, structural zone, referred to as the Baie Verte Line.

Rocks to the west of the Baie Verte Line belong to the Fleur de Lys Belt of the Humber

Tectonostratigraphic Zone. Rocks lying to the east of the Baie Verte Line belong to the Baie Verte Belt of

the Dunnage Tectonostratigraphic Zone.

The Baie Verte Belt is comprised of four main lithological elements:

1. Cambro Ordovician ophiolitic sequences of the Advocate, Point Rousse and Betts Cove

Complexes, and the Pacquet Harbour Group;

2. Ordovician volcanic cover sequences of the Snooks Arm and Flat Water Pond Groups.

3. Silurian terrestrial volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Micmac Lake and Cape St. John Groups;

4. Siluro Devonian intrusive rocks, namely the Burlington Granodiorite and Cape Brule Porphyry.

The Point Rousse Complex and the Pacquet Harbour Group are the main geological elements of the

Rambler Property. The Point Rousse Complex includes a dismembered ophiolite sequence of mafic and

ultramafic rocks conformably underlying a cover sequence of mafic volcanic and volcaniclastics rocks. The

maximum outcrop thickness across the complex is about 7.5km. Rocks of the Point Rousse Complex have

been metamorphosed to greenschist facies and are disposed in a broad, east trending syncline, with

volcanic and sedimentary components of the cover sequence present in the core, and lower, intrusive

components appearing north and south of the core. The Point Rousse Complex is tectonically bounded.

The contacts range from thrust faults, such as the southerly Scrape Thrust, to high angle faults.

The Pacquet Harbour Group is an incomplete Early Ordovician ophiolite consisting dominantly of a

moderately to steeply north dipping sequence of variably deformed and metamorphosed mafic volcanic

rocks, lesser felsic volcanic rocks, mixed mafic and felsic volcaniclastics rocks, and shallow level intrusive

rocks. The base and top of the group is not exposed and the true thickness is unknown. The maximum

outcrop width across the group is approximately 15km, though this does not represent the true thickness

of the sequence. Along its southern margin, the Pacquet Harbour Group is unconformably overlain by,

and in extensional fault contact with Silurian subaerial felsic volcanic rocks of the Cape St. John Group.

The southern Pacquet Harbour Group is intruded by Silurian to Devonian, felsic plutonic rocks including

the 360Ma Burlington Granodiorite and the Cape Brule Porphyry. All of the rocks in the area are lower

greenschist of lower metamorphic grade with the exception of rocks proximal to the Burlington

Granodiorite. Rocks proximal to this intrusion are highly deformed and show amphibolites to upper

greenschist facies metamorphism.

The Pacquet Harbour Group is inhomogeneously deformed and metamorphosed. The sequence in the

Rambler area has undergone four phases of deformation, the second phase (D2) being the most

important (Table 9 1,Tuach and Kennedy, 1978). The D2 main deformation produced an intense,

penetrative, transposition fabric that is generally parallel or subparallel to primary layering. Development

of an intense L fabric accompanied the formation of this schistosity and produced a north easterly

plunging mineral, clast and pillow lineation (± 035º/35ºNE) throughout the northern part of the area. This

deformation has affected all the ore deposits and prospects in the Rambler area causing them to be
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rotated and elongated (to ribbon like forms) paralleling the lineation, which plunge in a northeasterly

direction.

Table 9 1: Deformation phases in the Rambler Area (Tuach and Kennedy, 1978)

Deformation

Phase

Fabric Mesoscopic

Folds

D4 NE striking crenulation NE plunging, open, upright

D3 Generally NW striking, strain slip, dips

generally NE

Open, NE plunging, overturned

D2 Generally NW striking, L S fabric, dips NE,

strike E W in central and southern part,

compositional banding

Tight to isoclinal, NE plunging,

reclined

D1 L S flattening fabric, preserved between S2

surfaces

No folds noted

The schistosity is axial planar to minor, tight to isoclinal, northeast plunging folds of which the axes are

parallel to the D2 lineation. The existence of large scale D2 folds is probable, though their location is

equivocal. These structures are overprinted by a late, moderate to shallow northeast dipping crenulation

cleavage produced during D4. This cleavage is axial planar to open, recumbent, shallowly plunging folds

of the main schistosity and primary layering (Hibbard, 1983).

In the Rambler area, the Pacquet Harbour Group is further subdivided into two stratigraphic sequences

juxtaposed along a prominent east west to northwest southeast trending low angle (25° to 30°) thrust

fault termed the Rambler Brook Fault (Coates, 1990).

One sequence, named the Uncles’ Sequence, located approximately 6km to the southwest from the Ming

Mine Property, is dominated by mafic volcanic with lesser felsic and intermediate volcanic rocks. The

Uncles’ Sequence is host to the Big Rambler Pond Mine.

A second sequence, named the Rambler Sequence, contains a felsic volcaniclastics pile structurally

overlain by a sequence of mafic to intermediate flows and volcaniclastics which in turn grades upward

into a metasedimentary succession. The felsic pile attains a maximum thickness of approximately 5000ft

just south of the Rambler area and pinches out further southward. Along the flank of the pile the felsic

volcaniclastics pinch out or grade laterally to mixed felsic/intermediate and mixed felsic/mafic

volcaniclastics rocks. Magnetite chert, sulphide impregnated chert and banded polymetallic massive

sulphides are very prominent but not widespread. Hydrothermally altered felsic volcaniclastics rocks

including quartz sericite and quartz chlorite sericite schist with disseminated and stringer sulphides occur

proximal to the massive sulphides. The Rambler Sequence is host to the Main, East, Ming, Ming Footwall,

and Ming West massive (± stringer) sulphide deposits (Thurlow, 2005).

On the west, south, east, and northeast, the Pacquet Harbour Group is intruded by plutonic rocks. The

largest of these is the Burlington Granodiorite dated at 460Ma or Middle Ordovician. To the north is the

Dunamagon Biotite Granite also dated at 460Ma. Along the east side is the Cape Brule Quartz Feldspar

Porphyry which is observed to have intrusive and extrusive phases and also intrudes the Burlington

Granodiorite. The Cape Brule Porphyry has been dated at 404Ma giving it a Late Silurian to Early
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Devonian age. Sangster and Thorpe (1975) reported a 460Ma age for the Pacquet Harbour Group based

on galena from the Ming Mine. A reasonably similar age is therefore indicated for the VMS deposits (and

the host felsic volcaniclastics rocks) and two of the regional felsic plutons.

9.3 Geology at the Ming Mine

Two major lithological packages occur in the vicinity of the Ming Mine, the Hangingwall Sequence and the

underlying Mineralized Sequence. The contact between the two is a meter scale zone of significant

brittle ductile shearing parallel to the strong L S fabric in the rocks below. The Hangingwall Sequence

consists mainly of basaltic flows with lesser volcaniclastics and volcanogenic sediments, including minor

magnetic iron formation. The underlying Mineralized Sequence consists dominantly of altered and locally

mineralized, quartz phyric felsic volcanic rocks with minor quantities of altered basalt. Tectonic fabrics

are developed more strongly in the altered rocks of the Mineralized Sequence. Both the Hangingwall and

Mineralized Sequences are cut by significant volumes of gabbroic sills and dykes.

Banded, pyritic massive sulphides on the Ming Massive Sulphide (MMS) Horizon occur directly below the

sheared contact separating the Hangingwall and Mineralized Sequences. More than one horizon of

massive sulphide has been intersected in several holes; in these instances the massive sulphide zones are

separated by altered, pyritized felsic volcanic or by gabbroic intrusives. Below the massive sulphide zone

there occurs a sericitized pyritized felsic unit, characterized by the variable presence of green mica.

Altered felsic volcanic proximal to the massive sulphides generally carry higher gold contents compared to

other altered felsic volcanics. A zone of sericitized and somewhat pyritized felsic volcanic, nominally

100m thick, separates the mineralization on the Ming Massive Sulphide Horizon (MMS) from that in the

Lower Footwall Zone (LFZ).

The LFZ consists of nebulous zones of disseminated and stringer pyrrhotite chalcopyrite cutting altered

felsic (and lesser mafic) volcanic rocks. Alteration is dominantly sericitic in less mineralized sections and

distinctly chloritic in the zones of best copper mineralization. The overall sulphide content is relatively

low for a VMS stringer system and the chalcopyrite:pyrrhotite ratio is anomalously high, at approximately

1:1. The gold:copper ratio in the LFZ is generally lower than that in the MMS. Burton (1982) reports that

the LFZ material that was test milled from the 1800 level was believed to have a head grade of 0.4 g/t Au.

If true, this suggests that gold:copper ratios in the MFZ decrease downplunge from this area toward the

area of more recent drilling. The local geological setting of the deposit in relation to other deposits in the

area is shown in Figure 9 2.
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Figure 9 2: Local geology surrounding the Ming Mine Copper Gold Property illustrating other deposits in

the immediate vicinity.
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10 Deposit Types

The Rambler deposits belong to a unique class within the spectrum of Volcanogenic Massive Sulphide

(VMS) Deposits. VMS deposits usually form from hydrothermal fluids as syngenetic accumulations

(exhalations) of sulphide and sulphate minerals on or near the sea floor. The idealized, undeformed and

unmetamorphosed Archean VMS deposit, as exemplified by the Matagami deposits, typically consists of a

concordant lens of massive sulphides, composed of 60% or more sulphide minerals (Sangster and Scott,

1976), Py Po Sp Cpy with associated magnetite, that is stratigraphically underlain by a discordant

stockwork or stringer zone of vein type sulphide mineralization (Py Po Cpy and magnetite) contained in a

pipe of hydrothermally altered rock. The upper contact of the massive sulphide lens with hanging wall

rocks is usually extremely sharp while the lower contact is gradational into the stringer zone (Figure 10 1).

A single deposit or mine may consist of several individual massive sulphide lens and their underlying

stockwork zones. It is thought that the stockwork zone represents the near surface channel ways of a

submarine hydrothermal system and the massive sulphide lens represents the accumulation of sulphides

precipitated from the hydrothermal solutions, on the sea floor, above and around the discharge vent

(Lydon, 1990). VMS deposits are commonly divided into Cu Zn, Zn Cu and Zn Pb Cu groups according to

their contained ratios of these three metals (Galley et al., 2005).

Evidence at Rambler supporting this generic VMS theory includes the stratiform sharp upper contact of

the massive sulphide deposits and the extensive alteration and stringer zones located in the stratigraphic

footwall of the massive sulphides. In this model, volcanic rocks provide the metals, sea water provides the

source for a circulating hydrothermal fluid and a deep seated intrusive (or magma chamber) provides the

heat to drive the ore forming process.

The Rambler deposits are volcanogenic polymetallic (Cu, Au, Ag ± Zn) massive sulphides that occur along

the flank of a felsic dome (Coats, 1990). In addition, the footwall is characterized by quartz sericite green

mica schist with locally significant gold contents that could represent a discordant stockwork stringer

feeder zone. The Rambler deposits belong to a special class of VMS deposits that are Au rich (Figure 7 1).

This special class of VMS is the topic of a paper by Dube et al. 2000, who noted that these deposit types

are distributed in areas where hydrothermal activity took place in tectonically active, arc or back arc

related seafloor environments (of which the Palaeozoic Dunnage Zone of the Newfoundland Appalachians

in the Baie Verte District is an example). In terms of other gold rich VMS deposits in Canada, the size and

grade of the known Rambler deposits are relatively low (Figure 10 2).
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Figure 10 1: A schematic illustration of geological setting and hydrothermal alteration associated with

gold rich high sulphidation hydrothermal systems with suggested Rambler setting (Hannington et al

1999).

Most Canadian VMS deposits are characterized by discordant stockwork vein systems or pipes that, unless

transposed by structure, commonly underlie the massive sulphide lenses (Figure 7 1), but may also be

present in the immediate hanging wall strata. These pipes, comprised of inner chloritized cores

surrounded by an outer zone of sericitization, occur at the centre of more extensive, discordant alteration

zones. The alteration zones and pipe systems often host stringer Cpy Py/Po±Au and may extend vertically

below a deposit for several hundred meters or may continue above the deposit for tens to hundreds of

meters as a discordant alteration zone (Ansil and Noranda deposits). In some cases, the proximal

alteration zone and attendant stockwork/pipe vein mineralization connects a series of stacked massive

sulphide lenses (Amulet, Noranda, LaRonde, and Bousquet deposits), representing synchronous and/or

sequential phases of ore formation during successive breaks in volcanic activity (Galley et al., 2005).

The mineral deposits on the Ming Copper Gold Mine property consist of structurally modified, stratiform,

volcanogenic, polymetallic massive sulphides, and associated stringer zone mineralization. The sulphides

contain copper and zinc, with low lead and silver values. The first three deposits that were mined

(Rambler Main Mine, Rambler East Mine, and Big Rambler Pond) contained lower copper values of

approximately one percent, but the Ming area sulphides contain higher copper values (3.5 %) and about

one percent zinc. The sulphides in the Ming Mine are also enriched in gold, with average tenors of 2 g/t to

3 g/t.

Rambler (Ming) Setting
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Figure 10 2: Grade (gold) – Tonnage plot of all Canadian Au VMS deposits (including the Rambler

deposits) and various international world class deposits (numbers include production, reserves and

resources) (Dube et al, 2000).

The Rambler sulphide deposits have undergone strong deformation and upper greenschist to amphibolite

facies metamorphism. The massive sulphide bodies are now thin and elongate down the plunge of the

regional lineation (30 35ºNE). Typical aspect ratios of length down plunge to width exceed 10:1, and the

bodies exhibit mild boudinage along the plunge. The extent of remobilization of sulphides within the

deposits is uncertain, but the highest grades of copper and gold commonly occur adjacent to gabbro dikes

that cut the sulphide bodies. Chalcopyrite is normally the dominant copper sulphide. Gold can occur as

thin, spectacular fracture fillings of native gold, both within and peripheral to the massive sulphides.
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11 Mineralization

Polymetallic sulphide deposits at Rambler contain copper, zinc and minor lead, gold and silver with traces

of other metals. Sulphide mineralization in the Rambler area can be classified into various types. This

classification is primarily based on distinct hydrothermal alteration assemblages, sulphide mineralogy and

associated textural features.

The various mineralization types are:

1. Stratiform volcanogenic massive sulphide (MMS);

2. Disseminated stringers of sulphides in the lower footwall zone (LFZ);

3. Epigenetic, usually shear hosted mineralization often found overprinting MMS and LFZ

mineralization (Canamera, 1997).

At the Ming Mine, the MMS is locally up to three meters thick with a strike length of at least 100 meters,

plunging thirty to thirty five degrees northeast to a vertical depth of at least 1000 meters. The MMS

comprises of massive pyrite ore, banded ore, massive chalcopyrite pyrrhotite ore and breccia ore (Figure

11 1). Massive pyrite ore is less than seventy percent pyrite with chalcopyrite and minor amounts of

galena, sphalerite and silicate minerals. Banded ore consists of alternating bands of pyrite and

chalcopyrite quartz actinolite biotite. Massive chalcopyrite pyrrhotite ore occurs as lens and layers with

up to eighty percent chalcopyrite. Minor amounts of arsenopyrite, galena, tetrahedrite, native gold,

tennantite and cubanite occur locally. There is up to ten percent disseminated pyrite in the immediate

footwall.

The LFZ comprises mainly of quartz chlorite schist, which hosts disseminated and stringer pyrite and

chalcopyrite with minor sphalerite, galena, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite (Figure 11 2). It seems probable

that the LFZ with disseminated sulphides grade into lesser mineralized zones laterally.

Rambler has recently identified an additional gold target known as the 1806 Zone. This Zone is a base and

precious metal enriched sulfide zone with Au Ag enrichment similar to many world class Au rich VMS

systems. The ore mineralogy of the deposit is dominated by various sulfide, sulfosalt, native metal, and

oxide phases. Sulfides are variably recrystallized due to deformation and metamorphism and are strongly

recrystallized and contact metamorphosed in proximity to younger mafic dykes. Massive sulfide distal

from dyke margins, despite being deformed and recrystallized, are likely representative of the primary

VMS bearing assemblage given typical VMS related mineral assemblages that dominates the sulfides (e.g.

pyrite chalcopyrite sphalerite galena). These massive sulfides are dominated by variable amounts of

sulfide (pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, and arsenopyrite), sulfosalts (tetrahedrite, boulangerite,

stannite, mawsonite, tennantite) and gold. Massive sulfide that has been recrystallized and contact

metamorphism in proximity to mafic dykes are characterized by buckshot textures with abundant

pyrrhotite rich sulfides with pyrite porphyroblasts, and lesser sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena, sulfosalts,

and magnetite. Notably, these buckshot ore samples are rich in iridescent bismuthinite and have a very

minor amount of arsenopyrite, much lower than in the primary VMS bearing sulphides. In all cases within

this zone, Au is spatially associated with arsenopyrite and sulfosalt phases and the gold is spatially

associated with grain margins and not in the cores of mineral grains, suggesting the potential for

liberation. While deformation has played a role in remobilizing and potentially liberating Au, the strong

association with arsenopyrite, Sb As rich sulfosalts, and magmatic element enrichments in assays suggest
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that the Au was introduced by magmatic fluids and was not the product of an orogenic overprint. The

geological, mineralogical, and chemical attributes of the massive sulfides from the 1806 Zone are similar

to other Au Ag rich VMS systems globally (e.g. Bousquet LaRonde, Eskay Creek, Boliden, Mount Lyell), but

the geological setting, ore mineralogy, and deformation style is most similar to the deposits of the

Bousquet LaRonde district in Quebec (Peircey, 2009).

Figure 11 1: Massive pyrite and pyrrhotite with minor chalcopyrite ore from drill hole RM06 04e.

Figure 11 2: Disseminated and stringer chalcopyrite and minor pyrite within the Lower Footwall Zone

(LFZ) from drillhole RM07 08f.
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12 Exploration

12.1 Historical

Exploration drilling has occurred at the Ming Mine on the Rambler Property for a period of thirty years

from 1977 to 2008. Up to 31 December 2008 the total Rambler drill dataset comprised of 291 drill holes

for a total of 114,885 meters. This total drill dataset comprises of three components:

1. Historical underground drilling (1977 81): thirty eight holes for 7,206 meters;

2. RMM surface drilling (2003 8): eighty six holes for 85,416 meters;

3. RMM underground drilling (2007 8): one hundred and sixty seven holes for 22,263 meters.

During two campaigns, November December 2005 and January February 2006, Crone Geophysics and

Exploration Ltd. conducted Borehole Pulse Electromagnetic surveys on eleven drill holes on the Rambler

property. Some of the holes had no significant responses while others had interpreted pointing vectors to

more conductive and/or thicker accumulations of sulphides. Significant off hole conductivity was detected

from holes RM05 09, RM05 12, and RM05 15 of which the response from RM05 12 is judged to be the

most interesting.

The 2005 2006 drilling plus the Borehole Transient EM geophysical program has suggested that the bulk

of the mineral potential in the Ming Mine area lies within a 750 meter strike length on the Ming Horizon

and within the underlying MFZ. Within this favorable section, mineralization on the Ming Horizon has

been traced from surface down plunge for a distance of more than two kilometers to a depth of 1,080

meters below surface, and is still open down plunge. Mineralization within the MFZ has been traced down

plunge more than 500 meters beyond the previous deepest intersections and also remains open down

plunge.

During 2008, a bench scale locked cycle test program was developed and managed by Thibault &

Associates Inc. to identify a commercially viable concentrator flowsheet, reagent scheme and design basis

for process equipment sizing. The test program was executed by the Research and Productivity Council of

Fredericton, New Brunswick, using ore samples collected by Rambler personnel from the 1600 level

massive sulphide. A second locked cycle test program was initiated in 2009 to further define the optimal

reagent scheme for the deposit while including a number of ore variability samples to ensure

concentrator flexibility.

The bulk samples taken from the 1600 level and 1807 zone were used to develop the reagent scheme and

define the flotation process flowsheet for the concentrator. The ore sample from the 1600 level is

considered by Rambler to represent a worst case scenario for impurity levels while the more recent 1807

Zone sample represents the ore type predicated during the initial startup and first two years of

production. The reagent scheme and flowsheet developed through these studies should be capable of

processing ore from the various zones in the deposit.

Also during 2008, Rambler commissioned Dr. Stephen J. Piercey Geological Consulting to visit the property

and evaluate drill core from the recently discovered gold rich 1806 Zone (Piercey, 2008). As a part of this

work detailed mineralogical descriptions were completed on select thin sections from the core. This new
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zone has returned significant intersections of gold and is an integral part of Rambler’s business model.

The purpose of Dr. Piercey's visit was to evaluate massive sulphides from the 1806 Zone to determine the

sulphide mineralogy, the residence and location of any gold within the lens. The data provided important

insights into the genesis of the 1806 Zone and further provided comparisons to other gold rich VMS

systems globally. Two important facts derived from Dr. Piercey’s work were:

In all cases gold is spatially associated with grain margins and not in the cores of mineral grains,

suggesting the potential for liberation. This association provides Rambler the opportunity to

improve gold recovery with further testing of the gold rich 1806 zone.

The geological, mineralogical, and chemical attributes of the massive sulfides from the 1806 Zone

are similar to other gold and copper rich VMS systems globally (e.g., Bousquet LaRonde; Eskay

Creek; Boliden; Mount Lyell), but the geological setting, ore mineralogy, and deformation style is

most similar to the deposits of the Bousquet LaRonde district in Quebec. This district hosts two

world class gold deposits (Doyon and LaRonde Penna) and is one of the most important gold

districts in Canada.

Dr. Piercey’s work has provided Rambler with an important corner stone for the ongoing interpretation of

the stratigraphic placement of this gold rich zone within the Ming Massive Sulphide complex. This new

insight into gold occurrences throughout the Ming Ore Body has allowed Rambler’s team of geologists to

re evaluate the entire deposit in search for other gold rich zones that may have been overlooked while

the mine was in production. This work is ongoing and will be an integral part in designing targets for

future diamond drilling programs (Figure 12 1).
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Figure 12 1: Underground drilling at the Ming Mine.
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Quantec Geoscience Ltd was commissioned by Rambler in July 2008 to perform a Titan 24 Deep Seeking

geophysical survey to aid in the Rambler property exploration program. The intent of the Titan DCIP and

MT survey was to provide sub surface resistivity and chargeability mapping both along strike and down

plunge of the historically producing Ming ore bodies (2.1 Mt at 3.5% Cu and 0.07 oz/ton Au). The survey

was designed to test the favorable Ming Horizon along strike of the high grade Ming ore bodies (Figure

12 2). The Rambler Property covers 2,400 meters of strike length of the Ming Horizon of which only 500

meters had been previously tested at shallow depths. The area hosts significant potential for further

discoveries both down plunge and adjacent to the known deposits.

A total of seventy seven separate DC, IP and MT anomalies of varying significance were identified on the

nine survey profiles completed by Quantec (Figure 12 2). Two of these anomalies are deemed high

priority and are represented by multi parameter (MT+DC+IP) anomalies with low resistivity and high

chargeability indicative of highly conductive zones similar to the Ming ore bodies. One of these, target

L18 1, deemed high priority is a +80.0 millirad chargeability anomaly and occurs approximately 300

meters below the Ming Horizon and has an apparent strike length of 200 meters and a plunge of 500+

meters (Figure 12 3). The second +80.0 millirad, target L27F chargeability anomaly occurs higher in the

stratigraphy above the Ming Horizon approximately 150 meters below surface. Twenty eight (28) others

were deemed second priority and represented by varying degrees of chargeability and resistivity. Thirty

five (35) were classified as third priority, while twelve (12) were deemed low priority anomalies.

During 2009 Rambler drill tested the high priority target L18 1located below the main mineralized Ming

Horizon. The two drill holes (RM09 22 and RM09 23) drilled in 2009 did not explain the large anomalous

area of low resistivity and high conductivity (Figure 12 4). Due to the disappointing results the remainder

of the 2009 drill program to test other Titan anomalies was abandoned and it was decided to have further

interpretation of the Titan data completed by the consulting company Mira Geoscience. The

interpretation was completed in two phases by Mira.

The scope of the Mira Phase I work was to evaluate the integrity and usefulness of the original Titan data

to resolve massive sulphide or stringer type accumulations similar to those already known in the Ming

deposit. As a result of the negative results from the two drillholes completed on target L18I, Rambler

needed to understand the reliability and usefulness of the Titan data as a tool to design future drill

targets. In their review and assessment process, Mira completed physical property analysis, 3D sensitivity

forward modeling analysis and also constrained 2D inversions on several of the Titan lines.
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Figure 12 2: 2008 Titan 24 geophysical survey lines.

Figure 12 3: 2008 Titan 24 Anomaly A18 1.
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Figure 12 4: Location of 2009 Diamond Drillholes RM09 22 and RM09 23.

The Phase I assessment by Mira concluded that mineralized zones in the Rambler Camp have a 2 5%

signal and can be detected yet might not be resolved in a 2D inversion. The shallow dip and narrow pencil

shaped geometry of sulphide zones, along with the 3D nature of the geology in the area also hinders the

resolution of massive sulphides by 2D inversions. Mira suggested that 3D inversions be completed on the

Titan lines that test the shallower depths of the Rambler stratigraphy. The 3D inversion of the dataset will

highlight the location of the favorable Ming hangingwall/footwall contact along strike from the mine area.

The location of this contact is important if 2D or 3D inversions show any indications of DC or IP anomalous

areas near this contact.

The Phase II work by Mira was designed to complete 3D inversions of the 9 Titan spreads and better

define areas of anomalous resistivity and chargeability. The Phase II interpretation concluded that the

Titan survey did detect the Rambler mine close to surface in the conductivity inversion result.

The results of the Mira Phase II interpretation were very encouraging. In Figure 12 5 areas of lower

resistivity, indicated by red arrows, occur below the Ming West zone and the Main Ming zone and the

yellow arrows indicate areas of interest which lie to the east of the Main Ming mineralized corridor. The

areas below the more massive Ming horizons may represent footwall stringer zones. The zone to the east

of the main mineralized corridor is not associated with any known mineralization and certainly requires

follow up. In the northeast end of the Titan survey grid the stratigraphy appears to have been uplifted

possibly due to the influence of the Scrape Thrust Fault which transects the area (Figure 12 5). The Yellow

arrows in this area represent areas of low resistivity that will require follow up.

In Figure 12 6 below, a 60 msec iso surface from the chargeability inversion from the Mira report as

highlighted several areas of interest. The two red arrows are suspect. The two yellow arrows and one blue

arrow highlight areas of interest that occur above the Main mineralized Ming horizon in the hangingwall

volcanic sequence.
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Figure 12 5: Mira Geoscience 3D Inversion results conductivity model with near surface small bodies

removed. This view looks down the plunge of the Ming Mine.

Note: The orange body is the isosurface for a conductivity of 0.001 Siemens that is less than 1000 Ohm m. Note

the apophyses of lower resistivity material sitting below the known mineralization marked by red arrows.

The yellow arrows mark similar zones that may be targets of interest. (Mira Geoscience)

Figure 12 6: Mira Geoscience 3D Inversion results chargeability model along strike of Rambler

mineralization.

Note: The 60 msec iso surface shown as green yellow bodies. The two zones on the front right and left may be

suspect (red “?”), as they lie at the periphery of the survey area defined by the electrodes on surface. Two

zones plunging sub parallel to the Rambler mineralization are noted above and to the left (NW) of the
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Rambler mineralization (yellow, 1). The zone to the right (SE) and above the mineralization has a flat dip,

which is unexplained (Blue, 2).

No other known source of conductive material (such as graphite) has been reported in the Rambler Camp

from underground development or diamond drilling. Therefore Rambler Metals and Mining is confident

that a number of the anomalous zones defined by the Titan survey and highlighted by the Mira

interpretation are a result of accumulations of disseminated, stringer or massive sulphides similar to the

known mineralization in the Rambler Camp. After full evaluation of all of the anomalies a drill program

will be designed in 2010 to test those determined to be of the highest potential for new discoveries.

12.2 Future

A key focus in mineral exploration is to complete advanced exploration over existing brownfield mine

sites and near mine site properties. The potential of finding new ore zones within the shadow of a

headframe is not only highly prospective geologically, but it also makes more economic sense to make

new discoveries near existing mining infrastructure. This is the plan that Rambler intends to follow in the

near future.

The Titan 24 survey has proven effective in detecting mineralization and alteration associated with VMS

deposits and discriminates large targets with greater tonnage potential from smaller targets. After full

evaluation of all of the anomalies generated by the Titan 24 survey a drill program will be designed in

2010 to test those that are determined to be of the highest potential for new discoveries.

Rambler is also presently compiling all historical and more recent exploration data over the Ming Property

in a geospatial environment so that all data sets and known rock properties can be seamlessly integrated.

In this sense, the Rambler Property can be fully evaluated using geochemistry, geophysics and geology to

better define future drill targets and increase the chance of success.
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13 Drilling

13.1 Introduction

From the period 1977 to 2009 a total of 114,885 meters of surface and underground exploration drilling

has been completed at the Ming Mine. A table outlining both historical drilling and RMM drilling is

summarized in Table 13 1.

Consolidated Rambler Mines Limited (CRML) drilled unsurveyed diamond drill holes from underground

platforms during 1977 to 1981 (sectional locations illustrated in Figure 13 1 targeting the Lower Footwall

Zone (LFZ)). During the period 2003 to 2005, RMM drilled a series of widely spaced diamond drill holes to

delineate down plunge extensions of the LFZ as well as the Ming Massive Sulphide horizon (MMS). This

phase of drilling produced NQ diameter core and was characterized by a detailed downhole Reflex survey

performed after completion of each drill hole.

RMM utilized the Devico steerable core barrel system to provide detailed directional NQ diameter surface

core drilling of the MMS and LFZ targets for the period January 2006 to March 2008. This surface

directional program focused on exploring the potential of the 1807 MS zone as well as the main Ming MS

and LFZ. Figure 13 1 demonstrates the Devico directional drill hole with the associated ‘mother hole’ and

fanned ‘daughter holes’. This method proved very useful in accurately intersecting deep targets.

Underground drilling has occurred at the Ming Mine for the period November 2007 to December 2008.

This program focused on the delineation of the LFZ, of near development MMS zones as well as potential

high grade gold mineralization associated with MMS zones. A total of 167 underground diamond drill

holes were completed over this period for a total of 22,263 meters of drill core.

In total, 291 drill holes with LFZ and/or MMS intersection have been drilled to December 31, 2008 (which

is the temporary shutdown date for drilling on the RMM property for the purposes of this report) yielding

some 114,885 meters of diamond drill core.

The Ming ore body plunges 30 to 35 degrees to the northeast to a vertical depth of at least 1000 meters.

Diamond drill holes were designed to intersect the LFZ and/or MMS at the best possible angle and this is

easily achievable with directional drilling. Underground drilling angles were somewhat of a challenge due

to the spatial limitations associated with drilling underground. Underground drill holes planned to test

the 1806 gold zone are on average 50% true thickness due to restricted underground drilling locations.
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Table 13 1: A tabulation of diamond drilling activities conducted at the Ming Mine. Summary of all exploration

drilling on the Ming Mine (1977 2009):

(diamond drill data used in resource estimation)

Year Company Target Type

Number of

Holes Meters

1977 1981 CRML LFZ UG, not surveyed 38 7,206

subtotal 38 7,206

2003 RMM LFZ+MS Surface, surveyed 3 3,849

2004 RMM LFZ+MS Surface, surveyed 2 2,684

2005 RMM LFZ+MS Surface, surveyed 12 12,947

2006 RMM LFZ+MS Surface, directional 27 29,401

2007 8 RMM LFZ+MS Surface, directional 42 36,535

2007 8 RMM LFZ+MS UG, Surveyed 167 22,263

2009 RMM Titan 24 Surface, surveyed 2 1,062

subtotal 255 108,741

total 293 115,947

13.2 Drilling Pattern and Density

A section looking west depicting all diamond drilling conducted at the Ming Mine from 2003 2008 is

illustrated in Figure 13 1.

CRML drilled a total of thirty eight underground diamond drill holes from existing underground locations

for a total of 7,206 meters. No downhole drill survey records exist for this drill program, consequently an

element of uncertainty exists for the 3D location of this data. These holes were drilled at approximately

thirty to forty meter spacing along underground sections.
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Figure 13 1: Section looking west showing drilling at the Ming Mine from 2003 2008.

RMM has drilled a total of 88 surface drill holes for a total of 85,416 meters drilled from 2003 to 2009.

Prior to January 2006, the main priority of diamond drilling was definition drilling of the Ming horizon

massive sulphide and therefore a wide spaced drilling array was utilized. These holes were characterized

by downhole reflex surveys (the ‘non clustered’ drilling in Figure 13 2).

From January 2006 to April 2008, further definition of MS zones warranted a closer spaced surface drill

program to define the Ming Massive Sulphide as well as the mineralized Lower Footwall Zone, with the

latter being the priority. This closer spaced, deep drilling was accomplished using the Devico direction

drilling tool. These ‘Devico fans’ as seen in Figure 13 1 provided intersection spacing between twenty five

to forty meters.

Commencing November 2007 and concluding December 2008, Rambler contributed a total of 167

underground holes for a total of 22,263 meters of drilled core. RMM’s underground drill program was

initially designed to test the mineralized footwall zone from appropriate underground platforms in sync

with the mine dewatering program, on fifty meter drill centers. Infill drilling on twenty five meter spacing

was completed on the higher grade footwall zones in order to satisfy measured classification resource

requirements. This underground drill program also provided an opportunity to further test the up and

down plunge extensions of the Ming South zone, the 1807 zone, as well as potential high grade gold

mineralization associated with MMS zones (1806 zone). These MMS drill holes were characterized by

maximum intersection spacings of twenty five meters (Figure 13 2). All underground holes are

characterized by down hole reflex surveys.
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Figure 13 2: A plan showing the total Ming drillhole database in relation to the main decline.
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14 Sampling approach and methodology

14.1 Introduction

The following is a summary of the sampling approach and methodology employed by RMM from the

period 2006 2009 and is thought to be representative of all sampling completed by RMM during the

period 2003 2009. Historical drill hole sampling (CRML, 1977 1981) methodologies are unavailable.

All diamond drill core is descriptively digitally logged on site using the Century Systems DHLogger system.

The core is inspected and recorded for lost core, fracture density and digital photographs are taken. The

core is aligned and marked for sampling and split in half longitudinally, using a diamond saw blade. One

half of the core is preserved in core boxes as a core library for future reference. The other half of the

sample is bagged, tagged, sealed and delivered by RMM personnel to Eastern Analytical laboratory, in

Springdale, NL. Sample rejects and pulps are picked up by RMM personnel at Eastern Analytical and

rejects are stored at the RMM site. Sample pulps are sent to Activation Laboratories (ActLabs) of Ancaster,

Ontario for further analysis. Assays returned from Eastern Analytical are used as a quick method for the

purposes of defining exploration targets and drill hole planning, while assays returned from ActLabs are

the final results used for resource calculations.

Mineralized core is typically divided into 1.0 meter lengths or shorter based on geological and/or

structural contacts. Unmineralized core is divided into 1.5 meter lengths. Wing samples are inserted when

appropriate. Core recovery is estimated to be 98 99% resulting in samples which are an accurate

representation of one half of the core that is sent for assay.

Underground mine sampling at RMM during 2008 consisted of chip, channel, grab and muck sampling

which are used for grade estimation of existing pillars and rounds as well as grade estimates on new

development completed at the Ming Mine. Survey points are taken at the beginning and end of each

chip/channel sample to record all sample locations. The procedure for chip and channel sampling

generally involved dividing samples based on lithology with sample widths not exceeding 1.0 meter.

Samples are marked out perpendicular to the local orientation of geology and chipped or channeled

accordingly (Figure 14 1). Grabs are samples taken by a geologist, at random, where it was felt that there

may be potential for grade. Mucks are samples that are taken unbiased from a pile of muck that has been

dumped in a designated area on surface or underground. It is noted that only one chip sample and one

channel sample have been included in this NI43 101 Resource Update.

All of the above procedures are completed by RMM personnel, who also determine the specific gravity of

samples. The results of drill hole logging, assay results and other relevant drillhole information such as

surveys are recorded in DHLogger (Century Systems) format. See Appendix 1 for RMM database screen

captures. This data is easily imported to the Datamine 3D modeling program.
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Figure 14 1: Representation of chip/channel sampling at Ming Mine.

14.2 Unmined Areas and Remnant Pillars

To evaluate the unmined and remnant pillar resource at the Ming Mine, Rambler Metals and Mining

compiled and reviewed all available documentation relating to the operation and closure of the Ming

Mine.

In validating the original CRML unmined reserves, Rambler personnel geo referenced and digitized the

unmined areas from the scaled mine drawings using ArcGIS software. Figure 14 2 is one of the original

geology drawings for the 1700 to 2600 levels of the Ming Mine outlining the unmined areas with tons and

grade for each block. Figure 14 3 shows a 3D orthogonal view of the unmined areas below the 2200 level.

The digitized unmined areas were then imported and modeled as individual blocks in 3D Datamine

software. The orignal tonnes and grade applied to each unmined block by CRML were checked for

accuracy by Rambler by applying an average thickness and grade determined from the original

encompassing mined out stope and level access plans. A specific gravity of 3.8 g/cm
3
was applied based

on CRML historical documentation. The original unmined resource blocks determined by CRML only

reported copper grades. Gold grades were reported in monthly reserve calculations by CRML by applying

the grade determined from monthly metallurgical balance sheets. Rambler used the original monthly

reserve calculations and the metallurgical balance sheets in the historical dataset to apply a gold grade to

the unmined resources. Rambler Metals and Mining has checked the accuracy of the original tons and

grades applied by CRML for the unmined areas by digitizing selective blocks and calculating grades from

stope plans with reported advance face grades. The tons calculated by Rambler for the unmined areas

were within 1.58 % difference, while the copper and gold grades were within 3.5 % difference.
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Figure 14 2: Historical underground map plans (overlay) showing remaining pillars and unmined areas

between 1805 level and 2600 level, Ming Mine.

Figure 14 3: 3D view of unmined areas and remaining pillars from 2200 level to 2600L with respect to

underground mine workings.
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The in house remnant pillar dataset, which Rambler obtained from the CRML vault, was not complete for

stope plans showing tons and grade above the 1100 level of the Ming Mine. Above the 1100 level,

Rambler relied on plan maps from the Department of Mines and Energy showing tons and grade (Cu %

only) to calculate the remnant pillar resource. These plan maps were copies of the original dataset

submitted to the Department of Mines upon closure of the Ming Mine in 1982. The Department of Mines

had used the mine plans with stope plans to determine a pillar resource in 1993 for the Ming Mine

Property. To validate the remnant pillar resource, Rambler digitized all remaining pillars and calculated

volumes (ft
3
). The copper grades were checked against stope plan grades below the 100 level. Insufficient

information was available to apply a gold grade to the remnant pillars. The volume calculation and grade

verification by Rambler was comparable to the volume and grade calculated on mine plan maps by the

Department of Mines or from original CRML stope plans. Due to a lack of a complete dataset the remnant

pillar resource as been classified as an inferred resource and will not be used in this report as part of the

economic plan.

The results of the validation of the unmined and remnant pillar resources by Rambler Metals and Mining

is comparable to those unmined and remnant pillar resources reported as reserves by CRML upon closure

of the Ming Mine in April, 1982.

It is the opinion of Dave Barbour, P.Geo, who is the qualifying person for the purpose of this report , that

the resource evaluation reported herein of the unmined and remnant pillar areas of the Ming Mine are a

reasonable representation of the mineral resources originally calculated by CRML and the Newfoundland

Department of Mines. The mineral resource reported herein for the unmined areas represents the

remaining intact rock as determined from the original final mine plans and evaluated in Datamine

wireframe models and a thorough review of the original documentation from the operational period of

the Ming Mine. Rambler has compiled and preserved all of the available original mining documentation

from the operational period of the Ming Mine from 1971 to 1982. Table 14 1 outlines the indicated

resources in unmined areas and the inferred resource of the remnant pillar areas of the Ming Mine. The

copper grade for the unmined areas is as per CRML original mine plans which have been checked by

Rambler Metals and Mining. The gold grade for the unmined areas is as per CRML original monthly

reserve calculation sheets as defined by metallurgical balance sheets. The copper grades for the inferred

remnant pillar resource was determined from the mine plans supplied by the Newfoundland Department

of Mines.
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Table 14 1: Indicated resource for unmined areas and inferred resource of remnant pillar areas of the Ming Mine

Unmined Levels Indicated Resource, Ming Mine

Level CRML April 1982 Tons (short) RMM Re calculated Tonnes (metric) Cu % Au g/t

1805 9,697 8,748 2.55 1.89

1985 15,113 12,888 3.08 2.00

2200 3,684 3,153 2.76 2.00

2300 8,848 7,913 1.86 2.00

2400 38,419 33,449 2.13 2.00

2500 36,260 29,419 2.84 2.00

2600 34,680 29,154 2.18 2.00

Total 146,701 124,725 2.43 1.99

Remnant Pillars Inferred Resource, Ming Mine

Level CRML April 1982 Tons (short) RMM Re calculated Tonnes (metric) Cu % Au g/t

1985N 27,820 25,238 4.67 2.00

1985S 10,633 9,646 3.19 2.00

1900N 51,781 46,974 4.25 2.00

1900S 6,307 5,721 2.68 2.00

1804N 14,107 12,797 3.99 2.00

1802S 1,646 1,493 2.39 2.00

1700 16,201 14,698 3.53 2.00

1600 41,255 37,426 3.99 2.00

1500 19,231 17,446 4.02 2.00

1400 6,421 5,825 3.75 2.00

1300 17,697 16,054 3.64 2.00

1200 9,457 8,579 3.02 2.00

1100 11,785 10,691 3.01 2.00

1020 630 572 3.51 2.00

920 3,114 2,825 3.35 2.00

830 2,950 2,676 3.48 2.00

740 6,946 6,301 3.57 2.00

650 2,016 1,829 4.10 2.00

320 16,772 15,216 5.01 2.00

220 17,601 15,968 4.76 2.00

140 9,085 8,242 3.47 2.00

65 5,135 4,658 2.43 2.00

40 3,148 2,856 2.12 2.00

Total 301,738 273,731 3.94 2.00

*Note: Copper grades for both unmined and pillar areas were determined from grades reported on original mine stope plans and pillar grades from the historical

dataset. Gold grades for both unmined and pillar areas were applied using historical metallurgical balance sheets consistent with CRML grades applied.
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14.3 Sampling protocols

Summary statistics for sample lengths within the six modeled zones at the Ming Mine are shown in Table

14 1. A higher degree of variance is recorded in sample lengths from the Ming South Down Plunge (MSDP)

and 1807 zones relative to Upper Footwall (UFZ), Lower Footwall (LFZ), Ming South Up Plunge (MSUP) and

1806 zones. This is likely due to the local variations in thickness and nature of the massive sulphide

horizon. Less sample length variance is recorded in the Upper and Lower Footwall zones with the LFZ

being sampled predominantly at 1.0 meter and the UFZ being sampled predominantly ay 1.5 meters.

Within the 1806 zone a small sample length variance is also recorded with the majority of samples

measuring 1.0 meter.

Table 14 2: Statistics of the sample drilling lengths from within the six modeled zones at the Ming Mine.

Statistic UFZ LFZ MSUP MSDP 1807 1806

Mean 1.37 1.09 0.83 1.18 0.88 0.94

Standard Error 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01

Median 1.50 1.00 0.93 1.17 1.00 1.00

Mode 1.50 1.00 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.00

Standard Deviation 0.31 0.26 0.30 0.41 0.39 0.21

Sample Variance 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.15 0.04

Kurtosis 1.70 1.03 0.91 0.04 0.08 2.90

Skewness 0.67 0.54 0.08 0.58 0.13 0.93

Range 1.95 2.20 1.80 1.95 1.75 1.39

Minimum 0.35 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.11

Maximum 2.30 2.40 1.90 2.05 1.90 1.50

Sum 97.04 7487.20 92.80 239.77 126.57 619.77

Count 71 6867 112 203 144 661

Histograms of sampling intervals from the combined Rambler exploration programs extracted for the six

modeled zones are shown in Figure 14 2a, b and c.
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Figure 14 4a) Histogram of sampled lengths from within the a) LFZ and b) UFZ.
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Figure 14 4b) Histogram of sampled lengths from within the a) Ming South Up Plunge and b) Ming

South Down Plunge.
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Figure 14 4c) Histogram of sampled lengths from within the a) 1806 Zone and b) 1807 Zone.
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15 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security

15.1 Sample Preparation and Analyses

Two analytical laboratories are used to undertake sample preparation and analytical analyses of RMM

sampled drill core. Sample preparation and initial analytical analyses is done by Eastern Analytical Ltd

(Eastern) in Springdale, Newfoundland, whereas final analytical analyses are done by Activation

Laboratories Ltd (ActLabs) of Ancaster, Ontario.

Ming core is securely stored in an enclosed locked core handling area. Drill core is delivered to the core

shed at the end of each drilling shift. The drill core is logged, marked for sampling, sawed, bagged and

uniquely tagged. Samples are dropped off at Eastern Analytical by RMM staff, where there are dried,

crushed and pulped. Samples are crushed to approximately minus 10 mesh and split using a rifle splitter

to approximately 300 grams. A ring mill is used to pulverize the sample split to 98% passing minus 150

mesh. Blanks samples are inserted after every sample estimated to contain greater than two percent

copper grade. Duplicate samples and standard samples are inserted alternately one per ten samples.

Eastern applies a fire assay method followed by acid digestion and analyses by atomic absorption finish

for copper, lead, zinc, nickel and cobalt analyses. The results received from Eastern are used for initial

grade estimates.

Sample pulps and rejects are picked up at Eastern by RMM staff and returned directly to the project site.

Sample pulps are checked, packed and sent by courier to ActLabs for final analyses. Sample rejects are

securely stored at the Rambler site.

ActLabs uses a fire assay fusion followed by acid digestion and analyses by atomic absorption for gold

analyses (ActLabs code 1A2). If a gold assay exceeds 3,000 ppb and/or silver exceeds 100 ppm a reanalysis

of a fire assay fusion with gravimetric finish is conducted (ActLabs code 1A3). Other metals are analyzed

by applying an acid digestion and 34 element ICP analysis finish (ActLabs code 1E3). The ActLabs Quality

System is accredited to international quality standards through International Organization for

Standardization/ International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 17025 (ISO/IEC 17025 includes ISO

9001 and ISO 9002 specifications) with CAN P 1579 (Mineral Analysis) for specific registered tests by the

Standards Council of Canada (SCC).

There are no records documenting the procedures used to collect historical face chip samples or muck

samples from stoping or diamond drill core sampling during the operational era of the Ming Mine.

Diamond drill and mine samples were prepared and assayed at the mine laboratory using undocumented

assaying procedures. Several of the remnant pillars including levels 1600, 1700 and 2300 were chip

sampled by Rambler Metals and Mining and sent for assay to Actlabs of Lancaster, Ontario for 30 element

ICP and overlimit assays by FAA procedures. The results from the pillar sampling was comparable to near

by stope samples assayed by CRML during the operation period of the Ming Mine.

15.2 Quality assurance and quality control program

The quality assurance and quality control program and procedures in use at the Rambler property

guarantees that exploration data collected adheres to NI43 101 quality criteria and requirements. RMM
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maintains written field procedures and has had independent verifications of aspects such as drilling,

surveying, sampling and assaying, database management and database integrity.

Analytical control measures in use at RMM involve both internal and external laboratory measures

implemented to ensure that data received from outside sources are accurate and reliable. RMM makes

use of the database management program DHLogger which is very effective and efficient at managing

assay data as well as QAQC tracking and reporting. A representative number of assay certificates were

compared to digital assay database for the purposes of this report and no discrepancies were found. It is

worth noting that quality assurance and quality control reports from Eastern Analytical and ActLabs have

been reviewed in June 12, 2008 SRK Report, Mineral Resource Estimate for the Ming Mine,

Newfoundland. SRK reported that “no discrepancies between assay certificates and the digital assay

database (were) found”.

Check assays for the Rambler property are routinely conducted by both ActLabs and Eastern Analytical. It

is reported that to date five batches of samples have been rerun by ActLabs, which did so on their own

initiative because of failure to produce the proper values on their own internal standards.

A series of nine certified copper and gold external standards have been inserted by RMM staff. These

standards and their various values have been tabulated in Table 15 1.

Table 15 1: External standards used by Rambler at the Ming Exploration Program.

Standard Cu% Std Dev Au gpt Std Dev

CDN CGS 4 1.947 0.062 2.09 0.15

CDN CGS 3 0.646 0.031 0.53 0.048

CDN CGS 6 0.318 0.018 0.26 0.03

CDN CGS 2 1.177 0.046 0.97 0.092

CDN CGS 12 0.265 0.015 0.29 0.04

CDN CGS 10 1.55 0.07 1.73 0.15

CDN CGS 15 0.451 0.02 0.57 0.06

CDN CM 2 1.013 0.043 1.42 0.13

CDN HC 2 4.63 0.26 1.67 0.12

Various plots showing the performance of the laboratories against these standards is presented in

Appendix 1. The majority of data plot within two standard deviations of the certified value. Standards

CDN CGS 15 and CDN CM 2 contain numerous samples that are more than two standard deviations

below the accepted value. It is noted that a value average was calculated and demonstrates that copper

values for this standard assay consistently lower than the accepted value. Standard CDN CGS 10, CDN

CGS 12, CDN CGS 15 and CDN HC 2 contained several gold values that exceed two standard deviations

from the certified values. RMM does not however regard this as significant.

Rambler has submitted a total of 11,357 samples to both Eastern and ActLabs. The Eastern grades are

used for initial reporting purposes, whereas the ActLabs certified results overwrite Eastern results when

available and are used for resource estimation purposes. Plots showing the comparative results for
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copper and gold from Eastern and ActLabs are presented in Figure 15 1. As expected, copper grades

compare well whereas a higher variance exists for gold.

A total of 186 blanks were inserted into the sample stream. The laboratories performed satisfactorily

against these blanks. Plots of these blanks (for gold and copper) are inserted into Appendix 1.
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Figure 15 1: A comparison of ActLabs and Eastern copper and gold grades for 11,357 samples.
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15.3 Specific gravity database

The RMM specific gravity (SG) database consists of 8188 records of which 5361 records fall within the six

modeled zones. For the period 2006 to 2007, specific gravity (SG) measurements using the water

submersion method were taken on all drill core samples. In 2008, SG measurements were completed on

drill core samples from every second drill hole. It is believed that the RMM SG database is representative

of the respective six modeled zones at the Ming Mine. Due to the scarcity of SG measurements taken

within the Ming North Zone, it was determined that the MSDP specific gravity value would be applied to

the Ming North Zone. Rambler Metals and Mining feels that this value is representative based on

similarities in mineralization type.

Tabulated statistics of the specific gravity for data within the six modeled ore zones are shown in Table

15 2. Histograms of the SG measurement data from the six modeled zones are illustrated in Figure 15

2a,b and c. For the calculation of unmined and pillar resource a specific gravity of 3.8 g/cm3 was used

based CRML historial documentation. The weighted averages for SG values for use in the resource

modeling of the six modeled zones at the Ming Mine are as follows:

UFZ: 3.07 gcm
3
(from 44 samples);

LFZ: 2.83 gcm
3
(from 4646 samples);

MSUP: 3.35 gcm
3
(from 94 samples);

MSDP: 3.20 gcm
3
(from 255 samples);

1807 Zone: 3.52 gcm
3
(from 140 samples);

1806 Zone: 3.03 gcm
3
(from 140 samples).

Table 15 2: Statistics of the specific gravity database for various modeled ore zones.

Statistic UFZ LFZ MSUP MSDP 1807 1806

Mean 3.10 2.83 3.39 3.32 3.53 3.07

Standard Error 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.03

Median 2.95 2.82 3.00 3.13 3.02 2.88

Mode 2.90 2.80 4.43 3.13 2.98 2.75

Standard Deviation 0.33 0.14 0.68 0.65 0.77 0.48

Sample Variance 0.11 0.02 0.46 0.43 0.59 0.23

Kurtosis 2.12 86.47 1.31 0.47 1.60 2.72

Skewness 1.63 2.37 0.66 0.99 0.46 1.94

Range 1.37 4.27 1.96 2.13 2.07 2.21

Minimum 2.82 1.05 2.72 2.68 2.70 2.61

Maximum 4.20 5.32 4.68 4.81 4.77 4.82

Sum 136.27 13129.06 318.41 847.24 494.58 734.73

Count 44 4646 94 255 140 239
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Figure 15 2a: Histograms of specific gravity data for the a) UFZ samples, b) LFZ samples
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Figure 15 2b: Histograms of specific gravity data for the a) Ming South Up Plunge samples, b) Ming South Down

Plunge samples
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Figure 15 2c: Histograms of specific gravity data for the a) 1807 Zone samples, b) 1806 Zone samples.
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16 Data verification

16.1 Historical data verifications

SRK Consulting was commissioned to complete a mineral resource estimate for Rambler in 2008. In this

report, “Mineral Resource Estimate for the Ming Mine, Newfoundland, Canada”, June 12, 2008, SRK

constructed a QQ plot illustrating the comparison of copper within the LWZ from CRML historical

underground drilling versus copper within the LWZ from RMM drilling 2007 2008. It was found that the

datasets were similar in geostatistical signature. This positive comparison demonstrates the creditability

of the historical data; however uncertainty exists due to the absence of downhole surveying for this data

set.

In 2008, SRK Consulting completed independent RMM data verifications which include drill collar

positions, a review of RMM exploration protocols and procedures, and detailed logging and assay results

were compared to actual core intersections. In all cases there was good correlation. SRK also took eight

additional independent core samples for comparative analyses. These eight samples were taken from

remnant sawn Rambler core from previously sampled positions, taking care to sample core of varying

sulphide mineralization (low as well as high grade samples taken).

The SRK samples were submitted to SGS Laboratories in Toronto for independent analyses for gold and

copper. The results and variance in gold and copper grades were found by SRK Consulting to be

acceptable and typical for deposits of this nature.

For the purposes of this report and the newly defined massive and stringer zones , an unbiased random

audit was performed on RMM drilling and other geological database records against digital and paper log

sheets, sections and plans. Randomly selected digital assays from the RMM database have been checked

against source paper copy laboratory assay certificates. Database records checked reflect original data

which demonstrates the sound database management processes implemented by Rambler geological

staff.

Verification of the unmined and remnant pillar resources involved compliation of the historical database

by Rambler personnel from original documents stored at the CRML mine vault, as well as, copies of the

database submitted to the Newfoundland Department of Mines by CRML after mine closure in April 1982.

Unmined areas below the 2200 level were digitized into ArcGis and modeled into 3D Datamine software.

Areas were recalculated and compared to the original tons reported for each area by CRML. The remnant

pillar areas were also digitized into ArcGis and tons for each calculated. Results were compared to the

tons noted on each pillar by CRML. Both unmined areas and remnant pillar grades were applied by CRML

were cross checked by applying grades from nearby stopes. The tons calculated by Rambler were within

1.58 percentage difference, while the copper and gold grades were within 3.5 percentage difference. The

results of the validation of the unmined and remnant pillar resources by Rambler Metals is quite

comparable to those unmined and remnant pillar resources reported as reserves by CRML upon closure of

the Ming Mine in April, 1982. Larry Pilgrim, P.Geo and qualified person who classified these resources for

this report interviewed some of the key employees of CRML who worked at the Ming Mine during the

operational days of 1970 to 1982. Interviews were completed with the former chief geologist, mine

geologist and mine geotechnician. Sampling procedures, mining procedures and resource calculation
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methodology were verified as per the data reported in the original CRML dataset. Interviews were also

completed with personnel of the Department of Mines and Energy who had completed the 1993 resource

pillar calculations.

16.2 Control Sampling Assay protocols

Control sampling procedures applied by RMM and the associated assay laboratories include techniques

such as the following:

Validation of the assay results in the database compared with the original assay certificates;

Taking replicates core samples from a second split of the pulverized sample at the

laboratory;

Duplicate analyses of selected samples;

Sieve tests to verify the grinding of the pulp required for assaying;

Insertion of routine blank samples to check for possible contamination during the

preparation and assaying process;

Application of appropriate grade certified control samples (standards);

A check assaying program with an umpire laboratory.

Rambler utilizes the Century Systems (DH Logger) database system as a management tool that combines

borehole logging, mine mapping and assay data in a way that integrates seamlessly with the 3D modeling

software Datamine. Century Systems is also a data verification tool capable of QAQC tracking, data input

error and reporting tools.
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17 Adjacent Properties

The areas surrounding the Ming Mine have experienced various phases of mining and prospecting

activities including geological mapping and diamond drilling.

A plan showing other mineral deposits in close proximity to the Ming Mine is provided in Figure 17 1,

which also tabulates illustrative resources for each. Although these will not be discussed in detail here,

these deposits can be classified as gold and copper bearing (VMS) or as gold only (structurally emplaced)

and are listed as follows:

Volcanogenic Massive Sulphides:

East Mine;

Rambler Main Mine;

Big Rambler Pond.

Gold Only Deposits:

Pine Cove;

Deer Cove;

Goldenville;

Stog’er Tight.
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18 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing

18.1 Metallurgical Test Program

18.1.1 Introduction

A bench scale metallurgical test program was developed and managed by Thibault & Associates Inc. to

provide design data as required to define a process flowsheet and design criteria for this study. The

development of the process flowsheet was based on the recovery of copper as a copper concentrate

using a selective flotation process. Gold recovery was based on flotation of part of the gold to the copper

concentrate and recovering additional gold by cyanide leaching of the flotation tailings. The test work was

conducted by several different service laboratories:

SGS Mineral Services (Lakefield, Ontario) Crushing and Grinding Index Testing, Mineralogy

Testing

Research and Productivity Council (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Bench Scale Flotation Tests

and Tailings Stability Tests

Pacific Press Co. (Fullerton, California) Concentrate Filtration Tests

Thibault & Associates Inc. (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Concentrate Thickening Tests and Gold

Leaching Tests

Met Solve Laboratories Inc. (Burnaby, British Columbia) Gravity Recoverable Gold Testing

Centrifugal Separator

Minerals Engineering Centre (Halifax, Nova Scotia) Gravity Recoverable Gold Testing Table

Buchanan Environmental Ltd. (Fredericton, New Brunswick) Aquatic Life Toxicity Test

AMTEL (London, Ontario) Flotation Tailings Gold Association and Deportment Mineralogical

Studies

18.1.2 Sample Description

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited selected and provided several metallurgical samples for

testing. Table 18 01 summarizes some of the key head assay data for the metallurgical samples used in

the test program, while a trace element scan is shown in Table 18 2 for the Composite sample. The

Composite sample was selected by Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited to represent a typical

"run of mine" sample, and consisted of a blend of drill core from throughout the deposit plus a portion of

a bulk sample from the 1807 face as well as some waste rock.

Table 18 1: Head Assay Data for Test Program Metallurgical Samples

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

HEAD ANALYSIS

Fe

(wt%)

Cu

(wt%)

Pb

(wt%)

Zn

(wt%)

S

(wt%)

Ag

(g/tonne)

Au

(g/tonne)

Composite Run of Mine 24.1 3.10 0.11 0.63 26.1 14 1.84

Variability A/B High Copper 17.1 9.62 0.09 0.18 15.6 18 1.56

Variability C High Gold 32.1 2.24 0.13 0.91 33.7 19 3.58

Variability G Low Copper 26.7 1.25 0.13 0.52 31.3 14 1.85
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Table 18 2: Trace Element Analysis for Composite Metallurgical Sample

Element Units Value Element Units Value

Al mg/kg 3.64 Mg mg/kg 3600

As mg/kg 586 Mn mg/kg 272

Ba mg/kg 46 Mo mg/kg 21

Be mg/kg 0.1 Na mg/kg 3500

Bi mg/kg 19 Nb mg/kg <10

Ca mg/kg 7900 Ni mg/kg 35

Cd mg/kg 28 P mg/kg 215

Ce mg/kg 5 Sb mg/kg 84

Co mg/kg 132 Se mg/kg 128

Cl mg/kg 106 Si % 12.93

Cr mg/kg 103 Sn mg/kg <20

F mg/kg 300 Sr mg/kg 24

Ga mg/kg 37 Ta mg/kg 14

Ge mg/kg <10 Te mg/kg 52

Hg mg/kg 1.24 Ti mg/kg 1560

In mg/kg <50 V mg/kg 85

K mg/kg 2800 W mg/kg <10

La mg/kg 3 Zr mg/kg 11

Li mg/kg 3

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited provided two additional samples for comminution tests.

Sample A consisted of blasted sample from the 1807 zone face while Sample D consisted of drill core

representing a typical composite sample over the whole deposit.

The sampling and methodology employed by Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited to obtain a

representative sample of run of mine ore and to define the variability of ore as a feedstock for the

metallurgical process is described in Section 14.0 “Sampling Approach and Methodology”. The Composite

sample as defined herein was used in the test program to define the metallurgical flowsheet for the

copper flotation and gold leaching processes and samples Variability A/B, Variability B and Variability G

were used to assess the impact of ore variability on the proposed copper flotation reagent scheme.

18.1.3 Mineralogy

In a previous study in 2007, Rambler submitted three metallurgical samples to SGS Mineral Services for

detailed mineralogical examination using the QEMSCAN
TM

method (reference SGS Mineral Services, “An

Investigation by QEMSCAN
TM

into the Mineralogical Characteristics of Three Ore Zones from the Baie

Verte Peninsula Project", November 8, 2007).

The three samples were identified as 1807 Zone, Massive Sulphide Zone, and Footwall Zone. The 1807

and Massive Sulphide Zones are dominated by sulphide mineralization while the Footwall Zone consists

mainly of chalcopyrite in chlorite and quartz gangue.

In the 1807 and Massive Sulphide Zones of interest in this study, copper occurs almost exclusively as

chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) with trace enargite (Cu3AsS4). Trace tetrahedrite ((Cu,Fe)12Sb4S13) was also identified

in the 1807 Zone. Zinc occurs exclusively as sphalerite ((Zn,Fe)S) in the 1807 and Massive Sulphide Zones.
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Iron sulphides are the most abundant mineral group in the 1807 and Massive Sulphide Zones, occurring

mainly as pyrite. Trace galena is found in both the 1807 and Massive Sulphide Zones while trace

arsenopyrite occurs in the 1807 Zone sample. There are only small amounts of non sulphide minerals

observed in the 1807 and Massive Sulphide Zones including quartz with trace micas, chlorites and

carbonates.

A detailed mineralogical assessment was not completed on the Composite or Variability metallurgical

samples as an integral part of the current study as defined herein. The metallurgical samples as described

herein were selected by Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited as having mineralogy similar to the

1807 and Massive Sulfide Zones as described in Section 11 “Mineralization” and Section 19 “Mineral

Resources and Mineral Reserve Estimates”, which defines the mine plan and provides characterization of

run of mine ore.

18.1.4 Crushing and Grinding

A set of parameters commonly used to size crushing and grinding equipment were determined by SGS

Mineral Services on Sample A (coarse rock) with some tests being repeated on Sample D (1/4 split drill

core) reference SGS Canada Inc. "An Investigation into the Grindability Characteristics of Two Samples

from the Rambler Project", Project 12348 001 Revision 3, May 20, 2010. The samples were stage crushed

and the appropriate size fractions taken as required to complete the following tests:

Crushing Parameters: Bond Low energy Impact Test (CWI), Bond Abrasion (AI)

SAG Mill Grinding Parameters: JK Drop Weight Test (DWT), Abbreviated DWT (SMC)

Rod and Ball Mill Grinding Parameters: Bond Rod Mill (RWI), Bond Ball Mill (BWI)

The crushing and grinding parameters determined from these tests are presented in Table 18 3 and SGS

classified their relative hardness or softness compared to other samples in their database. In terms of

crushing parameters, Sample A was categorized as "medium hardness" with "medium abrasiveness". The

coarse rock Sample A contained a larger proportion of waste rock and its SAG mill hardness was higher

than the split core Sample D. In general, Sample A was "moderately soft" with respect to the SAG mill

parameters, while Sample D was considered "very soft". The rod mill work index measured for Sample A

was categorized as "soft" in comparison to other samples. Both samples had similar ball milling

parameters which were considered "very soft" relative to other values in the SGS database.

Table 18 3: Crushing and Grinding Parameters For Rambler Metallurgical Samples

SAMPLE
SPECIFIC

GRAVITY

JK DWT PARAMETERS WORK INDICES (kWh/tonne) AI

Axb [1] Axb [2] ta CWI RWI BWI (g)

A Coarse Rock 3.30 63.5 59.6 0.66 10.7 10.2 9.7 0.252

D Split Core 4.05 184 1.18 9.5

Notes for Table 18 3:

[1] Axb from the JK Drop Weight Test

[2] Axb from the SMC Test

Based on the abrasion and crushing indices determined, the capacity of the existing jaw crusher was

confirmed by Universal Engineering Corp, the original manufacturer of the crusher. It was estimated that

the crusher could process up to 63.5 tonne/hour run of mine ore at a 50 mm closed side setting.
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Therefore, a 1,000 tonne per day operation could be achieved by operating the jaw crusher for about 16

hours per day.

SGS Canada Inc. also completed simulations of the existing grinding circuit, including the SAG mill, ball mill

and associated classification equipment. The purpose of the simulations was to determine the maximum

throughput that can be achieved in the existing grinding circuit with the parameters for the Rambler

metallurgical Samples A and D. The two samples had significantly different grinding parameters and,

based on the more difficult to grind ore, it was found that a maximum throughput of 29 tonne/hour could

be ground. To process this tonnage, both the SAG mill and ball mill motors will remain the same size and

the SAG mill would require modifications to the grates, lifters, and trommel screen size. Metso

Corporation (York, Pennsylvania) is the original equipment manufacturer for the Allis Chalmers SAG mill.

Metso was contacted to review the SGS simulations and confirm the throughput achievable for the

Rambler ore and to verify that the SAG mill and ball mill could draw the required power. Metso confirmed

that the required power draw could be achieved and that the expected grinding circuit throughput would

be 29 tonne/hr, confirming the simulations by SGS Canada Inc.

NOTE: Grinding tests were conducted by SGS Canada Inc. on two ore samples to define the variability of

ore “milling hardness” (i.e. grindability of the ore). Samples A and D were blended under the direction of

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited based on the mine plan. Sample D was considered softer than

Sample A relative to milling hardness and the predicted maximum grinding circuit throughput was

determined by SGS Canada Inc. to be 37 tonne/hour based on the grindability of Sample D. It was

concluded that the milling hardness of the run of mine ore may vary throughout the life of mine

operation and the maximum grinding circuit throughput of 29 tonne/hour used in this study is based on

the grindability characteristics of the harder ore sample (Sample A).

18.1.5 Flotation

Scoping Rougher and Cleaner Bench Scale Tests

Open circuit batch flotation kinetic tests were conducted on the Composite metallurgical sample to

evaluate the effect of the following parameters on rougher and cleaner flotation performance: reagent

scheme and dosage, primary grind particle size, and the effect of regrind and regrind particle size. The

proposed reagent scheme was selected for testing based on that used in a previous study by Thibault &

Associates Inc. completed for Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited on a metallurgical sample from

a different area of the property (1600 level) (reference Thibault & Associates Inc., “Concentrator Process

Development Phase IV Flotation Bench Scale Locked Cycle Test Program”, December 19, 2008). The

reagent scheme tested included the following:

Lime (pH control, iron suppression)

Zinc Sulphate (iron and zinc suppression)

Sodium Cyanide (iron and zinc suppression)

Potassium Amyl Xanthate (PAX copper and gold collector)

Cytec Aerophine 3418A (copper and gold collector)

Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol (MIBC frother)
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Based on the scoping tests, the optimum reagent dosages, grind size, and flotation residence times as well

as a flotation flowsheet were selected for further evaluation in a locked cycle test.

Locked Cycle Test

A locked cycle test was completed using the Composite metallurgical sample with a primary grind size of

approximately 80% passing 70 microns with no regrind of the rougher or scavenger concentrate. The

locked cycle flowsheet and reagent scheme are illustrated in Figure 18 1.

Grinding
pH 9.0-9.5

Conditioning
pH 10.0-10.5

Rougher Float
pH 10.0-10.5

ZnSO4 200 g/tonne

NaCN 60 g/tonne

Lime

Water

Crushed Ore (Composite Sample)

MIBC 15 g/tonne

3418A 20 g/tonne Water

Lime

Water

Lime

Scavenger Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 5 g/tonne

3418A 5 g/tonne

Tails

Concentrate

Water

Lime

Final Tails

Tails

Concentrate

Conditioning
pH 10.0-10.5

Primary Cleaner 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 1.5 g/tonne

3418A 1.5 g/tonne

Water

Lime

Water

Lime

Cleaner Scavenger 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

MIBC 0.7 g/tonne

3418A 0.7 g/tonne

Tails

Concentrate

Water

Lime

Final Tails

Tails

Concentrate

Secondary Cleaner 

Float
pH 10.0-10.5

 Water

Lime

Concentrate

Tails

Final Concentrate

Figure 18 1: Locked Cycle Flotation Test Block Diagram
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The locked cycle test was carried out for a total of six complete cycles. The total reagent consumption for

the locked cycle test was as follows:

Lime 1.0 kg/tonne as Ca(OH)2

Zinc Sulphate 200 g/tonne as ZnSO4

Sodium Cyanide 60 g/tonne as NaCN

Aerophine 3418A 27.2 g/tonne as received

MIBC 22.2 g/tonne as received

The locked cycle test results and metal distributions averaged over the last four cycles are shown in Table

18 4. The final concentrate (from cycle 6) of the locked cycle test was submitted for detailed assay, which

is summarized in Table 18 5.

Table 18 4: Average Product Assays and Weight Distribution For Locked Cycles 3 Through 6.

PRODUCT

WEIGHT

DISTRIBUTION

(wt%)

ASSAYS

Fe

(wt%)

Cu

(wt%)

Pb

(wt%)

Zn

(wt%)

Ag

(g/tonne)

Au

(g/tonne)

2nd Cleaner

Concentrate
9.8 30.98 29.06 0.57 0.96 83.01 14.66

Rougher

Scavenger Tail
87.1 25.09 0.08 0.05 0.56 3.00 0.68

Cleaner

Scavenger Tail
3.1 27.32 1.38 0.72 0.63 37.96 4.25

Combined

Total Tails
90.2 25.16 0.12 0.07 0.57 4.19 0.80

Calculated

Head
100.0 25.73 2.95 0.12 0.61 11.91 2.16

PRODUCT

WEIGHT

DISTRIBUTION

(wt%)

DISTRIBUTION

Fe

(wt%)

Cu

(wt%)

Pb

(wt%)

Zn

(wt%)

Ag

(wt%)

Au

(wt%)

2nd Cleaner

Concentrate
9.8 11.8 96.3 45.8 15.5 68.2 66.4

Rougher

Scavenger Tail
87.1 84.9 2.2 35.8 81.3 21.9 27.5

Cleaner

Scavenger Tail
3.1 3.3 1.4 18.4 3.2 9.8 6.1

Combined

Total Tails
90.2 88.2 3.7 54.2 84.5 31.8 33.6
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Table 18 5: Final Concentrate Analysis From Cycle 6 of Locked Cycle Test.

Element Units Value Element Units Value

Ag g/tonne 91 Mg mg/kg 232

Al mg/kg 612 Mn mg/kg 32

As mg/kg 473 Mo mg/kg 58

Au g/tonne 16.56 Na mg/kg 362

Ba mg/kg 10 Nb mg/kg <2

Be mg/kg <0.1 Ni mg/kg 12

Bi mg/kg 25 P mg/kg <100

Ca mg/kg 1147 Pb % 0.62

Cd mg/kg 47 S % 35.20

Ce mg/kg <2 Sb mg/kg 172

Co mg/kg 58 Se mg/kg 441

Cl mg/kg 35 Si % 0.20

Cr mg/kg 3 Sn mg/kg 75

Cu % 28.15 Sr mg/kg 2

F % 110 Ta mg/kg 17

Fe % 30.55 Te mg/kg 93

Ga mg/kg 40 Ti mg/kg 29

Ge mg/kg <10 Tl mg/kg < 5

Hg mg/kg 8.5 V mg/kg 7

In mg/kg <50 W mg/kg <10

K mg/kg 80 Zn % 0.90

La mg/kg <2 Zr mg/kg 1

Li mg/kg <2

Variability Tests

Using the same optimum grind size, flotation reagent scheme and dosages defined for the Composite

metallurgical sample, the three variability samples plus the Composite sample were tested using open

circuit batch rougher, scavenger and cleaner kinetic tests. The flotation kinetics were similar for all four

samples and all samples responded well to the selected reagent scheme and reagent dosages. As

expected, copper recovery to final concentrate decreased with decreasing copper head grade.

The initial assessment of copper grade and recovery relative to head sample variability (based on the

range of variability as defined by the head assays of Table 18 1) indicates that the proposed flowsheet and

reagent scheme is technically viable. In plant optimization may be required to optimize grind and reagent

consumption.

Predicted Metallurgical Recoveries

Using the results of the open circuit bench scale variability tests and the results of the locked cycle test, a

correlation was developed to relate overall copper recovery to copper head grade as shown in Figure 18

2. The results of the open circuit rougher and scavenger bench scale tests represent the maximum

recovery that is achievable before cleaning. The open circuit copper recovery after one cleaning stage is

also shown, and this is for primary cleaner concentrate grades of 24 to 25 wt% copper. The locked cycle
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copper recovery is about 0.6 wt% less than the open circuit primary cleaner copper recovery, which

accounts for further copper losses as the final concentrate grade is increased. An offset of 0.6 wt% copper

recovery was subtracted from the open circuit primary cleaner copper recovery to generate the

correlation curve for predicted concentrator overall copper recovery relative to copper head grade. The

predicted concentrator recovery curve represents the maximum copper recovery that could be expected

if the concentrator was operated under optimum conditions similar to what can be achieved in the locked

cycle test. The predicted concentrator recovery curve is to be used to estimate maximum overall copper

recovery as a function of head grade for project economic analysis.

Figure 18 2: Predicted Overall Concentrator Copper Recovery with Varying Copper Head Grade.

With the variability samples tested, there was no apparent correlation of overall gold recovery with either

copper recovery or gold head grade. Figure 18 3 shows the open circuit primary cleaner gold recovery

from the Composite and Variability samples as well as the locked cycle flotation gold recovery. With the

relatively high variability in gold recovery, the design is based on locked cycle flotation gold recovery of

66.4 wt% for all copper and gold head grades. This is considered to be a maximum gold recovery obtained

by the proposed flotation flowsheet under optimum conditions and it represents the maximum predicted

gold recovery to be used for project economic analysis.
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Figure 18 3: Gold Recovery Relative to Recovery of Copper to Concentrate.

18.1.6 Gravity Gold Recovery

Gravity concentration was investigated to determine if additional gold could be recovered from the

flotation tailings using gravity equipment. Rougher flotation tailings from batch scoping tests on the

Composite sample were tested for gravity recovery of gold using a Wilfley gravity table (Minerals

Engineering Centre, Halifax, Nova Scotia) and a Falcon centrifugal concentrator (reference Met Solve

Laboratories "Gravity Test Work On Samples Received March 5, 2010" Project MIS1237, April 7, 2010). In

the Wilfley test, a flotation tailings head sample assaying 0.51 g/tonne gold yielded a concentrate of 1.57

g/tonne gold corresponding to 5.7 wt% gold recovery. The Falcon test was conducted with five separate

passes on flotation tailings assaying 0.57 g/tonne gold, with no appreciable upgrading of the gold

achieved. The gravity tests indicate that following flotation, there is no significant gravity recoverable gold

remaining in the flotation tailings. Based on the testing completed, gravity recovery of gold from the

Rambler flotation tailings is not viable.

A standard gravity recoverable gold (GRG) test was conducted on the Composite metallurgical sample

using a three stage grinding protocol and the Falcon concentrator. The total GRG test concentrate yielded

26.7 wt% recovery of gold into 7.40 wt% of the original feed weight at a grade of 8.00 g/tonne gold. The

weight yield was high at each stage which indicates that most of the gold recovered was likely associated

with sulphide minerals and that there was not a significant amount of gravity recoverable free gold in the

sample. Based on the results of the GRG test on this sample, gravity gold recovery in the grinding circuit

prior to flotation would have little benefit for improving the overall gold recovery in the copper

concentrator.
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18.1.7 Flotation Tailings Mineralogy

Tailings from the locked cycle flotation test were analysed in a mineralogical study (reference AMTEL Ltd.,

"Deportment of Gold in Rambler Rougher Scavenger Tails", Report 10/19, May 13, 2010) to determine the

forms and carriers of gold in the flotation tailings. Gold was found to be present as the gold minerals

electrum and aurostibite (AuSb2) and also submicroscopic gold in pyrite (colloidal sized gold micro

inclusions and solid solution gold). The majority of the gold in the tailings (69%) is associated with free

pyrite, with a little over half of this as submicroscopic gold and the remainder as mineral

inclusions/attachments. Another 17% of the gold in the tailings is carried in free/liberated gold mineral

grains; the majority of these grains are less than 5 microns in size and therefore below the ideal size for

optimum recovery by flotation or gravity separation. A further 9% of the gold in the tailings is carried in

rock sulphide composite particles, primarily in gold inclusions. The remaining 5% of the gold is carried in

magnetic particles (magnetite/pyrrhotite) and clean rock particles (little or no associated pyrite).

It was concluded that the locked cycle flotation was fairly well optimized for gold recovery. Free gold

grains remaining in the tailings are too small for recovery by flotation, while the principal carrier of gold in

the tailings, pyrite, must be rejected to make an acceptable grade copper concentrate. Therefore, no

substantial additional recovery of gold by flotation can be expected by further optimization of the

flotation process.

18.1.8 Flotation Tailings Gold Cyanide Leaching and Overall Gold Recovery

Since the remaining gold in the flotation tailings could not be concentrated by gravity separation, and

additional recovery of gold to the copper concentrate was not viable, the flotation tailings were tested for

gold recovery by direct cyanide leaching. Several leach tests were conducted in stirred beakers with air

injection and varying cyanide concentrations from 0.5 to 2.0 g/L NaCN. Leaching was also conducted on

the fine (minus 38 micron) and coarse (plus 38 micron) fractions of the tailings, which produced similar

results to the whole flotation tailings sample. All tests were conducted at pH 10 to 11. The results of the

cyanide leach kinetic tests at 0.5 and 2.0 g/L NaCN are shown in Figure 18 4 for both the rougher

scavenger tailings and the cleaner scavenger tailings samples from the locked cycle flotation test.
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Figure 18 4: Cyanide Leach Kinetics for Leaching of Locked Cycle Test Flotation Tailings

The initial portion of the leach extraction curve (up to 2 hours leach time) was very fast while the leach

reaction became very slow after 2 hours leach time. This is in agreement with the flotation tailings

mineralogy study which indicated that some of the gold may be refractory due to the submicrosopic

inclusions and solid solution in pyrite. Therefore, only a portion of the gold in the flotation tailings is

leachable by conventional cyanide leaching. Based on the bench scale leach results, a sodium cyanide

concentration of 0.5 g/L NaCN was selected for this study. The recovery of gold in the cyanide leach was

similar with either 0.5 g/L or 2.0 g/L NaCN but the consumption of sodium cyanide was much less when

leaching at 0.5 g/L NaCN.

In order to determine the extraction of gold from the flotation tailings using the leach tanks in the existing

gold hydromet circuit at Nugget Pond, the batch leach kinetics of Figure 18 4 were modeled with the

residence time distribution for the four leach tanks in series operating continuously. Two scenarios were

considered: operation of the flotation circuit at 1000 tonne/day run of mine ore and 696 tonne/day run of

mine ore (as per the maximum grinding circuit throughput). Based on operating the leach circuit at 50%

solids and a gold recovery of 95% after leaching (through carbon in pulp, stripping, electrowinning, and

refining/pouring), the total recovery of gold to the flotation concentrate and to gold bars is predicted to

be as follows:
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Table 18 6: Predicted gold recovery in flotation, gold hydromet circuit and overall.

ROM ORE FEED

RATE

(tonne/day)

TOTAL

LEACH TIME

(hr)

GOLD

EXTRACTION IN

LEACH (wt%) [1]

OVERALL GOLD RECOVERY (wt%) [2]

COPPER

CONCENTRATE

HYDROMET

(GOLD BARS)
TOTAL

1000 18.2 56.8% 66.4% 18.1% 84.5%

696 26.0 57.8% 66.4% 18.4% 84.8%

Notes for Table 18 6:

[1] Gold extraction in leach is relative to gold contained in total tailings from flotation.

[2] Overall gold recovery is relative to gold contained in run of mine ore.

The gold recovery in the cyanide leach circuit is not very sensitive to tonnage processed and leach

residence time mainly due to the relatively flat leaching kinetics curve after the first few hours as shown

in Figure 18 04. For the purposes of this study and for a processing rate of 696 tonne/day run of mine ore,

the maximum total gold recovery is 84.8 wt%. This is based on the recovery of gold from the single

Composite sample and the variability of gold recovery by cyanide leaching from different zones of the

mine was not assessed.

Based on the cyanide leaching tests at 0.5 g/L NaCN on the tailings from the locked cycle flotation test,

the total reagent consumptions are expected to be as follows:

Lime (as Ca(OH)2) 3.59 kg/tonne ore

Sodium Cyanide (as NaCN) 1.06 kg/tonne ore

18.1.9 Dewatering Tests

Static concentrate thickening tests were performed using concentrate samples from the flotation test

program to confirm flocculant selection and dosage and to define thickener sizing parameters. Magnafloc

10 was added at a dosage of 20 g/tonne to produce a thickener underflow dry solids concentration of up

to 65 wt%.

Concentrate filtering tests were conducted using a bench scale pressure filter to define sizing parameters

for a filter press. Without cake air blow, the final moisture content was 9.9% which was subsequently

reduced to 6.5% moisture with air blow through the cake. Therefore, a filter press using air blow is

expected to meet the target concentrate dryness defined as 8% moisture content.

18.1.10 Copper Flotation Wastewater and Flotation Tailings Stability Analysis

As an integral part of the locked cycle test program, a 200 mL sample of 100% tailings water collected

from filtering the concentrate and tailings products at the end of each cycle of the Locked Cycle test (see

Section 18.1.5) was retained for thiosalt analysis. Fresh water was added to the remaining tailings water

at the end of each cycle to 50% v/v and this 50% tailings water was used as process water for completion

of the next locked cycle to simulate reclaim of process water from the polishing pond. Since tailings water

is intended to be discharged to the existing tailings pond where it will be mixed with other process water

streams, precipitation and site runoff before being reclaimed from the polishing pond, the 50% tailings

water is considered to approximate the final effluent discharge to the environment from the polishing
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pond (not accounting for tailings and wastewater generated from operation of the existing gold hydromet

circuit). Samples of 50% tailings water from each cycle were retained for analysis.

The 50% tailings water sample collected at the end of locked cycle 6 was analyzed to provide full

characterization of inorganic chemistry and trace metals parameters, radiological parameters, total

phosphorus, total dissolved solids, fluoride, BOD and total cyanide concentrations. The results of this

analysis are summarized in Tables 18 7, 18 8, 18 9 and 18 10.

Table 18 7: Results of Inorganic Chemistry Analysis for Locked Cycle Flotation Tailings Water

PARAMETER UNITS

MEASURED VALUE

IN 50% TAILINGS

WATER [1]

ESTIMATED VALUE

IN 100% TAILINGS

WATER [2]

MMER EFFLUENT

DISCHARGE LIMIT

[3]

Sodium mg/L 20.7 41.4

Potassium mg/L 8.52 17.04

Calcium mg/L 55.9 111.8

Magnesium mg/L 1.89 3.78

Iron mg/L 0.04 0.08

Manganese mg/L 0.005 0.010

Copper mg/L 0.013 0.026 0.3

Zinc mg/L 0.008 0.016 0.5

Ammonia (as N) mg/L <0.05 n/a

pH pH units 8.0 n/a 6.0 9.5

Alkalinity (as CaCO3) mg/L 49 98

Chloride mg/L 51.7 103.4

Fluoride mg/L 0.23 0.46

Sulphate mg/L 93 186

Nitrate + Nitrite (as N) mg/L <0.05 n/a

o Phosphate (as P) mg/L <0.01 n/a

r Silica (as SiO2) mg/L 4.7 9.4

Carbon Total Organic mg/L 6.2 12.4

Turbidity NTU 1.9 n/a

Conductivity µS/cm 434 n/a

Sulphide mg/L <0.05 n/a

Cyanide Total mg/L 0.011 0.022 1.0

Phosphorus Total mg/L 0.035 0.07

BOD5 mg/l <6 n/a

Phenols mg/l 0.001 0.002

Solids – Total Dissolved mg/L 180 360

Bicarbonate (as CaCO3) mg/L 48.5 97

Carbonate (as CaCO3) mg/L 0.456 0.912

Hydroxide (as CaCO3) mg/L 0.050 0.100

Cation Sum meq/L 4.07 n/a

Anion Sum meq/L 4.37 n/a

Percent Difference % 3.65 n/a

Theoretical µS/cm 460 n/a
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PARAMETER UNITS

MEASURED VALUE

IN 50% TAILINGS

WATER [1]

ESTIMATED VALUE

IN 100% TAILINGS

WATER [2]

MMER EFFLUENT

DISCHARGE LIMIT

[3]

Conductivity

Hardness (as CaCo3) mg/L 147 n/a

Ion Sum mg/L 262 n/a

Saturation pH (5º) pH units 8.2 n/a

Langelier Index (5º) pH units 0.21 n/a

Table 18 8: Results of Trace Metals Analysis for Locked Cycle Flotation Tailings Water

PARAMETER UNITS

MEASURED VALUE

IN 50% TAILINGS

WATER [1]

ESTIMATED VALUE

IN 100% TAILINGS

WATER [2]

MMER EFFLUENT

DISCHARGE LIMIT

[3]

Aluminum µg/L 286 572

Antimony µg/L 10.4 20.8

Arsenic µg/L 11 22 500

Barium µg/L 13 26

Beryllium µg/L <0.1 n/a

Bismuth µg/L <1 n/a

Boron µg/L 13 26

Cadmium µg/L 0.07 0.14

Calcium µg/L 55900 111800

Chromium µg/L <1 n/a

Cobalt µg/L 0.4 0.8

Copper µg/L 13 26 300

Iron µg/L 40 80

Lead µg/L 4.1 8.2 200

Lithium µg/L 1.0 2

Magnesium µg/L 1890 3780

Manganese µg/L 5 10

Mercury µg/L <0.025 n/a

Molybdenum µg/L 16.5 33.0

Nickel µg/L 23 46 500

Potassium µg/L 8520 17040

Rubidium µg/L 4.0 8.0

Selenium µg/L 271 542

Silver µg/L <0.1 n/a

Sodium µg/L 20700 41400

Strontium µg/L 182 364

Tellurium µg/L 1.7 3.4

Thallium µg/L <0.1 n/a

Tin µg/L <0.1 n/a

Uranium µg/L 0.1 0.2
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PARAMETER UNITS

MEASURED VALUE

IN 50% TAILINGS

WATER [1]

ESTIMATED VALUE

IN 100% TAILINGS

WATER [2]

MMER EFFLUENT

DISCHARGE LIMIT

[3]

Vanadium µg/L <1 n/a

Zinc µg/L 8 16 500

Notes for Table 18 7 and 18 8:

[1] 50% tailings water is 100% tailings water collected at end of locked cycle 6 blended with 50% v/v fresh

water to approximate final effluent discharge from polishing pond.

[2] Parameters for 100% tailings water are estimated as 2 times parameters measured in 50% tailings

water sample.

[3] Stated MMER effluent discharge limits represent maximum authorized monthly mean limits as defined

by the Government of Canada Metal Mining Effluent Regulations.

Table 18 9: Results of Radiological Analysis for Locked Cycle Flotation Tailings Water

PARAMETER UNITS
MEASURED VALUE IN 50%

TAILINGS WATER [1]

MMER EFFLUENT

DISHCARGE LIMIT [2]

Radium 226 Bq/L < 0.01 0.37

Strontium 90 Bq/L < 0.1

Gross Beta Count Bq/L < 0.1

Gross Alpha Count Bq/L < 0.1

Notes for Table 18 9:

[1] 50% tailings water is 100% tailings water collected at end of locked cycle 6 blended with 50% v/v fresh

water to approximate final effluent discharge from polishing pond.

[2] Stated MMER effluent discharge limits represent maximum authorized monthly mean limits as defined

by the Government of Canada Metal Mining Effluent Regulations.

Table 18 10: Results of Thiosalt Analysis for 100% Tailings Water from Locked Cycle Flotation Test

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
SAMPLE

TEMPERATURE (°C)

THIOSALT CONCENTRATION

(mg/L as S2O3)

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #1 17.0 16

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #2 17.0 36

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #3 17.0 39

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #4 17.0 32

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #5 17.0 36

100% Tailings Water Locked Cycle #6 17.0 35

With respect to the general inorganic chemistry and trace metals analysis, both the measured parameters

in the 50% tailings water sample and the parameters estimated for the 100% tailings water met all of the

MMER effluent discharge criteria and the flotation tailings water will not require additional treatment for

removal of heavy metals or cyanide prior to discharge into the existing tailings pond. Furthermore,

radiological analysis of the 50% tailings water collected at the end of locked cycle 6 demonstrated

compliance with MMER criteria for radium 226 in liquid effluent and results for radium 226, strontium 90

and gross alpha / beta counts were all below the analytical method detection limits.
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In addition to defining specific concentration limits for metals, cyanide, radium 226, total suspended

solids and pH in the final effluent from mining operations, MMER also requires that the effluent be non

acutely lethal to aquatic life. The 50% flotation tailings water samples retained from locked cycles 1, 2, 3,

4, 5 and 6 were combined to provide a 40 litre bulk sample of simulated polishing pond effluent for acute

lethality testing. A single concentration 96 hour bioassay test was performed in accordance with

Environment Canada protocol EPS 1/RM/13 (2007), and demonstrated that the sample was non acutely

lethal to rainbow trout with zero mortalities observed during the test period.

18.1.11 Flotation Tailings Characterization

Preliminary characterization of the flotation tailings solids collected at the end of locked cycle 6 was

completed and included: modified acid base accounting as determined by the Sobek method for

assessment of acid generating potential, standard toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) in

accordance with EPA method 1311, and a custom leaching procedure at pH 8.5. The results of this

characterization are summarized in Tables 18 11 and 18 12.

Table 18 11: Results of Modified Acid Base Accounting for Locked Cycle Flotation Tailings

PARAMETER UNITS
VALUE FOR FLOTATION

TAILINGS SAMPLE

Paste pH pH units 6.1

Total Sulphur wt% 18.5

Acid Production Potential (AP) kg CaCO3/tonne 578

Neutralization Potential (NP) at pH

8.3
kg CaCO3/tonne 21.3

Net Neutralization Potential at pH

8.3
kg CaCO3/tonne 557

NP/AP no units 0.04
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Table 18 12: Results of Leachate Trace Metals Analysis for Standard TCLP and Custom Leach Procedure

on Locked Cycle Flotation Tailings

PARAMETER UNITS
LEACHATE FROM STANDARD

TCLP

LEACHATE FROM CUSTOM

LEACH AT pH 8.5

Aluminum g/L 180 < 20

Antimony g/L 2 2

Arsenic g/L < 20 < 20

Barium g/L 440 < 20

Beryllium g/L < 2 < 2

Bismuth g/L < 2 < 2

Boron g/L < 20 < 20

Cadmium g/L 16.5 < 0.2

Calcium g/L 372000 37900

Chromium g/L < 20 < 20

Cobalt g/L 35 < 2

Copper g/L < 20 < 20

Iron g/L < 400 < 400

Lead g/L 2840 < 2

Lithium g/L 9 2

Magnesium g/L 4600 1200

Manganese g/L 4960 < 20

Mercury g/L < 0.025 < 0.025

Molybdenum g/L < 2 2

Nickel g/L 40 < 20

Potassium g/L 35600 3900

Rubidium g/L 110 7

Selenium g/L 20 60

Silver g/L < 2 < 2

Strontium g/L 140 30

Tellurium g/L < 2 < 2

Thallium g/L 13 < 2

Tin g/L < 2 < 2

Uranium g/L 10 < 2

Vanadium g/L < 20 < 20

Zinc g/L 4440 < 20

In Table 18 11, the negative value shown for the net neutralization potential at pH 8.3 indicates that the

flotation tailings are a net acid producer, which is typical of tailings from processing of sulphide ores. The

acid production potential determined by the Sobek method represents the worst case scenario in which

100% of the total sulphur content of the tailings is converted to sulphuric acid; however, deposition of

flotation tailings under water cover in the existing tailings pond should significantly decrease the rate and

extent of tailings oxidation.

Based on the flotation process design and operating parameters developed through the bench scale

flotation test program, the pH of the tailings streams from the copper concentrator will be in the range of
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10.0 to 10.5 and additional lime slurry will be mixed with the tailings in the Flotation Tailings Treatment

Tank to neutralize acid generating potential.

The results of the standard TCLP and custom leaching procedures provide an indication of the metals that

may leach from the tailings, and to what extent, in the short term following sub aqueous disposal. The

leachate produced by the standard TCLP test procedure (18 hrs leach time at pH 4.93) contained

concentrations of both lead (2.84 mg/L) and zinc (4.44 mg/L) that exceed MMER effluent discharge

guidelines; however, at the custom leach procedure pH of 8.5, concentrations of all trace metals in the

leachate were very low (most below detection limits). The custom leach procedure is performed to

simulate the short term release of metals from flotation tailings at a pH of 8.5

18.1.12 Gold Hydromet Wastewater and Tailings Stability Analysis

A bench scale assessment of the cyanide destruction process for hydromet tailings wastewater treatment

was not conducted as an integral part of the gold cyanide leaching test program. The weak acid

dissociable cyanide (CNWAD) was measured to be 192 mg/L CNWAD in the final carbon in pulp tailings from

the bench scale test program, which represents the feed to the cyanide destruction system. The INCO SO2

/ Air Cyanide Destruction Operating Manual (INCO Limited, 1997) prepared for Richmont Mines for the

existing cyanide destruction system defines typical reagent consumptions relative to feed CNWAD. The

reagent addition rate defined in the INCO study was used relative to the measured CNWAD from the bench

scale test program to define cyanide destruction reagent consumption for this study.

Optimization of the reagent dosages for cyanide destruction is dependent on first optimizing the cyanide

dosage to the leach. The consumption of reagents for the cyanide destruction process may be optimized

during plant startup.

The existing INCO SO2 / Air Cyanide Destruction process was originally designed for up to 250 mg/L CNWAD

and is expected to be capable of treating the increased tonnage of hydromet tailings with an increase in

tailings treatment reactor volume.
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18.2 Process Description

18.2.1 Introduction

The process design for the Rambler Nugget Pond concentrator is based on integration of a new flotation

circuit for production of a copper gold concentrate, which includes unit operations for concentrate

dewatering, reagent addition and neutralization of flotation tailings with the existing crushing, grinding,

gold hydromet and tailings treatment and disposal facilities already in place at the Nugget Pond site.

Increased ore processing capacity through the existing crushing equipment is based on extending the

number of operating hours per day from the previous 8 hour day shift operating philosophy. An

assessment of the capacity of the existing crushing, grinding and conveying equipment has been

completed based on a review of test data, equipment design parameters and vendor technical

information. The design throughput for reuse of the existing grinding circuit has been estimated by SGS

Canada Inc. based on the results of a computer simulation program utilizing data from the crushing and

grinding test program completed by SGS on Rambler ore, grinding circuit configuration, desired final

product particle size and mill design parameters and confirmed with the original equipment

manufacturer, Metso Corporation (see Section 18.1.4).

Process design and operating parameters for the copper gold concentrator were primarily derived from

metallurgical test programs, including locked cycle testing of the proposed flotation circuit, as described in

Section 18.1.5. The process equipment selection and flotation circuit configuration is considered

conventional for copper recovery and locked cycle testing was completed to confirm operating

parameters such as primary grind size, effect of regrind, reagent scheme, reagent dosages, flotation

kinetics and concentrate settling and dewatering characteristics.

The design throughput capacity of the existing gold hydromet circuit to process flotation tailings for

additional gold recovery has been assessed based on a review of the existing process equipment sizing

and vendor technical information. Estimates of gold recovery in the circuit are based on the results of a

metallurgical test program for cyanide gold leaching of the flotation tailings completed by Thibault &

Associates Inc. as previously described in Section 18.1.8.

Assessment of the existing gold hydromet tailings treatment system capacity is based on treatment

system design criteria as defined in the INCO SO2 / Air Cyanide Destruction Operating Manual.

18.2.2 Ore Storage and Crushing

Ore from the Rambler Mine will be trucked to the Nugget Pond site and transferred by a front end loader

into a loader hopper that feeds the existing jaw crusher. The number of operating hours per day for the

existing crusher circuit will be extended from its previous 8 hour per day operating schedule in order to

process the design ore throughput as defined for the copper flotation concentrator. Crushed ore is

transferred to the existing ore storage silo by a belt conveyor. Crushed ore is fed to the grinding circuit by

two vibrating pan feeders located at the outlet of the storage silo and a second belt conveyor, which

transfers ore from the outdoor silo to the SAG mill feed box in the existing gold hydromet building. Based

on a preliminary assessment of the existing equipment design capacity, both the existing pan feeders and
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SAG mill feed conveyor are considered to be adequately sized for the increased ore processing rate

planned for copper concentrator.

18.2.3 Grinding

The configuration of the existing grinding circuit at Nugget Pond consists of a semi autogenous grinding

(SAG) mill, which serves as both a secondary crusher and primary grinding mill, a ball mill, which produces

the final ground product, and two hydrocyclones (one operating and one spare) for particle size

classification of the product from both mills. The circuit is designed for wet grinding and process water is

added to the crushed ore feed at the SAG mill to achieve the desired grinding pulp consistency. Ground

material at the outlet of both the SAG mill and the ball mill is screened and overflows by gravity into the

existing mill discharge pump box. Oversize material from the SAG mill is collected in a drop box for recycle

by forklift. Ground material is pumped from the mill discharge pump box to the particle size classification

cyclones, where the slurry is separated into oversize (material that exceeds the grind size specification for

flotation feed) and undersize. The undersize material in the cyclone overflow stream is discharged from

the grinding circuit through a trash screen to the copper gold flotation process. The cyclone underflow

stream containing all of the oversize material is fed to the ball mill.

Within the existing grinding circuit, the cyclones, cyclone feed pumps, process water pumps and some

piping, valves and instrumentation will be replaced to accommodate the increased design mill throughput

(see Section 25.10.1 for detailed description of hydromet refurbishment work scope).

Process equipment, piping, valves and instrumentation will be installed for transfer of the ground ore

from the outlet of the existing trash screen to the new copper concentrator building. Provisions will be

made to allow for transfer by gravity of the ground pulp through the existing piping to the hydromet

thickener or via new piping to a new grinding pulp transfer pump box and pumping system that will be

installed in place of the existing tailings pump box and pumps, which are no longer required. Ground ore

will be pumped from the grinding pulp transfer box in the existing hydromet building to the Flotation Feed

Holding tank in the new copper concentrator building.

18.2.4 Flotation

The copper gold flotation circuit is arranged in a conventional configuration and consists of rougher,

rougher scavenger, primary cleaner, cleaner scavenger, secondary cleaner and tertiary cleaner flotation

cell banks. Each bank of flotation cells is equipped with two separate froth collection launders to allow the

froth to be directed, at the operators discretion, to an alternative location in the process. This option

lends a high degree of flexibility to the process design and allows for on line customization of the copper

gold flotation circuit to accommodate variability in run of mine ore head grades. Details of the flotation

circuit flowsheet design are described in the following paragraphs.

Ground ore is received from the existing grinding circuit in the Flotation Feed Holding Tank, which

provides some storage capacity for feed to the flotation circuit and allows the downstream processes to

continue operating during short term interruptions of the grinding circuit operation. The Flotation Feed

Holding Tank also provides surge capacity to allow continued operation of the grinding circuit during

temporary shut downs of the flotation circuit.
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From the Flotation Feed Holding Tank, the ground ore is pumped to the Rougher Conditioning Tank, which

also receives the rougher scavenger concentrate recycle stream. Aerophine 3418A collector is added to

the Rougher Conditioning Tank and hydrated lime slurry is used to adjust the pH of the feed to the

optimum range for copper gold recovery and pyrite rejection. The overflow from the Rougher

Conditioning Tank feeds the rougher flotation cells, where MIBC frother is added. Concentrate from the

rougher cells is normally directed via the inside launder to the Cleaner Conditioning Tank. Under certain

conditions, the rougher concentrate grade from the first cells in the bank may be suitable as final

concentrate and, under these conditions, the operator may direct this stream via the outside launder to

the concentrate thickener. Tails from the rougher flotation cells are directed to the rougher scavenger

stage.

Additional lime slurry, 3418A collector and MIBC frother are added to the rougher scavenger feed box as

the rougher scavenger flotation cells are designed to optimize on recovery of copper and gold from the

rougher tailings. Concentrate from these cells is recycled to the Rougher Conditioning Tank to improve on

the overall recovery of copper and gold in the flotation circuit. Tailings from the rougher scavenger cells

flow by gravity to the Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank, from where they may either be pumped to the

hydromet thickener for processing through the existing gold hydromet circuit or to the hydromet tailings

treatment system prior to being transferred to the existing tailings impoundment area for final disposal.

The feed to the Cleaner Conditioning Tank consists of rougher concentrate, cleaner scavenger

concentrate and secondary cleaner tails, all of which are conditioned once again with lime, and 3418A

collector prior to be being fed by gravity overflow to the primary cleaner flotation cells where MIBC

frother is added. The concentrate from the primary cleaner stage is routed to the secondary cleaner stage

and the secondary cleaner concentrate is routed to the tertiary cleaner stage, from where it is finally

directed to the concentrate dewatering section of the plant.

The tails from the primary cleaner stage are fed to the cleaner scavenger flotation cells to minimize losses

of recoverable copper and gold to tailings. Cleaner scavenger concentrate is recycled to the Cleaner

Conditioning Tank and tailings are routed to the Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank. Tailings from the

tertiary cleaner stage are routed to the secondary cleaner cells and secondary cleaner tails are recycled to

the Cleaner Conditioning Tank.

In most cases, since the flow rates are relatively small within the concentrator, vertical froth pumps have

been selected to transfer concentrate streams from one cell bank to another as this technology eliminates

the need for several pump boxes and level controls and is commercially proven for mining applications.

Provisions have been made for addition of hydrated lime slurry to the cleaner scavenger, secondary

cleaner and tertiary cleaner feed boxes to maintain the optimum pH for copper gold recovery throughout

the cleaner circuit and additional 3418A collector and MIBC frother may be added to the cleaner

scavenger feed.

The flotation circuit has been intentionally designed to incorporate a high degree of flexibility in order to

accommodate run of mine ore copper/gold head grade and impurities concentration variations without

incurring significant additional capital cost to the project.
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18.2.5 Concentrate Dewatering and Intermediate Storage (Nugget Pond Site)

Copper gold concentrate from the flotation circuit is pumped to the Copper Concentrate Thickener via the

thickener feed pumps. Flocculant solution is injected in line in the piping to the thickener feed well to

promote rapid settling of the concentrate solids, which are removed from the thickener underflow by a

set of variable speed pumps. A density meter located in the common pump discharge line continuously

measures the slurry density (percent solids) and adjusts the speed of the duty underflow pump to

maintain the set point underflow percent solids. The supernatant from the thickener is directed to the

Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank.

The thickened concentrate slurry is pumped on a continuous basis into the Filter Feed Tank, where it is

stored until the next filtration cycle begins. A conventional recessed plate filter press is operated on a

batch basis for dewatering of the copper concentrate and is fed from a slurry recirculation loop from the

Filter Feed Tank. A pinch type flow control valve and pressure transmitter in the feed line to the filter

press are used to control the rate of slurry feed to the filter. After the filter press is filled, compressed air

is used to further dry the filter cake. At the end of the dewatering cycle, the filter press is opened and the

filter cake is discharged through the filter discharge gate and chute to the copper concentrate screw

conveyor, located directly beneath the filter. The screw conveyor transfers the dewatered concentrate to

the designated intermediate concentrate storage area on the ground floor beneath the filter press. A

front end loader moves the concentrate from the intermediate storage area into trucks parked at the

nearby concentrate transfer truck loading area. Once loaded, the trucks transport the copper concentrate

to the Goodyear’s Cove Port Site.

18.2.6 Reagent Systems

18.2.6.1 Aerophine 3418A Collector

Aerophine 3418A collector is a proprietary copper gold collector reagent supplied in liquid form by Cytec

Industries Inc. and will be purchased in 200 litre polyethylene drums and stored in the existing reagent

storage building at the Nugget Pond site prior to use. Drums of reagent will be moved by forklift or front

end loader on an as needed basis from the existing reagent storage building to the new copper

concentrator building and hoisted through the reagent area hoist well to the reagent metering area

located on the second floor. Aerophine 3418A can be diluted if necessary to meet low flow rate / dosage

applications, but is intended to be added to the process neat (i.e. undiluted) for the Rambler Nugget Pond

concentrator project and will be transferred to the 3418A Reagent Storage Tank using a drum pump.

Aerophine 3418A collector is added at four points in the copper flotation circuit: i) rougher conditioning

tank, ii) rougher scavenger feed box, iii) cleaner conditioning tank, and iv) cleaner scavenger feed. The

collector reagent dosages for each injection point are set and controlled independently using diaphragm

metering pumps equipped with stepper motor technology for nearly continuous reagent delivery and

1000:1 turndown capability to provide a broad range of process flexibility. Operators will have the ability

to control and make changes to the collector dosage either through the plant wide PLC based control

system or locally at the metering pump. One complete installed spare metering pump will be provided for

the rougher flotation circuit and for the cleaner flotation circuit, for a total of six 3418A metering pumps.

All metering pumps and metering pump accessories will be supplied as a complete, pre piped, skid

mounted reagent metering system package.
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18.2.6.2 Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol (MIBC) Frother

MIBC is a liquid frother reagent that is commonly used in the mineral processing industry for flotation and

is manufactured and distributed by a wide range of chemical suppliers. MIBC frother will be purchased in

200 litre polyethylene drums and stored in the existing reagent storage building at the Nugget Pond site

prior to use. Drums of reagent will be moved by forklift or front end loader on an as needed basis from

the existing reagent storage building to the new copper concentrator building and hoisted through the

reagent area hoist well to the reagent metering area located on the second floor. MIBC is not miscible

with water at 5%, 10% or 20% solutions and is best fed to the flotation process neat. Drum contents will

be transferred to the MIBC Reagent Storage Tank using a drum pump.

MIBC frother is also added at the same four locations as 3418A concentrator in the copper flotation

circuit: i) rougher feed box, ii) rougher scavenger feed box, iii) cleaner circuit feed, and iv) cleaner

scavenger feed. The frother reagent dosages for each injection point are set and controlled independently

using diaphragm metering pumps equipped with stepper motor technology for nearly continuous reagent

delivery and 1000:1 turndown capability to provide a broad range of process flexibility. Operators will

have the ability to control and make changes to the MIBC frother dosage either through the plant wide

PLC based control system or locally at the metering pump. One complete installed spare metering pump

will be provided for the rougher flotation circuit and for the cleaner flotation circuit, for a total of six MIBC

metering pumps. All metering pumps and metering pump accessories will be supplied as a complete, pre

piped, skid mounted reagent metering system package.

18.2.6.3 Hydrated Lime Slurry

A new hydrated lime slurry makeup and distribution system will be installed to supply lime to various unit

operations within the new copper concentrator building. Dry powdered hydrated lime (calcium

hydroxide) will be supplied in 1000 kg bulk bags and stored in the existing reagent storage building at the

Nugget Pond site prior to use. A new bulk bag discharger system will be installed in the reagent area

located on the second floor of the copper concentrator building directly above the new lime slurry mix

tank. Bulk bags of hydrated lime will be hoisted through the hoist well to the second floor and loaded

onto the bulk bag discharger frame using the reagent area monorail hoist. The bulk bag discharger system

is designed for dust free untying of the bags and allows only for bulk transfer of the entire bag contents

into the Lime Slurry Mix Tank.

A low level alarm from the Lime Slurry Mix Tank level transmitter through the PLC system will signal the

operator to initiate the batch lime slurry makeup process. Once the bag is in place on the bulk bag

discharger frame, the operator will initiate process water addition to the tank and begin discharging

hydrated lime into the tank. Lime Slurry Mix Tank sizing allows for makeup of approximately 7 10% w/w

hydrated lime slurry. Water addition to the mix tank will be automatically stopped by the PLC upon

detection of a high level condition in the tank.

Lime slurry is mixed and fed to the process using a single mix/storage tank and lime slurry recirculation

loop. Two lime slurry recirculation pumps (one duty and one spare) continuously recirculate lime slurry

through a hard piped loop around the concentrator building to deliver lime slurry to each of eight

injection points: i) rougher conditioning tank, ii) rougher scavenger flotation cells feed box, iii) cleaner

conditioning tank, iv) cleaner scavenger flotation cells feed box, v) secondary cleaner flotation cells feed
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box, vi) tertiary cleaner flotation cells feed box, vii) flotation tailings treatment tank, and viii) reagent area

sump.

A standard tee connection, manual isolation valve and an automatically controlled on/off type pinch valve

are installed on top of the lime slurry recirculation piping as near as possible to each injection point. The

flow rate of lime slurry to each addition point is automatically controlled through the PLC by adjusting the

frequency and duration of the pinch valve open/close cycles based on the difference between the set

point pH and the pH being measured in the process. Provisions have been made to allow the operator to

perform a manual water flush of the lime slurry recirculation pumps and piping.

The existing hydrated lime slurry makeup and distribution system will continue to be used to supply lime

slurry to unit operations requiring pH control within the existing gold hydromet building including the

refurbished grinding circuit, leach tanks and tailings treatment tanks. The existing lime slurry makeup and

distribution system is very similar to the new system described above and consists of a bulk bag unloading

system, slurry mix / holding tank, lime slurry recirculation pump and recirculation loop piping and

distribution system.

18.2.6.4 Flocculant

A high molecular weight, anionic flocculant will be used to promote rapid settling / thickening of the

copper gold concentrate in the thickener. Based on bench scale settling tests using a composite sample of

concentrate from the metallurgical test program as described in Section 18.1, Magnafloc 10 has been

selected as an appropriate flocculant for this application and is supplied in dry powder form through CIBA

Specialty Chemicals in 25 kilogram bags. Extra bags of Magnafloc 10 will be stored in the existing reagent

storage building on pallets and will be moved to the copper concentrator building on an as needed basis.

The operator will manually empty the bag contents into the hopper on the dry flocculant makeup system.

The dry flocculant makeup system is a pre packaged, skid mounted system designed to provide complete

wetting and activation of the flocculant prior to its use in the process at a typical solution makeup

concentration of 0.1 wt%. Once wetted, the flocculant solution is aged / activated in the flocculant mix

tank for a minimum of one hour before being transferred to the flocculant solution storage tank, from

which the solution is pumped for use in the process.

Two VFD controlled progressive cavity type metering pumps (one duty and one spare) are used to deliver

flocculant solution to the copper concentrate thickener. The flocculant dosage, in terms of grams of dry

flocculant per tonne of ore, can be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the flocculant solution flow rate

(remotely through the plant wide PLC or locally at the VFD panel mounted on the flocculant solution

metering pump skid) and/or by adjusting the flocculant solution makeup concentration.

18.2.6.5 Zinc Sulphate

Zinc sulphate is added in solution form at a single location in the grinding circuit for zinc depression in the

flotation circuit and is supplied as dry zinc sulphate monohydrate crystals (ZnSO4 H2O) in 1000 kg bulk

bags. The bulk bags will be stored in the existing reagent storage building at the Nugget Pond site prior to

use. A new bulk bag discharger system will be installed in the reagent area on the second floor of the

copper concentrator building directly above the zinc sulphate solution mix tank. Bulk bags of zinc sulphate

monohydrate will be hoisted through the hoist well to the second floor and loaded onto the bulk bag
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discharger frame using the reagent area monorail hoist. The bulk bag discharger system is designed for

dust free untying of the bag and allows only for bulk transfer of the entire bag contents into the zinc

sulphate solution mix tank.

A low level alarm from the zinc sulphate solution mix tank level transmitter will signal the operator to

initiate the batch makeup process, which is identical to the lime slurry batch makeup process described in

Section 18.2.6.3. The zinc sulphate solution mix tank is sized to allow for makeup of zinc sulphate

solutions in the range of 7 10% w/w as ZnSO4.

Zinc sulphate solution, once prepared in the mix tank, is transferred in small batches via a centrifugal

transfer pump to the zinc sulphate solution holding tank, from where it is metered to the process. Two

diaphragm metering pumps (one duty and one spare) equipped with stepper motor technology for nearly

continuous reagent delivery and 800:1 turndown capability are used to deliver zinc sulphate solution to

the grinding circuit. Operators will have the ability to control and make changes to the zinc sulphate

dosage either through the plant wide PLC based control system or locally at the metering pump. The

spare and duty zinc sulphate solution metering pumps and metering pump accessories will be supplied as

a complete, pre piped, skid mounted reagent metering system package.

18.2.6.6 Sodium Cyanide

Sodium cyanide solution is added at the same location in the grinding circuit as zinc sulphate and works in

conjunction with zinc sulphate for zinc depression in the copper flotation circuit and is supplied as dry

sodium cyanide powder in 1000 kg bulk bags. The bulk bags will be stored in the existing reagent storage

building at the Nugget Pond site prior to use.

A bulk bag discharger system and sodium cyanide mix / holding tank are already in place at the Nugget

Pond site and function as an integral part of the existing gold hydromet process. A new tank outlet nozzle

will be installed at a convenient location on the existing cyanide mix / holding tank to supply sodium

cyanide solution to the new copper gold concentrator process via a new metering pump system that will

be installed near the existing cyanide mix / holding tank.

Two diaphragm metering pumps (one duty and one spare) equipped with stepper motor technology for

nearly continuous reagent delivery and 800:1 turndown capability are used to deliver sodium cyanide

solution to the grinding circuit. Operators will have the ability to control and make changes to the sodium

cyanide dosage either through the plant wide PLC based control system or locally at the metering pump.

The spare and duty sodium cyanide solution metering pumps and metering pump accessories will be

supplied as a complete, pre piped, skid mounted reagent metering system package.

18.2.6.7 Sodium Metabisulphite

Sodium metabisulphite solution is used as a source of sulphur dioxide (SO2) in the existing INCO SO2 / air

cyanide destruction process for treatment of tailings and wastewater from the gold hydromet process.

The existing sodium metabisulphite solution makeup system will be used to supply reagent to the

hydromet tailings treatment system and consists of a bag breaker for manual addition of 25 kg bags of

sodium metabisulphite to the solution mix and holding tank. A new skid mounted diaphragm metering

pump system will be used to deliver sodium metabisulphite solution to the refurbished hydromet tailings

treatment system. Operators will have the ability to control and make changes to the sodium
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metabisulphite dosage either through the plant wide PLC based control system or locally at the metering

pump.

18.2.6.8 Copper Sulphate

Copper sulphate solution is used as a catalyst in the existing INCO SO2 / air cyanide destruction process for

treatment of tailings and wastewater from the gold hydromet process. The existing copper sulphate

solution makeup system will be used to supply the reagent to the hydromet tailings treatment system and

consists of a mix and holding tank with provisions for manual addition of 25 kg bags of copper sulphate

and water. A new skid mounted diaphragm metering pump system will be used to deliver copper sulphate

solution to the refurbished hydromet tailings treatment system. Operators will have the ability to control

and make changes to the copper sulphate dosage either through the plant wide PLC based control system

or locally at the metering pump.

18.2.7 Copper Concentrator Tailings and Wastewater Treatment

Tailings and process wastewater streams as follows are directed to the Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank

located in the copper concentrator building: i) rougher scavenger tails, ii) primary cleaner scavenger tails,

iii) recovered process water from concentrate thickener overflow, iv) filtrate from copper concentrate

dewatering, v) flotation area floor wash down from high/low grade sump vi) reagent area floor wash

down from reagent area sump, vii) concentrate dewatering area floor wash down from dewatering area

sump, and viii) tailings treatment area floor wash down from the flotation tailings area sump.

The untreated tailings water from the copper flotation circuit meets the final effluent discharge limits

defined by MMER for metals, cyanide, radium 226, pH and toxicity to aquatic life and separate

wastewater treatment in addition to lime neutralization of the common tailings / process wastewater

stream is not deemed to be required prior to discharging this stream into the exiting tailings pond. The

solid tailings from the flotation circuit are considered to be acid generating, as determined by Modified

Acid Base Accounting methods and sufficient hydrated lime will be added to the Flotation Tailings

Treatment Tank for neutralization. The Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank will be equipped with an

agitator, sample port, level transmitter and pH probe.

The discharge from the Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank may either be pumped to the tailings

impoundment area via two VFD controlled Final Tailings Transfer Pumps (one duty and one spare)

through a new pipeline, or to the existing hydromet thickener for recovery of gold by processing of the

tailings through the existing gold hydromet circuit.

The speed of the flotation tailings transfer pumps is automatically controlled through the new plant wide

PLC system to maintain a certain slurry level in the Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank in order to maximize

residence time in the tank for tailings neutralization. A nuclear density meter and magnetic flow meter

installed in the common discharge piping from the tailings transfer pumps continuously monitor and

record the slurry density (i.e. percent solids) and flow rate such that the tonnage of flotation tailings is

quantified.

NOTE: The process design and cost estimate as defined herein by this study is based on the operation of

the copper gold flotation circuit with the ability to route flotation tailings to the existing tailings

impoundment area or, alternatively process the flotation tailings through the existing gold hydromet
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circuit for optimum recovery of gold. The study provides a design concept and cost estimate to assess the

economics of improving gold recovery relative to the additional capital and operating costs associated

with refurbishment and operation of the existing gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment

systems.

18.2.8 Existing Gold Hydromet Tailings and Wastewater Treatment

The refurbishment of the existing gold hydromet and hydromet tailings and wastewater treatment

systems was identified as an option to direct disposal of the flotation tailings within the existing tailings

impoundment area to improve on the overall recovery of gold from the run of mine ore. The scope of the

refurbishment is based on making modifications to the existing circuits to accommodate the increase in

solids throughput and it is noted that utilization of the existing gold hydromet circuit would be based on

the economic viability of processing the flotation tailings as a measure to improve on the overall recovery

of gold from the run of mine ore. As an option to direct disposal of the flotation tailings in the tailings

pond, tailings from the flotation circuit may be pumped directly to the existing gold hydromet feed

thickener. The thickened slurry recovered in the thickener underflow is then treated in the existing

cyanide leach, carbon in pulp, solution recovery and gold refining circuits.

The barren leach solution and leached tailings slurry from Carbon In Pulp Tank No. 6 will overflow by

gravity into the existing CIP tailings pump box where process water is added to reduce the pulp density to

the optimum level as defined in the INCO SO2 / Air Cyanide Destruction Operating Manual for the

hydromet tailings treatment system. The existing CIP tailings pumps and pump discharge piping will be

replaced to accommodate the increased slurry throughput. The CIP tailings are pumped through the

existing carbon safety screen into Hydromet Tailings Treatment Reactor One where lime slurry, copper

sulphate solution, sodium metabisulphite solution and compressed air are added to facilitate destruction

of weak acid dissociable cyanide (includes free cyanide, zinc cyanide, copper cyanide and nickel cyanide)

and aid in the precipitation of soluble heavy metals as metal hydroxides. Two new, equally sized

Hydromet Tailings Treatment Reactors will be installed in a new structure / enclosure that will be

constructed adjacent to the existing gold hydromet building to provide the additional residence time

required for hydromet tailings treatment relative to the increased slurry processing rate.

The tailings will flow by gravity through a new piping system from Hydromet Tailings Treatment Reactor

One through Reactor Two and into Reactor Three, from which the final tailings will be pumped to the

existing tailings impoundment area via two (one duty and one spare) VFD controlled final tailings transfer

pumps. New reagent metering systems, piping, valves and instrumentation will be installed as required to

facilitate the refurbishment and expansion of the hydromet tailings treatment system.

18.2.9 Tailings Pond

The existing Nugget Pond tailings impoundment area and polishing pond will be used to store tailings

from the new copper flotation concentrator and/or from processing of the flotation tailings through the

existing gold hydromet circuit. A new pipeline will be installed to transfer final tailings to the tailings

impoundment area.
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Process water for the copper concentrator will be reclaimed from the existing polishing pond via two new

(one duty and one spare) centrifugal pumps, each complete with new intake screen, and delivered to the

Flotation Process Water Tank (located in the copper concentrator building) through a new pipeline.

18.3 Nugget Pond Concentrator Process Control System

A new Concentrator programmable logic controller (PLC) based process control system will be installed to

serve the new Nugget Pond copper flotation concentrator and will be independent of the existing Nugget

Pond gold hydromet process control system with exception to a limited number of control signals related

to the tie in of the new flotation circuit with the existing grinding circuit and hydromet tailings treatment

system. In addition, the following process equipment packages will be supplied with local, independent

PLC panels to control specific functions related to those equipment packages: i) copper concentrate

thickener, ii) concentrate dewatering filter, iii) dry flocculant makeup system, iv) bulk bag dischargers, and

v) air compressors. Each of these vendor supplied PLCs will have the ability to send and receive process

control and monitoring signals to and from the plant wide PLC.

The operator interface to the Concentrator PLC control system will be via three touch screen panels

located in the i) flotation cell area (ground floor), ii) flotation cell area (second floor), and iii) concentrate

dewatering area (second floor). The operator will have the ability to control and monitor all aspects of the

process from any one of the three local control panels. A central control room and/or central control

station has not been included in the design.

As is the case for most flotation plants, there is limited automation related to the float cell operation and

reagent dosages, conditioning tank agitator speeds, pump and agitator start/stop functions, etc. are

controlled either locally or remotely through the PLC based on operator input. Fully automated control

will be provided for i) feed flow rate control to rougher conditioning tank, ii) pH control, iii) back pressure

control for centrifugal pump recirculation loops, iv) concentrate thickener underflow pump speed, v)

dewatering filter feed flow rate control and vi) flotation tailings transfer pump speed control.

Control of the existing crushing and grinding circuit, gold hydromet circuit and hydromet tailings

treatment system will be through the existing Nugget Pond gold hydromet control system.

18.4 Long term Concentrate Storage and Boat Loading System (Goodyear’s Cove Port Site)

Copper concentrate will be transported by truck from the Nugget Pond site to the Goodyear’s Cove Port

site, where a new truck dump station, concentrate storage building and boat loading equipment will be

installed. Incoming truck loads of copper concentrate are backed into the concentrate storage building

and dumped through a grate into a receiving hopper at the truck dump station where a front end loader

will transfer and pile it in the concentrate storage building for long term storage prior to shipping via

ocean going bulk carrier ships.

For bulk ship loading, two font end loaders will move concentrate from the long term storage pile into the

concentrate storage feed hopper where it falls by gravity onto an under hopper feed conveyor equipped

with a weigh scale. The under hopper conveyor feeds the portable yard transfer conveyor, which in turn

loads concentrate onto the portable telestacker ship loading conveyor. When not in use, both the

portable yard transfer conveyor and telestacker are stored adjacent to the concentrate storage building.
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18.5 Goodyear’s Cove Port Site Wash Water System

The truck dump station at the port site will be designed to accommodate wash down of the front end

loaders to prevent copper concentrate solids from being conveyed out into the environment. Process

water for general floor wash down at the Goodyear’s Cove Port site will be supplied by a tanker truck

from the Nugget Pond site and discharged into the Port Storage Facility Process Water Tank, located

inside the concentrate storage building, through a hose connection.

A port process water pump operating on a controlled pressure recycle loop fed by either the Port Storage

Facility Process Water Tank or the Port Storage Facility Grey Water Tank will supply process water / grey

water to two hose stations. Grey water from front end loader and general floor wash down at the port

site will be directed to the port concentrate storage building sump, from where it will pumped to the Grey

Water Storage Tank. Periodically, the Grey Water Storage Tank contents will be pumped via the port grey

water pump to an exterior hose connection into the port water transfer truck and returned to the Nugget

Pond site for treatment and disposal.

18.6 Process Design

The flotation process design was based on the results of the locked cycle test on the 1807 Zone

metallurgical sample as depicted in the piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&ID's) included in

Appendix 4. Although only two cleaning stages were required in the locked cycle test, a third cleaning

stage was included in the process design of the flotation circuit to better handle variability in ore grades

and impurities. An overview process block diagram, which formed the basis for the detailed mass balance

of the copper flotation concentrator, can be found in Appendix 3.

Refurbishment, replacement and/or expansion to the existing grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet

tailings treatment facilities has been evaluated based on a review of results from the flotation tailings gold

cyanide leaching test program and existing equipment sizing and design criteria relative to the increased

design system throughput for processing of flotation tailings.

18.6.1 Process Design Criteria

The process design criteria are based on the results of the metallurgical testing with typical allowances for

varying head grades, recirculating loads and final concentrate grades. The main design criteria for the

overall concentrator and flotation plant are summarized in Tables 18 13, 18 14 and 18 15.
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Table 18 13 Design Criteria Ore Characteristics, Concentrator Throughput and Overall Recovery

Parameter Units Value Comments

Run of mine ore moisture content wt% 4.0 Typical underground mine

ROM ore bulk density tonne/m³ 1.8 to 2.0 Based on specific gravity

Copper head grade dry basis wt% 4.00 max. As per Rambler directives. Mine grade control

and blending will be required to maintain grade

below 4% copper. Higher grades above 4%

copper will require operation at lower

throughput.

Concentrator design capacity ROM

ore throughput

tonne/d

(dry)

1000 At 100% availability

Concentrator annual availability at

design capacity

% 90 Total availability over 365 days

Maximum overall copper recovery

to concentrate

wt% 92.9 at 1.50%

Cu head.

96.3 at 4.00%

Cu head.

As per recovery vs. head grade curve from 1807

ore locked cycle test and variability batch tests

on different copper head grades.

Overall gold recovery to

concentrate.

wt% 66.4% Based on locked cycle test on 1807 zone

sample.

Copper concentrate grade dry basis

wt% Cu 25.0 min.

30.0 max.

Based on typical smelter requirements.

Equipment sizing based on minimum grade.

Table 18 14: Design Criteria Grinding Circuit

Parameter Units Value Comments

Relative ore density

Minimum

Maximum

3.30

4.05

Based on Sample A

Based on Sample D

JK parameters

Axb

ta

59.6

0.66

Based on SGS test Sample A

Based on SGS test Sample A

SAG mill feed particle size (F80) mm 47.1

Ball mill product particle size (P80) m 75 Based on flotation lock cycle test

Bond ball mill work index kWhr/tonne 9.7 Based on SGS test Sample A

Maximum existing grinding circuit

throughput

Sample A

Sample D

tonne/hr

tonne/hr

29

37

Based on SGS grinding circuit

simulation

Maximum design grinding circuit tonne/hr 29 Based on worst case milling hardness
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throughput tonne/day 696 and SGS grinding circuit simulation

Table 18 15: Design Criteria Flotation and Concentrate Handling Circuit

Parameter Units Value Comments

Flotation circuit operating time hour/day 24

Solids specific gravity

Concentrate

Tailings

4.0

4.0

Measured various values from locked

cycle test.

Flotation feed tank

Holding time min. 45

Rougher conditioning tank

Holding time

Solids concentration

min.

wt%

10

35.0

Based on locked cycle testing

Rougher flotation cells

Number of rougher cells

Total rougher residence time

Aeration factor

min.

6

15

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Scavenger flotation cells

Number of scavenger cells

Total scavenger residence time

Aeration factor

min.

4

10

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Cleaner conditioning tank

Holding time

Solids concentration

min.

wt%

15

15 to 20

Based on locked cycle testing.

Primary cleaner flotation cells

Number of 1° cleaner cells

Total 1° cleaner residence time

Aeration factor

min.

7

15

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Cleaner Scavenger flotation cells

Number of cleaner scavenger cells

Total cleaner scavenger residence time

Aeration factor

min.

2

10

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Secondary cleaner flotation cells

Number of 2° cleaner cells

Total 2° cleaner residence time

Aeration factor

min.

7

15

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Tertiary cleaner flotation cells
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Parameter Units Value Comments

Number of 3° cleaner cells

Total 3° cleaner residence time

Aeration factor

min.

4

12.5

0.85

Based on 1807 zone flotation test

program kinetics.

Concentrate thickener

Number of concentrate thickeners

Total feed solids

Total feed solids concentration

Underflow solids concentration

Design solids loading

Design rise rate

tonne/h

wt%

wt%

m²/tonne h

m³/h m²

1 @ 100%

6.3

10 to 20

65.0

6.6

10.0

Design parameters from bench scale

settling tests.

Filter press feed tank

Holding time hours 10

Concentrate dewatering filter

Number of concentrate filters

Concentrate dewatering filter type

Filter cake moisture content

Total cycle time per batch

wt%

min.

1 @ 100%

Filter Press

8.0

60

Recessed plate / no membrane

Based on testing by Pacific Press Co.

Concentrate load out area

Storage time

Concentrate bulk density

days

tonne/m³

2

2.2

Load out storage area volume defined

to allow for trucking on week days and

storage for a long weekend event.

Port Concentrate Storage Facility tonne

(live storage)

5,000 Sizing based on bulk density of 2.16

tonne/m
3
and 40 degree angle of

repose. Live storage volume as

defined by Rambler Metals and

Mining Canada Limited.

Table 18 16: Design Criteria – Gold Cyanide Leaching

Parameter Units Value Comments

Design operating throughput (based on ore

feed to flotation circuit)

tonne

ore/day

696 Circuit equipment sizing and capital

cost based on 1,000 tonne/day

comparable to flotation circuit

(operating throughput limited by

maximum grinding circuit capacity)

Cyanide concentration in leach g/L NaCN 0.5

Leach residence time

1,000 tonne/day ore throughput

696 tonne/day ore throughput

hours

hours

18.2

26.0

Based on retention time distribution

of existing, unmodified leach tanks

Gold extraction in leach

1,000 tonne/day ore throughput

696 tonne/day ore throughput

wt%

wt%

56.8

57.8
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Post leach recovery of gold wt% 95.0 Estimated for low gold concentrations

not based on current operating

conditions or testing

Overall additional gold recovery in

hydromet circuit

1,000 tonne/day ore throughput

696 tonne/day ore throughput

wt%

wt%

18.1

18.4

Based on recovery of gold to gold

bullion, relative to gold contained in

run of mine ore

18.6.2 Process Design Mass Balance

A metallurgical mass balance simulation was produced based on the design process block diagram as

shown in Appendix 4. The mass balance simulation was performed for the new flotation plant only and

does not include a mass balance of the existing grinding or gold hydrometallurgical circuits. The mass

balance simulation tracks the recoveries and flowrates of solids, water and selected metals in the solids

(copper, lead, zinc, iron, gold, silver) and it calculates the consumption of each reagent added. Two

simulations were performed: one using grades and recoveries observed in the locked cycle test on the

1807 zone metallurgical sample, and the other using the design conditions for equipment sizing based on

the maximum design copper head grade, minimum design copper concentrate grade, and minimum

design stage recoveries in each flotation circuit which yields maximum recirculating loads. Process

equipment sizing was based on the "design mass balance" to ensure that the equipment is sized to handle

the maximum design flowrates. Print outs of the mass balance simulations for the locked cycle conditions

and for the process design basis are included in Appendix 4.
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19 Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates

19.1 Introduction

SRK Consulting Canada Inc. (SRK) compiled the first comprehensive geologically and geostatistically

defined resource estimate for the Ming Mine on the Rambler property (SRK, 2008). The mineral resource

estimate (SRK, 2008) was updated by Rambler staff and released on February 26, 2009. The associated

technical report was released “Form 43 101F1 Technical Report, Mineral Resource Estimate for the Ming

Mine, April 8, 2009”.

Prior to SRK (2008) the most comprehensive mineral resource estimates for the Ming Mine are from

Burton (1982). The estimates from Burton (1982) are not in compliance with CIM definition standards

incorporated in National Instrument 43 101.

Ming Minerals commissioned Canamera to compile a feasibility study on the Rambler property in 1997.

Canamera (1997), who relied heavily on Burton’s (1982) work reported an estimated mineral resource on

the property and concluded that the outlined mineral resource would not support an economically

feasible underground mining operation.

Roscoe Postle Associates Inc. (RPA) compiled an independent technical report on the Rambler Property

for Rambler Metals and Mining plc in 2005 (RPA, 2005). This report did not produce a new resource

estimate, but commented on the work of Burton (1982) and Canamera (1997).

The successor company of RPA, Scott Wilson RPA was commissioned in 2006 to generate a NI43 101

compliant technical report on the Rambler Property (Scott Wilson RPA, 2006). Based heavily on the RPA

(2005) report, Scott Wilson RPA (2006) regarded the Ming South and Ming North resource estimates as

remnants estimated when the mine closed in 1982 and did not regard these estimates as relevant to

recent economic conditions because of the uncertainty for economic extraction. They regarded the Lower

Footwall Zone (LFZ) and the Ming 1807 Zone estimates as based on too widely spaced drill holes to meet

the requirements for mineral resources.

Since 1982 some 107,679 metres of surface and underground diamond drilling targeting the Ming

Massive Sulphides and the Lower Footwall Zone has considerably increased the understanding of the 3D

geological and grade continuity of these zones. Approximately 15,997 meters of underground diamond

drilling has been completed since the release of the SRK (2008) mineral resource estimate. This drilling

focused on the previously untested 1806 Zone and Ming South Up Plunge Zone and on infill drilling of the

Lower Footwall Zone.

This section summarizes the data, methodology and parameters used by Rambler Metals and Mining in

conjunction with SRK consulting (2009) to estimate the mineral resources for the Ming Mine on the Ming

Mine Copper Gold Project. This mineral resource estimate considers all available NI43 101 compliant

drilling and underground sampling data.

This mineral resource estimate is an update of the mineral resource estimate compiled by Rambler

(2009). The mineral resources presented herein are reported in accordance with the Canadian Securities
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Administrators National Instrument 43 101 and have been estimated in conformity with generally

accepted CIM “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines”. Mineral

resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. There is no

guarantee that all or any part of the mineral resource will be converted into mineral reserve.

Geological modeling and the creation of geological wireframes was completed by Rambler using

Datamine Studio 3. Datamine Studio 3 was used by Rambler to build composites and the block models, to

run grade interpolation and to estimate and tabulate mineral resources. Isatis Version 8.0.2 was used by

SRK consulting (2009) to undertake geostatistical analyses of the dataset and to generate variograms for

copper, gold, silver and zinc.

19.2 Database Validation

Drilling and other geological database records have been selectively audited against digital and paper log

sheets, sections and plans. In particular, the assays were checked against source paper copies and

laboratory assay certificates. Database records audited reflect that the database management processes

implemented by Rambler geological staff meet industry standards.

The Excel (drill database) and Datamine (geological modeling and block model files) format database was

checked for overall data integrity. The drill database was checked for any missing data, overlapping

intervals and duplicated data inputs. The drill database is comprised of collar, survey, assay and geological

components.

19.3 Resource Estimation

19.3.1 Database

The database used for resource estimation contains exploration drill data collected by Rambler from 2003

to 2009. Historical drill data (pre 2003) was excluded for the purposes of this resource estimate. Rambler

drilling database source details is tabulated in Table 13 1.

The total database used for this mineral resource estimation comprises nine thousand nine hundred and

fourteen assay records from one hundred and sixty six underground drillholes and an additional three

thousand six hundred and fourteen assay records from seventy six surface drillholes.

Verification of the unmined and remnant pillar resources involved compliation of the historical database

by Rambler personnel from original documents stored at the Consolidated Rambler Mines Limited (CRML)

mine vault, as well as, copies of the database submitted to the Newfoundland Department of Mines by

CRML after mine closure in April 1982. Unmined areas below the 2200 level were digitized into ArcGis and

modeled in Datamine Studio 3. Areas were recalculated and compared to the original tons reported for

each area by CRML. The remnant pillar areas were also digitized into ArcGis and tons for each calculated

using the same specific gravity (3.8 g/cm
3
) used by CRML. Results were compared to the tons noted on

each pillar by CRML. Both unmined areas and remnant pillar grades were applied by CRML were cross

checked by applying grades from nearby stopes. The tons calculated by Rambler were within 1.58

percentage difference, while the copper and gold grades were within 3.5 percentage difference. The

results of the validation of the unmined and remnant pillar resources by Rambler Metals and Mining is
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quite comparable to those unmined and remnant pillar resources reported as reserves by CRML upon

closure of the Ming Mine in April, 1982.

19.3.2 Solid Body Modeling

The Ming Mine consists of two main styles of copper, gold, silver and zinc mineralization which include

volcanogenic massive sulphide mineralization (Ming Massive zones) and stringer style sulphide

mineralization (Footwall zones). The massive sulphide mineralization includes the 1807 Zone, 1806 Zone,

Ming South Down Plunge Zone (MSDP), the Ming North Down Plunge Zone (MNDP), and the Ming South

Up Plunge Zone (MSUP). The massive sulphide zones generally occur at or near a specific lateral horizon

and have relatively consistent thickness. Underlying the massive sulphide horizon are the stringer style

zones which include the Upper Footwall Zone (UFZ) and the Lower Footwall Zone (LFZ). The stringer style

footwall zones are often discontinuous in nature with highly variable Cu grades. Contributing to the

discontinuous nature of the stinger style footwall zones are late stage crosscutting intrusive dykes and

sills.

Using Datamine Studio 3 software, Rambler geological staff created solid body wireframe models based

on lithological and structural constraints. Seven distinct 3D wireframes representing the various ore zones

at the Ming Mine were created for this mineral resource estimate including:

1807 Zone massive sulphide.

1806 Zone massive sulphide.

Ming South Down Plunge (MSDP) massive sulphide.

Ming North Down Plunge (MNDP) massive sulphide.

Ming South Up Plunge (MSUP) massive sulphide.

Upper Footwall Zone stringer / massive sulphide.

Lower Footwall Zone stringer sulphide.

The MSDP ore zone wireframe utilized in the previous Rambler (2009) mineral resource estimate was

modified for the purposes of this report. The remaining wireframes models did not change.

Remodeling of the MSDP zone is based on tighter constraints on geology and a strict cutoff grade of 1%

copper. The previous MSDP wireframe included the Ming North Zone. The Ming North Zone was analyzed

separately in this report to provide a better understanding of the resource contained within each zone

separately. The MSDP wireframe edges were also modified. The 2009 wireframe model contained

straighter thicker edges, whereas the 2010 model has been tapered on the edges resulting in a more

geologically realistic model.

Remodeling of the MSDP also included modeling and subtraction of two significant mafic dykes (waste)

from the MSDP wireframe. The removal of the dykes from the MSDP ore model improves the grade

distribution in the resource block model because significant portions of waste material have been

excluded. The most significant change attributed to the MSDP remodel can be seen in the inferred

category. These remodels more effectively reflect ore/waste boundaries and hence provide an improved

ore zone model for mine planning framework. Figure 19 1 illustrates the various modeled zones.
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Figure 19 1: Sectional view of the various 3D modeled zones at the Ming Mine.

19.3.3 Compositing

Assay data within the modeled mineralized zones was extracted using Datamine Studio 3. Figures 19 2

and 19 3 histograms illustrate original samples lengths within the modeled ore zones. Composite files

were created using uncapped values within the modeled mineralized zones. All assays were composited

to 1.0 metre intervals.
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Figure 19 2: Histograms showing original sample lengths of data within the 1807 Zone, 1806 Zone,

Ming South Down Plunge Zone and Ming North Down Plunge Zone.

Figure 19 3: Histograms showing original sample lengths of data within the Ming South Up Plunge,

Upper Footwall Zone and Lower Footwall Zone.
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19.3.4 Grade Capping

Based on careful examination of the composited copper, gold, silver and zinc datasets for all data within

the modeled mineralized zones by consideration of the respective probability plots (Figures 19 4 and 19

5) and by considering the respective histograms and cumulative frequency distributions, SRK (2009)

provided the capping parameters tabulated in Table 19 1. Capping parameters for the MSDP and MNDP

were considered collectively. These capping parameters were applied in this resource estimate and

number of records capped has been updated to reflect the remodeled MSDP zone.

Table 19 1: Grade capping applied to the composited assay database per modeled zone.

Zone
1807 1806 MS Down Plunge

cap # records cap # records cap # records

Cu % 15 11 none none none none

Au g/t none none 40 9 none none

Ag g/t none none 300 11 none none

Zn % none none 18 5 none none

Zone
MS Up Plunge Upper FWZ Lower FWZ

cap # records cap # records cap # records

Cu % 15 3 10 11 10 none

Au g/t none none 1.5 5 1.5 12

Ag g/t none none 10 10 10 3

Zn % none none none none 0.3 8

Figure 19 4: Log probability plot for copper grades within aggregated massive sulphide zones (MS)

(From SRK, 2009).
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Figure 19 5: Log probability plot for gold grades within aggregated massive sulphide zones (MS) (From

SRK, 2009).

19.3.5 Statistics

Basic statistical tabulations for composited copper (%), gold (g/t), silver (g/t) and zinc (%) from all drilling

sources within the seven modeled mineralized zones have been compiled. Descriptive statistics for

copper, gold, silver and zinc are presented in Table 19 2. A distinction is made between original (raw),

composited grades and capped composited grades. Histograms showing composited and capped copper

and gold grades from the six modeled mineralized zones are shown in Figure 19 6, 19 7, 19 8, 19 9 and

19 10.
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Table 19 2: A tabulation of composited statistics for copper and gold within the seven modeled zones at the

Ming Mine.

SUMMARY TABLE FOR Cu and Au DATA AT MING:

Cu _% Au_g/t

Raw Composited Capped Raw Composited Capped

1807 Zone

Mean 3.90 3.62 3.44 1.83 1.73 1.74

Standard Error 0.41 0.42 0.37 0.39 0.36 0.36

Median 0.66 1.33 1.37 0.63 0.62 0.68

Mode 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Standard Deviation 5.72 5.14 4.57 5.34 4.45 4.45

Sample Variance 32.72 26.42 20.92 28.56 19.78 19.77

Kurtosis 2.06 2.45 1.20 65.26 71.79 71.84

Skewness 1.69 1.80 1.51 7.61 7.67 7.67

Range 24.10 20.82 15.00 54.20 46.62 46.62

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 24.10 20.82 15.00 54.20 46.62 46.62

Sum 748.08 542.53 515.48 351.95 260.11 261.19

Count 192 150 150 192 150 150

1806 Zone

Mean 0.38 0.29 0.30 2.84 2.33 2.26

Standard Error 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.30 0.23 0.21

Median 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.63 0.51 0.51

Mode 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Standard Deviation 1.04 0.83 0.85 8.52 6.63 5.88

Sample Variance 1.08 0.69 0.72 72.63 43.89 34.60

Kurtosis 37.20 51.48 47.30 55.56 42.78 22.68

Skewness 5.25 6.02 5.78 6.69 5.91 4.59

Range 11.70 10.74 10.74 98.00 68.76 40.00

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 11.70 10.74 10.74 98.00 68.76 40.00

Sum 304.32 235.50 241.89 2275.27 1903.02 1845.73

Count 800 818 818 800 818 818

MSUP

Mean 3.04 2.56 2.36 1.33 0.85 0.85

Standard Error 0.40 0.40 0.32 0.23 0.13 0.13

Median 0.96 0.69 0.69 0.34 0.33 0.32

Mode 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Standard Deviation 4.95 4.43 3.58 2.84 1.39 1.39

Sample Variance 24.46 19.66 12.80 8.06 1.93 1.94

Kurtosis 8.41 11.71 3.93 26.99 17.62 17.57

Skewness 2.72 3.11 2.07 4.85 3.55 3.55

Range 26.70 25.98 15.00 18.90 10.18 10.18

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 26.70 25.98 15.00 18.90 10.18 10.18

Sum 473.81 312.22 287.98 207.91 103.85 103.36

Count 156 122 122 156 122 122
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Table 19 2: A tabulation of composited statistics for copper and gold within the seven modeled zones at the

Ming Mine (con’t).

SUMMARY TABLE FOR Cu and Au DATA AT MING:

Cu _% Au_g/t

Raw Composited Capped Raw Composited Capped

MSDP

Mean 1.20 0.99 0.99 2.43 1.56 1.56

Standard Error 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.37 0.20 0.20

Median 0.52 0.49 0.49 0.91 0.73 0.73

Mode 0.01 0.01 0.01 6.73 0.01 0.01

Standard Deviation 2.00 1.38 1.38 5.91 3.18 3.18

Sample Variance 4.02 1.90 1.90 34.89 10.13 10.13

Kurtosis 39.32 16.25 16.25 27.92 64.54 64.54

Skewness 4.98 3.13 3.13 5.12 6.83 6.83

Range 21.00 11.70 11.70 40.00 36.70 36.70

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 21.00 11.70 11.70 40.00 36.70 36.70

Sum 312.79 250.02 250.02 633.53 392.26 392.26

Count 261 252 252 261 252 252

MNDP

Mean 1.24 1.08 1.08 1.38 1.28 1.28

Standard Error 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.16 0.16

Median 0.79 0.66 0.66 0.98 0.98 0.98

Mode 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.99 1.99 1.99

Standard Deviation 1.28 1.10 1.10 1.09 0.98 0.98

Sample Variance 1.64 1.21 1.21 1.18 0.96 0.96

Kurtosis 2.68 3.11 3.11 0.17 0.02 0.02

Skewness 1.62 1.66 1.66 0.72 0.82 0.82

Range 5.09 4.95 4.95 4.10 3.73 3.73

Minimum 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.09

Maximum 5.10 4.97 4.97 4.11 3.82 3.82

Sum 35.85 40.11 40.11 39.94 47.51 47.51

Count 29 37 37 29 37 37
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Table 19 2: A tabulation of composited statistics for copper and gold within the seven modeled zones at the

Ming Mine (con’t).

SUMMARY TABLE FOR Cu and Au DATA AT MING:

Cu _% Au_g/t

Raw Composited Capped Raw Composited Capped

UFWZ

Mean 2.89 2.83 2.46 0.25 0.25 0.22

Standard Error 0.43 0.37 0.27 0.05 0.04 0.03

Median 1.47 1.47 1.47 0.09 0.09 0.09

Mode 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Standard Deviation 4.23 4.04 2.98 0.48 0.46 0.36

Sample Variance 17.88 16.33 8.89 0.23 0.21 0.13

Kurtosis 3.72 4.46 2.16 14.63 15.15 5.96

Skewness 2.17 2.33 1.89 3.59 3.63 2.63

Range 18.60 18.60 10.00 3.07 3.07 1.50

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 18.60 18.60 10.00 3.07 3.07 1.50

Sum 274.79 334.10 290.39 23.55 28.94 26.33

Count 95 118 118 95 118 118

LFWZ

Mean 0.68 0.54 0.53 0.06 0.05 0.05

Standard Error 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Median 0.35 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.02 0.02

Mode 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Standard Deviation 0.95 0.82 0.82 0.14 0.11 0.10

Sample Variance 0.90 0.68 0.68 0.02 0.01 0.01

Kurtosis 14.38 7.91 7.97 147.84 113.48 70.20

Skewness 2.86 2.40 2.41 9.36 8.26 6.80

Range 11.90 7.89 7.89 3.82 2.73 1.50

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 11.90 7.89 7.89 3.82 2.73 1.50

Sum 6459.81 7048.42 7029.20 618.92 664.67 659.53

Count 9535 13146 13146 9535 13146 13146
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Figure 19 6: Histograms for composited and capped copper and gold grades in the 1807 Zone and

composited and capped copper grades in the 1806 Zone.
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Figure 19 7: Histograms for composited and capped gold grades in the 1806 Zone and composited and

capped copper and gold grades in the Ming South Down Plunge Zone.
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Figure 19 8: Histograms for composited and capped copper gold grades in the Ming South Up Plunge

Zone and composited and capped gold grades in the Upper Footwall Zone.
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Figure 19 9: Histograms for composited and capped gold grades in the Upper Footwall Zone and

composited and capped copper and gold grades in the Lower Footwall Zone.
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Figure 19 10: Histograms for composited and capped copper and gold grades in the Ming North Down

Plunge Zone.

19.3.6 Variography

SRK consulting utilized Isatis software version 8.0.2 to generate all variograms (SRK, 2009). Traditional

experimental variograms were modelled from the composited and capped datasets from the mineralized

domains (massive sulphide and underlying stringer type sulphides) for copper, gold, silver and zinc for all

three modeled principle directions.

Considerable effort was put into modelling variograms on the four massive units, but it was only possible

to model variograms on the 1806 (gold rich) zone separately and then on the combined massive zone

(combined 1806, 1807, Ming South Up Plunge Zone and Ming South Down Plunge Zone) dataset. Where

possible variography was calculated on both raw and Gaussian (normal scores) transformed data. To

ensure consistency with the previous resource estimate (SRK, 2008) Gaussian transformed variograms

were selected.
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A two structure spherical variogram model was applied to the 1806 zone, whereas a single structure

spherical variogram model was applied to the combined massive zone. A two structure spherical

variogram model was applied to the combined upper footwall and lower footwall stringer zones since it

was not possible to calculate a variogram for upper footwall zone.

The reason for calculating variograms is to estimate appropriate ranges to be used in the grade estimation

process. The directional ranges are tabulated in Table 19 3.

Rambler chose to use inverse distance squared (ID
2
) as the primary interpolation methodology and

ordinary kriging (OK) as the secondary interpolation methodology.

For the 1806 massive sulphide domain and the remaining massive sulphide domain copper, gold, silver

and zinc the variogram dip direction is orientated at N000 degrees, whereas the strike direction is

orientated at N270 degrees with the vertical direction being orientated perpendicular to these. For all

metals the N000 direction was modelled with a dip of minus thirty degrees. These directions coincide with

local modeled geological orientations, yielding the ‘best’ variograms. The variance was scaled to the

variance of the 1806 zone and combined massive sulphide unit respectively.

For the upper footwall unit copper, gold, silver and zinc the ellipsoid was rotated around the Z axis by 3

degrees clockwise, then by rotated by 12 degrees clockwise with the Y axis and finally rotated by 32

degrees clockwise with the X axis. The variogram was borrowed from the lower variogram unit and the

variances scaled to the variance of the combined footwalls.

For the lower footwall unit copper, gold, silver and zinc the ellipsoid was rotated around the Z axis by 15

degrees clockwise, and then by rotated by 12 degrees anti clockwise with the Y axis and finally rotated by

32 degrees clockwise with the X axis. These directions coincide with local modelled geological

orientations, yielding the ‘best’ variograms.

Fitted anisotropic variograms for gold and for copper normal scores for the major and semi major

directions within the aggregated massive sulphide zone is shown in Figures 19 11 and 19 12.

Table 19 3: Variogram ranges for copper, gold, silver and zinc from all modeled zones as defined by SRK

(2009).

VARIOGRAM SEARCH RANGES FOR MING MINE

Variogram Range 1 X Range 1 Y Range 1 Z Range 2 X Range 2 Y Range 2 Z Nugget %

VariogramModel 1806 Au 8 8 8 40 65 24 15.0

VariogramModel 1806 Cu 5 5 5 35 75 30 10.1

VariogramModel 1806 Ag 7 7 7 38 38 23 10.1

VariogramModel 1806 Zn 10 10 10 25 85 20 10.0

VariogramModel Mass Au 22 35 12 15.0

VariogramModel Mass Cu 40 90 8 20.0

VariogramModel Mass Ag 20 35 12 20.0

VariogramModel Mass Zn 20 45 9 20.0

VariogramModel Footwalls AU 10 10 10 125 125 10 25.5

VariogramModel Footwalls CU 10 10 10 50 140 10 29.0

VariogramModel Footwalls AG 10 10 10 70 180 10 27.8

VariogramModel Footwalls ZN 5 5 5 40 40 5 29.1
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Figure 19 11: Fitted model to a Gaussian anisotropic variogram of gold, Ming massives, Ming Mine.

Figure 19 12: Fitted model to a Gaussian anisotropic variogram of copper, Ming massives, Ming Mine.

19.3.7 Block Model and Grade estimation

Criteria used in the selection of block size includes the borehole spacing, composite assay length, a

consideration of potential mining unit sizes as well as the geometry of the modeled mineralized zones.

The block size was set at five metres by five metres by five metres in the easting, northing and elevation

directions respectively. The parameters of the Datamine block model defined by SRK (2009) are presented

in Table 19 4.

In the Rambler (2009) mineral resource estimate, a Datamine sub block routine with a minimum block size

of 1.25 by 1.25 by 1.25 metres was applied during block model construction to ensure the modeled

mineralized zones were adequately filled. When applied to reserve level wireframes, such as stopes and

drifts, this sub block routine proved insufficient. It became apparent that the 1.25 by 1.25 by 1.25 meter

block size adequately filled the large ore zone wireframes but did not adequately fill proportionally
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smaller wireframes. As a result a smaller sub block routine of 0.625 by 0.625 by 0.625 meters was applied

to the six model ore zones and subsequently applied to reserve level wireframes. This change in sub block

routine produced little to no change in reported mineral resource estimates for the 1807, 1806, MSUP,

UFWZ and LFWZ (MSDP remodeled), but ensured that stope and drift reserve wireframes contained an

adequate block fill factor.

Table 19 4: Parameters of the Rambler Block Model defined by SRK (2009).

Aspect Block Model

Block Origin:

X 600

Y 150

Z 1300

Rows 150

Columns 530

Levels 310

Percent Model No

Rotation No

Search parameters, estimation parameters and variogram parameters were defined by SRK (2009) for

both ordinary kriging (OK) and inverse distance squared (ID
2
) estimation methods. Rambler chose ID

2
as

the primary estimation method to produce results consistent with the SRK (2008) mineral resource

estimation.

Block grade estimation is completed in three passes using the search ellipse ranges defined by

variography (Table 19 4) for Svol1, then twice the variogram range for Svol2 and finally three times the

variogram range for Svol3. The vertical search distance was relaxed to twice the vertical range of the

respected variograms for the interpolation of all metals. The minimum and maximum numbers of

samples used for grade estimation were set at three and twenty respectively for the minimum and

maximum of the first search volume, and then two and twenty for the second and third search volumes

respectively. The orientation of the search ellipses was defined by the geology and the variography within

the geology.

Resources are classified using a nearest neighbor search routine. Svol1 for measured was set at half the

variogram range, Svol2 for indicated was set at the variogram range and Svol3 was set at three times the

variogram range.

19.4 Model Validation

Global and local grade estimates were checked for appropriateness. Original drilled copper, gold, silver

and zinc grades as well as composited drillhole grades were compared with block grades on a section by

section basis for each modeled zone. Grade estimation by inverse distance squared was found to

approximately reflect general grade trends and approximately correspond to proximal borehole grades.

The modeled inverse distance squared block model estimates have been compared against ordinary

kriging estimates and found to yield comparable results.
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An important aspect of the geological modeling resource estimation process at Rambler is to ensure that

the affect of late stage crosscutting dykes are adequately accounted for. Figure 19 13 illustrates the

sectional relationship between the modeled Lower Footwall Zone and the crosscutting dykes. Grades

were not estimated for areas interpreted to be dykes in all of the modeled zones. Using Datamine Studio

3 a block model was created for the dykes which was then extracted from each mineralized zone

removing any grade estimation from zones interpreted as dyke.

Figure 19 13: The relationship between the Lower Footwall Zone (LFWZ) block model and cross cutting mafic

dykes.

19.5 Mineral Resource Classification

Mineral resources for the Ming Mine have been classified according to the “CIM Definition Standards –

For Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves” (December 2005) by Larry Pilgrim. P. Geo an appropriate

Qualified Person as Defined by NI43 101.

Resource categories are defined according to the geostatistical criteria tabulated in Table 19 5, which

tabulates ranges (search ellipses) applied for all metals, mineralized zones, directions and classifications.

Resources are classified using a nearest neighbor search routine. Measured resources are defined by half

the modeled variogram range for the massives and 1806 zone only. Indicated was set at the variogram

range and inferred is defined at three times the variogram range.
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Table 19 5: Summary of classification search parameter ranges for each modeled ore type at the Ming Mine.

SUMMARY OF MING CLASSIFICATION RANGES

range (m)

direction Search Search Search

distance 1 distance 2 distance 3

MASSIVES

X 40 80 120

Cu Y 90 180 270

Z 16 32 48

X 22 44 66

Au Y 35 70 105

Z 24 48 72

X 20 40 60

Ag Y 35 70 105

Z 24 48 72

X 20 40 60

Zn Y 45 90 135

Z 18 36 54

Measured Indicated Inferred

X 20 40 120

Class Cu Y 45 90 270

Z 20 40 120

direction Search Search Search

distance 1 distance 2 distance 3

1806 ZONE

X 35 70 105

Cu Y 75 150 225

Z 60 120 180

X 40 80 120

Au Y 65 130 195

Z 48 96 144

X 38 76 114

Ag Y 38 76 114

Z 46 92 138

X 25 50 75

Zn Y 85 170 255

Z 40 80 120

Measured Indicated Inferred

X 20 40 120

Class Au Y 32.5 65 195

Z 20 40 120
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Table 19 5: Summary of classification search parameter ranges for each modeled ore type at the Ming Mine.

(con’t)

SUMMARY OF MING CLASSIFICATION RANGES

range (m)

direction Search Search Search

distance 1 distance 2 distance 3

UPPER FOOTWALL ZONE

X 50 100 150

Cu Y 140 280 420

Z 20 40 60

X 125 250 375

Au Y 125 250 375

Z 20 40 60

X 70 140 210

Ag Y 180 360 540

Z 20 40 60

X 40 80 120

Zn Y 40 80 120

Z 10 20 30

Measured Indicated Inferred

X 25 50 150

Class Cu Y 70 140 420

Z 26 52 156

direction Search Search Search

distance 1 distance 2 distance 3

LOWER FOOTWALL ZONE

X 50 100 150

Cu Y 140 280 420

Z 20 40 60

X 125 250 375

Au Y 125 250 375

Z 20 40 60

X 70 140 210

Ag Y 180 360 540

Z 20 40 60

X 40 80 120

Zn Y 40 80 120

Z 10 20 30

Measured Indicated Inferred

X 25 50 150

Class Cu Y 70 140 420

Z 26 52 156
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19.6 Mineral Resource Statement and Sensitivity Analyses

The Classified resources for the 1807 Zone, Ming South Up Plunge Zone, Ming South Down Plunge and

Ming North Down Plunge are defined at a 1.0% Cu cutoff. The Upper Footwall Zone and the Lower

Footwall Zone have been tabulated at 1.25% Cu respectively. The 1806 Zone is characterized by a gold

cutoff grade of 1.25 g/t.

The Mineral Resource statement is presented in Tables 19 6 and with further detail presented in 19 7.

Table 19 6: Combined Ming Mine Mineral Resource Statement, August 9, 2010.

Resource Quantity Grades Contained Metal

Classification Copper Gold Silver Zinc Copper Gold Silver Zinc

(000't) % g/t g/t % tonnes oz oz tonnes

Total Measured 1,283 2.07 2.47 13.72 0.71 26,524 102,074 565,836 9,131

Total Indicated 9,389 1.73 0.35 2.51 0.07 162,251 107,068 749,014 6,632

Combined

Measured + Indicated
10,672 1.77 0.61 3.88 0.15 188,775 209,142 1,314,850 15,764

Inferred 1,847 1.91 1.83 8.82 0.66 35,355 108,421 445,961 10,313
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Table 19 7: Ming Mine Mineral Resource Statement, August 9, 2010

                         

Ming Mine Mineral Resource Statement August 9, 2010

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited

Resource

Cutoff

Quantity Grades Contained Metal

Classification Copper Gold Silver Zinc Copper Gold Silver Zinc

(000't) % g/t g/t % tonnes oz oz tonnes

Measured

1807 Zone 1.00 % Cu 327 3.68 1.76 7.03 0.75 12,025 18,530 73,879 2,465

1806 Zone 1.25 g/t Au 267 0.56 4.31 32.15 1.31 1,494 36,919 275,644 3,489

Ming South Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 530 1.60 2.34 10.08 0.40 8,478 39,935 171,810 2,114

Ming North Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 66 1.96 1.52 10.62 1.15 1,285 3,210 22,378 756

Ming South Up Plunge 1.00 % Cu 94 3.46 1.16 7.36 0.33 3,241 3,480 22,124 308

Unmined Levels

Remnant Pillars

Upper Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu

Lower Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu

Total 1,283 2.07 2.47 13.72 0.71 26,524 102,074 565,836 9,131

Indicated

1807 Zone 1.00 % Cu 105 4.42 1.72 7.67 0.54 4,625 5,777 25,795 569

1806 Zone 1.25 g/t Au 83 0.74 2.83 13.86 0.70 616 7,545 36,881 580

Ming South Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 690 1.53 2.19 8.86 0.43 10,568 48,546 196,669 2,975

Ming North Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 128 1.82 1.57 9.08 0.80 2,337 6,486 37,389 1,030

Ming South Up Plunge 1.00 % Cu 41 2.69 1.04 8.30 0.24 1,094 1,362 10,859 98

Unmined Levels 125 2.43 1.99 3,031 7,980

Remnant Pillars

Upper Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu 365 2.73 0.22 2.67 0.05 9,972 2,601 31,333 173

Lower Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu 7,853 1.66 0.11 1.58 0.02 125,764 26,519 399,180 1,199

Total 9,389 1.73 0.35 2.51 0.07 162,251 107,068 749,014 6,632

Inferred

1807 Zone 1.00 % Cu 21 3.11 1.39 7.77 0.33 638 918 5,122 68

1806 Zone 1.25 g/t Au 136 0.73 1.97 8.29 0.60 993 8,589 36,138 814

Ming South Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 740 1.53 1.94 8.38 0.44 11,294 46,288 199,505 3,278

Ming North Down Plunge 1.00 % Cu 673 1.72 1.61 9.43 0.91 11,599 34,868 204,210 6,135

Ming South Up Plunge 1.00 % Cu 3 1.35 1.44 9.08 0.52 46 157 986 18

Unmined Levels

Remnant Pillars 274 3.94 2.00 10,785 17,601

Upper Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu

Lower Footwall Zone 1.25 % Cu

Total 1,847 1.91 1.83 8.82 0.66 35,355 108,421 445,961 10,313
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A comprehensive tabulation of the various resource sensitivity scenarios at the Ming Mine has been

compiled. These tabulations are presented in Appendix 1. Sensitivity analyses are tabulated per

classification type and at the following copper cutoffs: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5

and 5% (1806 defined by Au cutoffs of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5 and 5 g/t).

A listing of the tabulated resource sensitivity tables is as follows:

Sensitivity analyses for the 1807 Zone massive sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the 1806 Zone massive sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the Ming South Down Plunge Zone massive sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the Ming North Down Plunge Zone massive sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the Ming South Up Plunge Zone massive sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the Upper Footwall Zone stringer sulphides;

Sensitivity analyses for the Lower Footwall Zone stringer sulphide.
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19.7 Estimate of Minable Tonnes

19.7.1 Introduction

The following sections summarize the methodology and parameters used to estimate the available

mineral reserves for the Ming Copper Gold Mine Project. This mineral reserve estimate considers all

available NI43 101 compliant information used in the latest resource estimate.

This mineral reserve is the first such estimate calculated by Rambler and reviewed and approved by

Stantec. The mineral reserves presented herein are reported in accordance with the Canadian Securities

Administrators National Instrument 43 101 and have been estimated in conformity with generally

accepted CIM “Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines”.

19.7.2 NSR Calculation and Economic Cutoff

Five mining areas were identified in the Ming Mine for mine design. These are identified as the 1806,

1807, Ming South Up Plunge, Ming South Down Plunge, and Unmined areas.

Minable development and production shapes were created in ProMine software and exported to

Datamine for interrogation against the block model for each zone. Raw resource tonnes and grade were

returned to Engineering, whereupon mining dilution and recovery were applied.

Net Smelter Return (NSR) was calculated utilizing mining dilution and recoveries, milling recoveries,

transportation charges, smelter charges, and assumed metal pricing as set by Rambler Metals. The table

below indicates the parameters considered in this calculation.

Table 19 8: Parameters for NSR Calculation

Mining Dilution (Stopes, Drifts) 15%, 0%

Mining Recovery (Stopes, Drifts) 90%, 100%

Mill Recoveries (Cu, Au, Ag) 92.4%, 67%, 55%

Concentrate Grade (Cu) 29.1%

Concentrate Moisture Content 7%

Concentrate Unit Deductions (Cu, Au, Ag) 0%, 0.7 g/t, 20.0 g/t

Concentrate Pay Factors (Cu, Au, Ag) 96.5%, varies with grade, varies with grade

Copper Treatment Charges $45/dry tonne

Copper Refining Charges $0.05/lb

Gold Charges $6.00/ounce

Silver Charges $0.35/ounce

Deleterious Element Penalties $3.94/dry tonne

Ore Truck to Mill $6.58/tonne

Concentrate Storage at Mill $6.05/tonne

Concentrate Truck to Port $13.73/tonne

Concentrate Ship to Smelter $80.00/tonne

$US:$CAN Exchange Rate 0.95

Unit price assumptions per commodity vary by year and are tabulated below. Price assumptions were set

by senior executives at Rambler, based upon market research conducted by National Bank Financial and

MacQuarie Bank.
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Table 19 9: Calculated Base and Precious Metals Price Assumptions

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Average

Cu 3.50 3.25 3.25 3.00 2.75 2.50 3.00

Au 1128 1072 985 972 940 900 1000

Ag 16.92 15.38 14.62 13.85 14.20 12.00 14.50

19.7.3 Metal Equivalent Cutoff For Mining Blocks

Based on an average copper price assumption of US$3.00 per pound, average operating expenses of

US$110.89 per tonne, and milling recovery of copper of 92.4%, the average copper equivalent cutoff

grade is 1.79%.

19.7.4 External Dilution and Mining Loss

External dilution during stoping is estimated to be 15% and mining recovery is estimated to be 90%.

Dilution estimates are based on initial stope stability work conducted by rock mechanics consultant R.

Pakalnis and Associates. Mining recovery is based on the planned equipment and on the proposed

longhole mining method.

19.7.5 Summary of Minable Tonnes

The summary of minable tonnes is shown in the table below. No inferred material is included in the

reserve tabulation.

Table 19 7: Ming Mine Mineral Reserve Statement, August 9, 2010.

Ming Mine Mineral Reserve Statement August 9, 2010

Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited

Reserve Quantity Grades Contained Metal

Category Copper Gold Silver Zinc Copper Gold Silver Zinc

(000't) % g/t g/t % tonnes oz oz tonnes

Proven 652 2.25 3.24 16.44 0.75 14,707 67,612 343,008 4,878

Probable 572 1.67 2.61 9.90 0.43 9,545 47,938 182,131 2,433

Dilution (all sources) 274 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0

Total Proven and Probable 1,498 1.62 2.40 10.90 0.49 24,252 115,549 525,139 7,311
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21 Interpretation and Conclusions

21.1 Opportunities

21.1.1 Mill Grinding

The life of mine plan presented herein is based on a milling capacity of 696 mtpd which is a conservative

estimate for the ability of the existing circuit. Recent grinding simulations completed by SGS Lakefield

have demonstrated that the actual throughput range is between 693 to 890 mtpd depending on the

hardness of the ore zone. Further, with the floatation expansion sized for 1000 mtpd there is a significant

opportunity for improved milling throughput which in turn will strengthen the project’s economics.

21.1.2 Gold Recovery

The economic model utilizes a gold recovery of 66.4%; based Au recovery in the copper concentrate only.

With the availability of a fully functional hydromet facility there lies a real opportunity to improve Au

recovery to 85% or better. Au Recovery and reagent test programs optimization with Thibault and

Associates have demonstrated that this opportunity is viable with minimal capital investment.

It is Rambler’s intension to further evaluate improved gold recovery scenarios once the new concentrator

is fully operational and commissioning and optimization is completed.

21.1.3 Mineralized Zones Open in Multiple Directions

Exploration on the extension of the massive sulphide horizon has been successful so far and all

mineralization remain open at depth and in many case along strike.

Assuming the increased throughput at the Mill as discussed in 21.2.1 an increase of 306,000 tonnes of

high grade ore from the 1807 increases the discounted, before tax Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”) to

56.9% and the discounted before tax cash flow to $66.5 million. See table 22 1 for further details.

21.1.4 Inferred Resource

A total of 1,847,000 tonnes of additional ore lies in the inferred classification zone and is not included in

the current base case LoM scenario. This resource includes grades of 1.91% Cu, 1.83 g/t Au and 8.82 g/t

Ag. Assuming that approximately 60% of this resource is economically converted into a mining reserve

adds 7 years to the LoM. See table 21 1 for further details.
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Table 21 1: Economic Comparison of Opportunities

Criteria Base
1

1807
2

1807

&

Infer.
2

Life of Mine (years) 6 7 13

Revenue (US$ million) 210 358 558

Net Cash Flow Before Tax (US$ million) 20.2 66.5 69.9

NPV 6% (US$ million) 14.3 52.8 54.8

Payback (years) 1.5 1.5 1.5

Internal Rate of Return (%) 23.7 56.9 57.0

Total Capital Including Sustaining (US$ million) 53.5 88.0 101.7

Total Throughput (M Tonnes) 1.3 2.0 3.8

Copper Production (M lbs) 46 94 153

Gold Production (000’s) oz 69 87 151

Silver Production (000’s) oz 255 368 438
1
Based on 630 mtpd

2
Assumes 850 mtpd beginning in year 3.

21.1.5 Indicated Lower Footwall Resource

The resource estimate for the Lower Footwall Zone contains some 7,853,000 tonnes of 1.66% copper. The

scoping study report, compiled by SRK, indicated that the Lower Footwall is profitable on an operating

basis. With an operating mill onsite and more robust copper prices the LFZ provides substantial upside to

the longevity of the project.

21.1.6 Operating a Multiple Purpose Mill

Operating a base metal and gold hydromet mill provides the company the opportunity for custom milling

smaller deposits in the area that would not be profitable as a standalone operation or indeed acquiring

these deposits and managing them as the owner operator.

21.1.7 Qualification for “EDGE” Status

The Economic Diversification and Growth Enterprises (“EDGE”) Program provides incentives to encourage

significant new business investment in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It aims to help

diversify the economy and stimulate new private sector job creation, particularly in rural areas.

Application will be filed with the Department of Innovation, Trade and Rural Development and if

successful it will provide the project with the following incentives:

A 100% rebate on provincial corporate income tax and the provincial health and post secondary

education (payroll) tax for a period of 15 years.

A 50% rebate on federal corporate income tax for the periods referenced above.
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A further five year period of partial rebates on the provincial and federal taxes referenced above,

declining by 20% in each year of this phase out period.

A 100% rebate on municipal property and/or municipal business taxes for 10 or 15 years,

followed by a five year phase out of such rebates, where individual municipalities elect to

participate in the EDGE program.

21.1.8 Exploration – TITAN Geophysics Results

The preliminary interpretation of the Titan 24 data has been quite successful in defining a number of

anomalous trends which parallel the moderately northeast dipping geological stratigraphy in the area and

may be indicative of sulphide mineralization similar to the Ming deposits. Further interpretation should

be completed on the anomalous areas followed by diamond drill testing.

21.1.9 Un mined Area and Pillars

The Ming Mine contains 125,000 tonnes of developed but unmined areas (2.43 % Cu, 1.99 g/t Au) in the

lower levels of which only 29% has been included in the mineable reserve or mine plan. The Ming Mine

also contains an inferred resource of 274,000 tonnes in remnant pillars at a grade of 3.94 % Cu and 2.00

g/t Au which has not been included in the mineable reserve.

21.1.10 Re activation of Historical Port at Tilt Cove

When previously in production Consolidated Rambler would ship 5,000 tonnes lots from the Port of Tilt

Cove which is only 20km from the Nugget Pond Facility. There exists an opportunity to re activate this

former port and thus minimize operating costs related to trucking of concentrates.

21.2 Risks

21.2.1 Project Financing

In March, 2010 the Company secured US$20 million in project financing through a gold sales agreement

with Sandstorm Resources Ltd. Management is currently assessing the working capital requirement for

the first six months of production. While this does propose a risk to the project, if production start up is

timed correctly, full advantage can be taken of higher than average copper and gold prices.

21.2.2 Inferred and Unclassified Mineralization

While no inferred mineralization has been included in this business plan there is a risk that there will be

less mineable tonnes realized than described or the metal grade averages could prove to be lower.

21.2.3 Environmental

The project will create tailings and waste rock that both have acid generating potential. While waste rock

brought to surface will eventually be returned and stored underground and all tailings will be stored in a

permitted impound both will require a long term effects monitoring program.

In addition since all new development is within brown field sites future monitoring programs will have to

consider the effects of previous operators.
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21.2.4 Geotechnical Data

While all available information has been reviewed and assessed by 3
rd
party consultants, there is a risk

that the rock mass may be weaker than assumed, and that unidentified weakening structures may be

present. The risk is that smaller allowable spans and heavier ground support could be required, increasing

the estimated mining cost.
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22 Recommendations

Based on the economic evaluation present herein the company recommends the following conclusions

and recommendations:

At the base case scenario the project is economical viable with an average internal rate of return

(before tax) of 23.7%. However each of the opportunities listed provide significant upside to the

project at minimal risk. Efforts to advance the project should be made with these opportunities in

mind.

All mineralized zones remain open at depth and across strike. Future diamond drilling programs

should focus on expanding the known resource, especially the high grade 1807 zone, while exploring

for new and undiscovered mineralization as potentially indentified by the TITAN Geophysics.

The mine’s location is a benefit to the project with much of the required infrastructure already in

place, including:

o Power grid within 200 meters of the mine site;

o World class road system to the mine site;

o 10 km from ocean;

o Ability to ship from existing port;

o Town with infrastructure and labor force in place.

Detailed modeling and interpretation of the Lower Footwall Zone suggests that there is a strongly

mineralized (>2% Cu) corridor within the 7.85 million tonne resource (1.25% copper cut off). The LFZ

is open in the down plunge direction and grades appear to be improving at depth. Upon completion of

project financing it is recommended that a full internal feasibility study be completed specifically

targeting the Lower Footwall Zone. This study should focus on the economic extraction of the 7.85

million tonnes however particular attention should be made to the higher grade corridor.

As part of the investigation in to the economic viability of the Lower Footwall Zone the Company

should also investigate the re activation of the Tilt Cove Port which would minimize operating

expenses for trucking of concentrates not just on the Lower Footwall Zone but also during the initial

mining of the high grade massive sulphides.

During the initial ramp up period of the mill should the SAG Mill prove to be a “bottleneck” the SAG

Mill should be quickly changed out as both the Mine and the Copper Flotation Circuits have the

capacity to run at 860 mtpd and 1,000 mtpd respectively.

During the initial ramp up period in the mill the tails form the Copper Flotation Circuit should be re

directed through the existing gold hydrometallurgical circuit for recovery of additional gold with costs

and optimization of reagents being closely managed.
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On a regional basis the company should be evaluating other copper and gold projects that could

eventually enter the company’s project portfolio.

The company should investigate a means of extracting the un mined areas and pillars. Due to their

significant grade any extraction of these areas would benefit the economics and extend the life of

mine.

Based on the evaluation to date it is recommended that the company proceed with construction to

bring the mine back into production. During construction the diamond drilling exploration program

should continue to upgrade the existing inferred resources and explore for new mineralization.
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25 Additional Requirements

25.1 Mining Methods

The four main ore zones to be mined run parallel to the Ming Massives orebody which was mined by a

previous owner. All the zones are relatively shallow dipping having very consistent plunge angles as

described below.

25.1.1 Geotechnical Considerations

25.1.1.1 Existing Excavations – Ming Massives

Fig 25 1 1 is a plan view of the existing mine workings that consist of the following components:

The portal and the main ramp. The ramp was driven at 5.0 meters wide and 2.5 meters high

descending at sixteen to eighteen percent from the portal elevation of 160 meters to minus 633

meters, a length of 4,665 meters;

Levels were nominally spaced at thirty meters (100ft) vertically

Mined out stopes were not backfilled

The boundary shaft has three timbered compartments with two skip compartments and one

service/man way compartment extending from surface down to minus 461 meters. The outside the

timber dimensions are 5.7 meters by 2.2 meters. The shaft was flooded from 1982 until 2008 is now

dewatered. The current condition of the timber or the walls is yet to be evaluated.
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Figure 25 1 1: Plan View of existing mining openings

The historic mining was done in the part of the deposit now known as the “Ming Massives” zone where

the planar deposit exhibited an average dip of 30 degrees with true widths of 5 to 10 meters. Panels were

mined up dip predominately with jacklegs and the ore was slushed to a scram drift on the level. Post

pillars were left as additional support. No backfill was used, and access to the workings was along the

footwall through the open stope. Production levels were spaced at 30 meters vertically. Ore was

trammed by LHD and loaded into 20 tonne trucks for haulage to surface.
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SRK mining consultants reviewed the historic underground stoping in the Ming Mine and also in the Ming

West Mine where stopes broke through into the Mine West Pit. Reference was made, in both locations,

to the competency of the exposed hanging walls and “ore” pillars. Minimal deterioration has been

observed after having been exposed for time periods ranging from 11 to 25 years. Refer to Figures 25.1.2.

Figure 25 1 2: Ming West Mine Stopes Viewed from Open Pit

Figure 25 1 3: Ming West Stope Hanging Walls

5 meter high openings

Close up showing 5m high room and

pillar stope surface breakthrough with

remnant intact pillar.
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SRK also reviewed the old as built stoping plans at the “old Ming Mine” in an attempt to determine the

maximum spans between the pillars. Two of the largest panels were determined to be 11 by 26 meters

and 13 by 31 meters respectively. These were all man entry stopes and thus back and pillar stability was

of paramount importance.

Based on these limited observations, SRK assumed that future stoping in the Ming Massives could be

planned on the basis of good, competent ground conditions.

Recent underground geotechnical visits by Rambler staff accompanied by Rimas Pakalnis of Pakalnis and

Associates (Rambler’s rock mechanics consultant) confirmed the observations made by SRK. A summary

of the Pakalnis report along with some RQD data from Rambler diamond drilling can be found in Appendix

3.

Figure 25 1 4: Isometric Views of the Ming Mine

25.1.1.2 1807 Ore Zone

The 1807 Zone is located approximately 170 meters east of the main ramp and is defined and modeled

with the aid of diamond drill hole intersections between the proposed mining levels on 330m to 516m.

Above and below these elevations the zone has not been well defined and is considered to have good

mining potential. Ore thicknesses vary from approximately 4 meters in most areas up to 15 meters. To

date the 1807 resource model totals 325 meters down plunge and the width (measured along strike)

varies from 35 meters to 88 meters.

The 1807 ore zone has a mainly tabular shape. The ore plunges consistently to the north east. In the

upper section, from proposed levels 338 to 346 levels the ore has a dip of approximately 43°. Roughly in

the middle section of the zone the ore flattens and is dipping approximately 22 °. On the proposed lower

levels the dip of the ore zone averages 34°.
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25.1.1.3 1806 Ore Zone

The 1806 ore zone is defined in localized “pods”. The ore zone is dipping north east at an angle averaging

30°, parallel to the old workings. The zone is easily accessible by the decline. The ore is located 20 to 50

meters higher or in the hanging wall of the old Ming Mine workings. The thickness varies from 4 meters

up to 25 meters. The upper portion has been previously mined. The ore zone has a length of 685 meters;

the width varies from 30 meters to 135 meters. Figure 25 1 4 shows the 1806 ore zone location.

25.1.1.4 Ming South Down Plunge (MSDP)

The MSDP is mainly tabular. The ore zone is plunging north east at an average dip of 30°, and is parallel to

the old workings in the upper mine. The zone starts at the bottom of the existing de watered decline.

The ore thickness varies from 4 meters up to 25 meters. The section of this zone separating the MSUP

and the MSDP has been mined previously. The ore zone has a total length of 685 meters; the width varies

from 30 meters to 135 meters. Figure 25 1 4 shows the Ming South down plunge ore zone location.

25.1.1.5 Ming South Up Plunge (MSUP)

The most recent drilling has shown that the MSDP extends to levels higher in the mine than previously

modelled. The newly discovered mineralization has been named the Ming South Up Plunge. A portion of

the newly discovered mineralization actually crosses through the boundary shaft infrastructure on the

1800 level.

The Ming South Up Plunge is the smallest of the four zones. The ore zone is plunging to the north east at

a dip of 34°. This zone will be accessible from the 16 and 17 Levels in the “old workings”. A buffer zone of

50 meters around the shaft has been calculated by Rimas Pakalnis as a stable shaft pillar to ensure the

integrity of the shaft and other infrastructure.

25.1.1.6 Planned Ground Support

Primary Support

The ramp access development is planned at 4.5mW x 5.0mH primarily to accommodate truck

haulage and mine ventilation requirements. Level development will typically be driven at either

4.0mH x 4.0mW or 3.5mH x 4.0mW in waste and ore, with exceptions for infrastructure

excavations which will vary depending on the application.

Through preliminary observations in the existing mine openings and following a technical review of

available diamond drill core (see Appendix 3 for RQD’s), indications are that very good ground

conditions can be anticipated throughout the mine. Localized faulting and dykes are present but

are not expected to adversely affect ground conditions. Rambler staff accompanied by Rimas

Pakalnis of “Pakalnis and Associates” (Ramblers rock mechanics consultant) completed a

comprehensive review (see Appendix 3) and all mine ground support designs (see Figure 25 1 5)

have been approved.

Typically ground support will be drilled and installed by one operator on a mechanized bolting

machine. This type of drill was selected as the safest and most cost effective when compared with

other methods.
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In the absence of poor ground conditions a pattern bolting arrangement will be utilized. X Sectional

views of the typical bolting patterns are illustrated below in Fig 25 1 6. If poor ground conditions

are encountered a detailed “ground control assessment” procedure will be implemented and more

rigorous support will be put in place on a case by case basis.

A typical bolting pattern consists of 1.8mL mechanical rock bolts (MRB) installed on a 1.2m x 1.2m

pattern in the back and down the shoulders. Wire mesh screen will be installed each round as

illustrated in Fig. 25 1 6. Along with a good scaling program the screen will eliminate the hazard of

any smaller pieces of loose falling from between the bolts.

Figure 25 1 5 and 25 1 6 below illustrates the typical ground support patterns to be utilized at the

Ming Mine.
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Figure 25 1 5: Standard Primary and Secondary Ground Support
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Figure 25 1 6: Plan View of Screen and Bolt pattern

Secondary Ground Support

Secondary ground support will be installed in development headings when the spans of the

planned openings have increased from standard or if adverse ground conditions dictate.

Geotechnical evaluation of the ground conditions in the ore drives along with other accumulated

data will assist in the determination of the type and installation pattern of the secondary support

required.

Preliminary hanging wall support design standards to date utilize 3.6mL super swellex bolts (see

Figure 25 1 7). Local ground conditions in the stopes will assist in determining the final design

patterns and may dictate longer or additional support.
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Figure 25 1 7: Typical hanging wall ground support orientations using Super Swellex

Stope Backfilling

Stope backfill is critical in order to ensure the hanging wall up dip span is mitigated by the

confinement provided by the waste backfill. (see Figure 25 1 8)

In general the stopes will be backfilled with waste rock trammed from adjacent development

headings. The waste can be remotely dumped where necessary with the aid of cameras mounted

on the scooptrams. Besides providing a safe mucking floor for the next stope in sequence, the

waste backfill provides local support for the hanging wall of the open stope. All stopes will be filled

to the extent the hanging wall will allow and by utilizing the specialized skills of the remote scoop

operators. Figure 25 1 8 illustrates a typical backfill cross section. The lower drive will be filled with

waste and the use of a rammer/jammer type unit will be trialed to get the fill as tight to the back as

possible. The rammer/jammer will also be trialed in the upper drive to push the muck under the

hanging wall.
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Figure 25 1 8: Backfill Cross Section

25.1.2 Selection of the Mining Method

The overall characteristics of the 1807, 1806, and the Ming South Up Plunge (MSUP) zones are very

similar. These zones are dipping from 22° to 43° from horizontal. True thicknesses in the ore vary from 3

meters up to 25 meters. Ore widths vary from 40m up to 100m throughout these zones. The Ming South

Down Plunge zone is more massive in nature and the ore is presently modeled in large pods.

The criteria used in the selection of the stoping methods chosen for the mine start up are as following:

Level access to the ore

Dip and plunge of the orebody and ability to drill and blast successfully

Ore thicknesses and continuity

Structural interpretation and projected grades shells gathered from diamond drill core

Hanging wall and footwall rock type, contact orientations and potential stabilities

After a comprehensive geologic and geotechnical review of the ore and waste characteristics in all mining

zones and through comparative costing of different mining methods the longhole method was chosen to

be the most advantageous. Typical mine designs have been analyzed for maximum safety and

productivity. The shallow dip of the ore in certain areas will provide challenges for drilling and blasting

however these are considered to be manageable by limiting stope heights to 15mH.

25.1.2.1 Longhole Mining Method

As stated above longhole mining has been selected as the principal mining method at the Ming Mine. A

variety of longhole stoping configurations will be necessary, however, in different parts of the mine
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depending on ore thicknesses and attitude. There are also a very few localized areas in the mine where

shallow dipping ore is not favorable to conventional longhole methods. In these areas a form of longhole

wall slashing will be used, firstly to minimize the ore tied up in pillars, and also due to the difficulty in

mining ore at these shallow dips with other methods. These stopes will all be mucked remotely as will the

conventional longhole stopes.

Mine designs have been standardized to keep drift sizes to a minimum while still optimizing production

rates. Present mine scheduling has the majority of the stope mucking being carried out remotely limiting

unnecessary operator exposure to potential hazards from blast damage to the walls.

The sublevel spacing will vary between 10 and 20 vertical meters depending on stoping considerations.

Stope configurations will be utilizing a variety of drilling and blasting techniques. These include; top

hammer blasthole stopes (up & down holes) and large diameter ITH downhole stopes. The blasthole

stopes will be mined with conventional slots and Vertical Crater Retreat mining techniques will be used in

the ITH stopes. Narrow/shallow dipping ore zones will make it necessary to slash either the hanging wall

or the foot wall for drilling and/or mucking purposes.

Secondary ground support is planned in the stopes to maintain safe access and improve efficiency and

productivities. When installing long support the drillers will always be working under primary ground

support.

Mine plans also anticipate using a variety of pillar recovery techniques including longhole and

conventional jack leg mining to limit the ore being left behind.

Typical x sectional views of the planned stope configurations are illustrated in the four figures below:

Figure 25 1 9: Typical up hole drill pattern in 1807 Zone 460 Stoping Block.

Up Hole Blind Stope
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Figure 25 1 10: Typical Up and Down Hole combination in 1807 Zone 434 Stoping Block.

Figure 25 1 11: Down Hole Drill Pattern in a narrow section of 1807 Zone 361 Stoping Block.

Typical downhole drilling

– Drive positioning and

width may vary.
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Figure. 25 1 12: Typical Stope in sections of 1806 Zone with ore thickness > 15m

Bottom Up Mining Approach

As the existing ramp provides access to the lower ore horizons the mine has been sequenced from the

bottom up. With this approach the lower stopes are waste filled prior to opening up the stopes above.

The mine plan is to have the development in the upper and lower drives completed prior to mining thus

providing the opportunity to drill down holes while remote mucking the stope below. This flexibility will

reduce stope cycle times and provide the ability to accumulate drill stocks on a number of production

blocks. Please see Figure 25 1 13 which illustrates the bottom up sequencing. This schematic also

illustrates how development waste rock can be trammed with ease to the open stope stratigraphically

below and dumped as backfill. This short haulage distance will greatly reduce the alternative cost of

hauling this waste to surface.

Fanned Ring Drilling from

parallel drives.

Waste undercut rock drilled,

blasted and hauled to

adjacent stope for backfill

Backfilling stopes mined

earlier in sequence provides

hangingwall stability.

Previously

Wastefilled

Stope
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Figure 25 1 13: General Longhole Sequencing

25.2 Underground Mine Model

25.2.1 Model Description

A 3D wire frame model of the Rambler underground mine was created in DataMine to facilitate mine

design. Figure 25 2 1 is a view of the model. The mined out portions of Ming Massives are shown in

grey, while the current mineralization is shown in red, being the 1806 zone, 1807 zone, Ming South Down

plunge zone, and Ming South Up Plunge zone.

Waste rock from the access drive to this ore drift.

Backfilled into this stope
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Figure 25 2 1: View of 3D Wire Mesh Model

Figure 25 2 2 is an isometric 3D view of the planned mine development. Plan views of development

headings can be seen in Appendix 3.
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Figure 25 2 2: Isometric View of the Life of Mine Development Planning

25.2.1.1 Underground Mine Access

Primary underground access will be through the portal (top of Figure 25 2 2) using the existing ramp

driven to mine the “Ming Massives”. The ramp has been geotechnically inspected and ground support has

been installed for the entire length of ramp necessary to start production. The shaft, which was previously

used for skipping and as a second egress, will be re accessed and the man way compartment will be re

established as the second means of egress. A mining contractor with expertise in this work has been

contracted to complete this work prior to starting production. The life of mine plan will be to extend the

ramp from its current depth below 2600 level potentially down to the 2,975 Level. The ramp will be driven

at a maximum gradient of 15% with arched backs and with dimensions of 4.5mH by 5mW.

Portal Entrance into the mine

Boundary Shaft

Area

Bottom of Existing Ramp

Existing Ramp

Existing Levels and Open stopes not shown
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25.2.1.2 Stope Access

The isometric view Figure 25 2 2 illustrates the planned access levels to all the zones. The access drives

are driven from the existing Ming ramp and existing levels. Please see Appendix 3 for the drive design

layouts for some typical levels. Level intervals will vary between 10m to 20m depending on the stoping

application. Stope access drives are planned at 4.0mW by 3.5 to 4.0mH.

25.2.2 Life of Mine Plan Development Requirements

This section presents an estimate of the development requirements for the Life of Mine Plan. This

information is used to support the mine capital and operating cost estimates and the development

schedule.

25.2.2.1 Life of Mine Plan Development Summaries

Table 25 2 1 is a summary of the scheduled mine development. The raising represents the capital meters

required for infrastructure and egress purposes. Longhole production slot raising is captured in the

production drilling meters.

Table 25 2 1: Development Summary

Lateral

Development Raising

Zone Ore Waste

(m) (m) (m)

1806 Zone 469 1,182 200

1807 Zone 1,134 2,813 448

MSDP 929 6,826 440

MSUP 414 360 120

TOTAL 2,946 11,181 1,208

25.3 Mine Production Schedule

25.3.1 Introduction

The overall mine production schedule was produced from development and stope designs which were

generated starting with a geologic wireframe. Mining blocks were then designed and were exported back

into Datamine for geologic evaluation. Ore tonnes and grades were calculated by Rambler Geologists by

running all potential mining blocks against their geologic model and generating a resource which was sub

divided into measured, indicated and inferred categories. The pay back economics for each stope was

evaluated using engineering produced cut off grades calculated from NSR estimates. The economically

viable stopes were then scheduled as was the associated development.

An external dilution factor of 15% has been applied to the stopes based on geotechnical estimates for

hanging wall/foot wall sloughing, stope geometry and secondary ground support effectiveness. A mining

ore recovery factor of 90% was also then applied to all stopes in the mine. These quantities were then

entered into our scheduling software Enhanced Production Scheduler (EPS) to produce the final mine

production schedule.
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The principle tasks that were evaluated and scheduled were:

Ore Development

Waste Development

Primary and secondary ground support

Capital Infrastructure

Longhole Production Drilling

Production Mucking

Ore and waste haulage

Waste Backfilling

Finally, milling throughput rates were considered and a mining plan was finalized satisfying a 630 metric

tonnes per day mill throughput.

25.3.2 Preproduction

One major economic advantage in bringing the mine back into production is that all the planned

development will come off the existing ramp and accessible levels. During the preproduction phase the

main focus will be on re establishing existing and developing new mine infrastructure to bring the new

mining zones on line.

25.3.3 Mine Production Rate

Development and production rates were developed from first principles using the equipment

performance cycle times for each task. A base development advance rate was determined to be

approximately six meters per day for each crew using Atlas Copco 282 Boomer jumbos. Remote mucking

rates for the individual stopes were calculated using mucking and tramming capabilities for the

scooptrams. These rates were adjusted for scheduling purposes.

25.3.4 Production Schedule

The annual stope tonnages for each zone are summarized in Table 25 3 1.

Table 25 3 1: Production Mucking Schedule

Zone Tonnes

Pre Prod Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 TOTAL

1806 Zone 0 19,098 81,524 28,338 0 0 0 128,960

1807 Zone 0 2 1,967 99,765 0 0 0 0 121,732

Ming South Down Plunge 0 35,949 3,100 168,929 204,589 223,920 189,673 826,162

Ming South Up Plunge 0 42,428 747 0 0 0 0 43,175

TOTAL 1,120,029
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25.4 Underground Mine Plan

The Life of Mine Schedule was put together by prioritization of the ore production from separate mining

zones and combining the zones for an overall mine schedule. A summary of the schedule is available for

review in Appendix 3.

25.4.1 Scheduled Mine Productivities

This section describes the key mining productivities used to determine manpower requirements and

equipment operating times. Please refer to Table 25 4 1. The manpower and equipment fleet

requirements were then input into the operating cost model. Scheduled shifts in the mine will be 11

hours. Productive time per shift is assumed to be between 8 10 hours due to delays such as travel time,

blast clearing times, daily preventative maintenance on equipment, unscheduled equipment down time

and lunch breaks. The productivity estimations of the LHD equipment were determined from first

principle cycle times using information in the equipment manuals and inputting tramming distances to the

remuck locations. Truck haulage capabilities were estimated by running a manufactures haulage

simulation based on planned haul distances and the surveyed ramp profile, average truck speeds and

normal operating delays. The simulation results are shown in Appendix 3.

Table 25 4 1: Scheduled Unit Productivities

Activity Rate Comments

Lateral Development 6.0 m/day Ave. Advance one Jumbo/full production

Long Hole Drilling 100 m/day Expected Capability 150 m/d incl. moves

Long Hole Drop Raising 4 m /day Ave. Advance

Secondary Ground Support 8 m/day Dependant on Ground Conditions

Waste Haulage to Surface 400 m t/day Initial capital dev.

Ore Haulage 800 m t/day

Conventional Raising 1.8 m/day Ave will be dimension dependant

25.4.2 Mining Equipment

Table 25 4 2 outlines the planned mobile equipment fleet for the operation at full production.
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Table 25 4 2: Mobile Mining Fleet

Unit Type Qty

Underground Direct Equipment

2 Boom Jumbo (Electric) 1

Longhole Drills 2

Production 3.5 yd3 Remote LHD’s 2

Development 1030 LHD’s 1

Haulage Truck MT 42 T (36mt) 3

ANFO Charge Up Unit 2

Sub Total 12

Underground Indirect Equipment

Man Carrier (MineCat) 1

MineCat 100 SV Mechanic 1

MineCat Serviceman Vehicle 1

Surveyor's Truck (Toyota) 1

924 CAT Wheel Loader 1

Tractor/Forklift 2

Grader 1

Boom Truck 1

Scissor lift Construction 1

Supervisor's Truck (Toyota) 1

Kubota Utility Vehicle 2

Sub Total 13

TOTAL 25

The Ming Mine has some equipment already in use on site:

• 2 each, R 1300 LHD;

• 1 each, MT – 420 Underground Rock Truck;

• 2 each, EJC 416 Underground Rock Truck;

• 1 each, Underground Grader 503L;

• 1 each, Pneumatic Jumbo B20 551

• 2 each, RTV Kubota;

• 2 each, Man Carrier (Toyota).

• 1 each, Surface Loader 924G,
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25.4.3 Mine Manpower

Table 21 3 shows the average underground mine manpower estimate at full production

Table 25 4 3: Direct Underground Manpower at Full Production

Function Position
Production

(mtpd)

630

Supervision Mine Superintendant 1

Shift Supervisor 4

Safety & Trainer 1

Development Leader/Jumbo Operator 8

Haulage Truck Operator 4

Scoop Operator 4

Charge Up 8

Production Super Swellex & Construction 4

Longhole Drillers/Blasters 16

Remote Scoop Operator 8

Haulage Truck Operator 4

Services Service Man & Underground

Labourer 8

Dryman/Lampman 1

Maintenance Foreman –Mechanical Electrical 1

Mechanic 8

Helper Mechanic 6

Electrician 4

Helper Electrician 1

Total Mine 91

The mine operating schedule is based on two 11 hour shifts per day on 365 days per year with stope

mucking and haulage crews working on the holidays. The proposed mine roster will have four crews

working a 7 days on, 7 days off schedule. Departments such as the mine services, technical services and

some of mine maintenance and electrical leaders will be regularly scheduled on a 5 day on, 2 days off

schedule working dayshift only.

Direct operating manpower levels were put together using defined productivities and scheduled

quantities for all the production related tasks.

A detailed schedule pertaining to the life of mine manpower requirements can be found in Appendix 3.
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25.4.4 Mining Support Services

25.4.4.1 Ore and Waste Handling

During the preproduction period and early production stages of the mine, some development waste will

be hauled to surface. After production has started and stopes are mined out, the development waste will

be dumped into the open stopes as backfill.

Ore haulage to surface is planned using low profile 42 tonne haul trucks from centralized truck load bays

throughout the mine. A surface stockpile will be established approximately 200m from the portal and

from there the ore will be loaded into tri axle trucks and transported to the mill stockpile.

25.4.4.2 Production Shaft

The existing Boundary Shaft is not expected to be re established for production purposes at this stage of

the mine’s development. The shaft will only be used as secondary means of egress and as part of the

ventilation circuit. As part of the second egress system the ladder way and landings in the man way

compartment will be re constructed by a mining contractor with shaft expertise prior to the start of

production. Please see Appendix 3 for the planned methodology and costing.

25.4.4.3 Ventilation

The design of the mine ventilation circuit has fresh air descending into the mine from a surface ventilation

raise through the “old Ming Mine open stopes” and exhausting through the main ramp, and the shaft (see

Fig.25 4 1). Rambler will re establish the main intake surface fan house and install two 300 HP fans in

parallel supplying approximately 300,000 CFM to the new mine workings. Fresh air will be pushed down

through the existing open stopes and picked up at strategic bulkheads established on the existing levels

for re distribution to the planned workings.

The planned workings will be ventilated using collapsible ducting and appropriately sized fans.

All fans will be equipped with soft starts and may be controlled remotely. Air flows in each stoping block

will be controlled using ventilation raise/regulator set ups at the extremity of the levels.

Table 25 4 4 shows the ventilation requirements based on the planned underground fleet. Using the

Newfoundland and Labrador Regulation Guidelines a factor of 75 cubic feet per minute per brake

horsepower was used in total air flow calculations and in sizing the fans.

Table 25 4 4: Estimated Ventilation Requirements

Equipment Units kW per unit Total kW Utilization Factored kW m
3
/min Required

2 Boom Jumbo 2 55 110 50% 55 157

LHD 3.5 m3 2 136 272 80% 218 621

LHD 5.0 m3 2 186 372 80% 297 846

20 Tonne Truck 2 224 448 50% 224 638

42 Tonne Truck 2 388 776 80% 621 1,768

Service/Personnel 2 74 148 50% 74 211

Scissor Lift/ANFO 2 74 148 50% 74 211

Mech. Bolter 2 88 176 50% 88 251

Boom truck 1 65.6 66 50% 33 94
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Light Vehicle 1 74 148 50% 37 105

Grader 1 103.7 104 50% 52 148

TOTAL 19 2,768 5,050

A schematic of the underground air flow can be seen in Figure 25 4 1.

Figure 25 4 1: General Underground Air Flow Schematic

25.4.4.4 Compressed Air and Water Supply

The mine currently has compressed air and water services installed in the main ramp down to the 2300

level. Mine operating air and water installation costs are included in the direct materials cost provided by

Stantec.

The two air compressors presently in use at the mine have a capacity of 0.47cms and can be

supplemented by a spare compressor rated at 0.47cms. Table 25 4 5 indicates the compressed air

requirements for the equipment underground.

Table 25 4 5: Compressed Air Requirements

Equipment Requirement Units Total Requirements

(m^3/min) (m^3/min)

Jacklegs 5 4 20

Jumbo’s 8 2 16

Wilden Pumps 2 2 4

LH Drills 2 2 4

LH Charge Up Units 2 1 2
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Development

Charge Ups
2 1 2

TOTAL 48

The mine intake water will be supplied from a surface pump house feeding the main distribution line in

the decline. Table 25 4 6 summarizes the water consumption by underground activities.

Table 25 4 6: Mine Water Consumption

Equipment Requirement Units Total Requirements

(l/day) (l/day)

LH Drills 36,480 2 72,960

Jumbo Drills 63,360 2 126,720

LH Mucking 50,000 2 100,000

LH Blasting 3,600 1 3,600

Refuge 1,920 4 7,680

Development Crew 28,800 2 57,600

Diamond Drills 36,480 2 72,960

TOTAL 441,520

25.4.4.5 Mine Dewatering

The current pumping system consists of 13 permanent and temporary sumps. Each sump is equipped

with a 58 HP Flygt pump pumping through a 15 cm pipe line with a system capacity of pumping up to

2,450 litres per minute.

In order to meet increased production dewatering requirements additional sumps will be put in place.

Each sump will generally consist of a clean and a dirty water side. The dirty water slimes will be cleaned

out as required and trammed to an open stope for disposal during the wastefill cycle. The mine

dewatering system re designed has now been completed and pump selection has been finalized. Each will

have an automated soft start system. Dewatering information is summarized in Appendix 3.

25.4.4.6 Mine Electrical Distribution

The underground mine electrical distribution system is presently in place and is designed on a 4,160 high

voltage feed into the mine with distribution down the ramp. Mining equipment such as jumbos,

production drills, bolters, pumps and ventilation fans will operate at 600 volts and will be equipped with

ground fault protection systems. The majority of the step down transformers required to start production

are presently in place and operational.

Table 25 4 7 shows the estimated power requirements for the underground equipment.
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Table 25 4 7: Estimated Electrical Power Consumption

Equipment Units Watts Total Watts De rating Factor Peak Load (kWt)

Jumbo 2 134,200 268,000 70% 188

Ventilation Fans 12 74,600 626,000 70% 626

Long Hole Drill 2 74,600 149,000 70% 104

Diamond Drill 2 74,600 149,000 70% 104

Refuge Station 4 7,457 14,914 70% 21

Multi stage Sump Pumps 10 44,742 447,420 70% 313

Flygt Pumps 4 9,694 38,776 70% 27

Shop/Wash Bay 1 37,300 37,300 70% 26

Slushers 6 37,300 224,000 70% 157

Compair Compressors 2 93,200 186,000 70% 130

Sullair Compressors 1 74,600 74,600 70% 52

Surface Fans 2 188,000 376,000 100% 373

Mine Office/ Dry 1 82,000 82,000 70% 57

TOTAL 2,183

The estimated underground power requirements are 2,183 amps, assuming that at 600 volts 645.7 watts

equals 1 amp, thus achievable using the 4,160 amps currently supplied underground.

25.4.4.7 Diesel Fuel Supply and Storage

Two diesel fuel storage areas will be constructed underground. Diesel fuel will be stored in Satstat storage

and dispensing facilities equipped with either 500 or 1000 US gallon fuel tanks. Lubricants such as

hydraulic and other oils will be stored in a Satstat duel tank station manufactured and distributed by Rock

Tech. These containers can easily be transported and stored in the designated storage facility using a

boom truck designed for such purposes. Appendix 3 summarizes the specifications for the Satstat lube

tank and fuel tank systems.

25.4.4.8 Explosives Supply and Storage

The existing underground explosives and detonator magazines will be refurbished and commissioned

prior to preproduction. A surface magazine will be established on site and its location will be determined

using the standard table of distances and utilizing an existing surface road for access.

25.4.4.9 Underground Equipment Maintenance

An underground maintenance shop is planned in the existing shop location on the 1800 level. Smaller

preventative maintenance jobs will be done on 1800 level with major maintenance taking place on surface

when required. A new surface shop facility complete with a 5 tonne overhead crane will be established for

the larger repairs and equipment re builds. A warehousing facility is also planned adjacent to the

maintenance shop.

25.4.4.10 Communications

An underground communication system will be established using a leaky feeder system with a head end

in the new office complex. The leaky feeder cable will be installed throughout the mine with repeaters on
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surface to extend communications to the entire site. Quotations for this equipment have been attached in

Appendix 3.

25.4.4.11 Consumables

All consumables required for mining activities have been included in the unit cost of the respective mining

activity.

25.5 Alternative Mining Methods

Several mining methods were evaluated and the economics tested on different scenarios during the early

stages of mine planning. Of these mechanized cut and fill and shrinkage stoping were eliminated from

further evaluation as being impractical and uneconomic. Conventional jack leg room and pillar mining

similar to the historic mining will be evaluated in the sections of the mine where applicable. The

associated stoping costs will be evaluated when the ore development has been completed and a final

mining plan can be put together.
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25.6 Site Layout and Infrastructure

The Rambler Ming Mine development consists of three sites: mine site, ore processing site and

concentrate shipping site. The Ming Mine site is located along Ming’s Bight Road (Route No 418) on the

Baie Verte Peninsula 17 km east of Baie Verte, NL. The ore processing site is located at Nugget Pond near

the community of Snook’s Arm, NL, approximately 40 km from the mine site. The concentrate shipping

site is located at Goodyear’s Cove at the head of Hall’s Bay near South Brook, NL, approximately 150 km

from the ore processing site.

25.6.1 Site Plan View

25.6.1.1 Mine Site

The proposed mine site layout is shown in plan view on Figure No 25 6 1 (Ming Mine Proposed Site Plan

Overview). The proposed site layout has two entrances from Ming’s Bight Road (Route No 418). The

existing entrance at the south will provide access for mine administration and operational activities. This

entrance will allow direct vehicle access to parking south of the proposed office/dry building and it will

also provide controlled gate access to the other working areas of the mine, except ore loadout. The

proposed north entrance will provide controlled gate entry/exit for the ore transfer truck operation.

The proposed mine site layout consists of existing and proposed infrastructure. Existing facilities for re

use include core building, water treatment building, electrical substation, power distribution, roads, cold

storage buildings, mine dry/rescue building, fuel facility, pit areas and mine portal. Proposed

infrastructure includes sliding gates and security, new office/dry building, new maintenance building, yard

and parking areas, drainage control, fire water provisions, fresh water storage tank, buried water pipes,

sewer pipes and septic system, waste and ore lay down areas, truck scale, emergency power, enclosed

yard storage area, and relocated fuel building and fuel tank. The ore transfer area is separated from other

activities by removable concrete barriers.

25.6.1.2 Ore Processing Site

The proposed ore processing site layout is shown in plan view on Appendix 2 (Nugget Pond Ore

Processing Site Proposed Site Plan Overview). The site has an existing access road from the La Scie

Highway (Route No 416) and it is proposed for re use as the main site access. Ore would be transferred to

the site and concentrate hauled away from the site via the existing road.

All the existing site infrastructure is proposed for re use including gate/fencing, office, parking, generator,

power, sewage treatment, fire water, mill structures, cold storage, fuel facility, shop, ore laydown and

roadways. Proposed infrastructure to be added would include roads, concentrator building, scale,

rerouted water/sewer lines, and drainage provisions. An area, approximately 420 sq m, east of the

concentrator building is proposed for future development.

25.6.1.3 Concentrate Shipping Site

The proposed concentrate shipping site layout is shown in plan view on Figure 25 6 3 (Goodyear’s Cove

Port Proposed Site Plan Overview). This site has existing port infrastructure and an existing short access

road from the Trans Canada Highway (Route No 1).
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Existing infrastructure proposed for re use include access road, deep water wharf facilities, power, and

laydown areas. Proposed infrastructure includes concentrate storage building, bulk shipment portable

transfer conveyors, reconfigured road and yard areas, and drainage control. The proposed arrangement

will allow continued general access to the existing port facilities. An area from the adjacent westerly

property of approximately 3.6 ha is proposed as a marshalling yard for delivery, unloading and exit

movements of the concentrate transfer trucks.

25.6.2 Ming Mine Site Infrastructure

25.6.2.1 Site Roads, Parking, Yard Areas and Drainage

Roads

The site has an existing basic road network in place for access to the existing buildings and services

supporting the previous mining operation. The existing main access road from Ming’s Bight Road (Route

No 418) enters the site westward and extends past the Core Building and Water Treatment Building

northward to the mine portal. There are other existing roadways to the office building, lagoons, dump

areas and core storage areas.

It is proposed to add to the existing roads with additional roadways to new buildings and production areas

around the site. The main roadway corridor will remain from the south entrance to the portal. Another

major roadway will run from the portal to the ore laydown area. However, a second entrance is proposed

north of the portal to handle haul truck traffic transporting ore to the Concentrator. Jersey barriers will

separate the recovery and transport operations.

Test pits taken around the periphery of the existing roads indicate the presence of sand, gravel and shot

rock fills that suggest similar suitable materials may have been used to construct the subgrade of existing

roads. The operation of the mine over the previous years, particularly with the use of construction and

mining vehicles, would suggest those roadways are capable of handling future Rambler mine operation

traffic as well. Although surfaces of existing roadways may have to be touched up with granular base

material for minor grading or drainage requirements, new and re graded roadways will have the top 600

mm of in situ fill removed to below subgrade elevation and suitable material will be used to achieve

subgrade. Top surfaces of new roadways will consist of 300 mm granular subbase, and 150 mm Class A

granular base. Preliminary finish grades for the proposed roadway system for the Ming Mine site have

been developed are shown on Figure 25 6 1.

Parking

Generally, the proposed site buildings (cores building, water treatment plant building, former office/dry

building, new maintenance building, and new office/dry building) will have limited space available

adjacent to each of the buildings for parking, temporary or otherwise, of mine service vehicles. Such

parking spaces are accessed from inside the mine entrance gates and control of allocation can be

determined by mine managers to ensure traffic flow and operational functions are compatible.

Mine employees and visitors will enter the Ming Mine from the south entrance and proceed to the

proposed 2000 sq m parking space (refer to Figure 25 6 1) south of the new office/dry building where

there is space proposed for approximately 40 passenger car size vehicles. There is the possibility that

another 5 – 10 parking spaces could be developed next to and east of the new office/dry building. If
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further expansion for parking is necessary in future, the area immediately south of the proposed parking

lot could be considered. At new parking areas, the top 600 mm of existing, in situ, fill will be removed to

below subgrade elevation and suitable material will be installed to the proposed subgrade. Top surface

materials will include 300 mm granular subbase and 150 mm Class A granular base. The office parking

area is separated from the septic system area by chain link fencing.

Yard Areas

One yard area is proposed south of and adjacent to the proposed maintenance building as a secure facility

for storage of consumables and materials as required. This proposed area is approximately 1050 sq m in

size and will be constructed with perimeter chain link fencing, including a manual double swing vehicle

gate.

A second yard area (approx 2350 sq m) is proposed west of the proposed maintenance building. This yard

area will provide access to the maintenance building and to the fenced storage area. It is proposed that

the fuel storage building and fuel tank be relocated to the north portion of this area. Vehicles for refueling

will be able to loop through the proposed yard area for an efficient refueling operation.

Where required in new yard areas, the top 600 mm of existing, in situ, fill will be removed to below

subgrade elevation and suitable material will be installed to the proposed subgrade. Top surface materials

will include 300 mm granular subbase and 150 mm Class A granular base. Grading will ensure proper

drainage of yard areas.

Drainage

Site drainage will be provided, generally east to west, through surface grading and pipe culverts that

direct runoff efficiently away from road, parking and yard areas. A drainage ditch is proposed south of the

mine site to receive site surface water runoff and direct it to the former open pit site.

Road grades vary with the topography of the site but it is also good practice to provide cross slopes at 2%

minimum in granular surfaces. The areas north of the proposed office/dry and maintenance buildings will

provide greater challenge for drainage design due to low preliminary grades. Swales along the roadway

are proposed to direct drainage sufficiently around the structures. Final drainage and grading elevations

will be developed through the detail design process. Proposed preliminary grades, drainage patterns,

swales and pipe culverts for the drainage system are shown on Figure 25 6 1.

25.6.2.2 NewMaintenance Building

The new Maintenance Building is a pre engineered steel structure supported on reinforced concrete

foundations. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on grade. A washroom, parts room

and office area consist of masonry block walls and a metal deck supported on steel beams.

A five tonne overhead crane is supported on steel beams connected to the pre engineered steel

structure.

The structure is enclosed with an interior liners sheet, insulation and exterior steel wall cladding. Metal

man doors and overhead doors are located around the perimeter of the building. The roof consists of a

standing seam roof system.
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25.6.2.3 NewMine Dry and Office Building

The new Mine Dry and Office Building is an engineered wooden structure supported on reinforced

concrete foundations. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on grade.

The planned layout for the new building can be found in Appendix 6.

25.6.2.4 Existing Buildings and Facilities

Existing building and facilities for re use with the proposed Ming Mine operation include the

office/dry/rescue building, maintenance garage and WWTP building, core logging and storage building,

fuel storage and dispensing facilities, and cold storage buildings.

Existing Office Building (Mine Dry & Rescue)

The existing office, mine rescue and mine dry building is an assembly of prefabricated modular trailers

occupying a footprint of approximately 368 sq m. The excellent condition of the trailers will permit them

to continue to be used for the proposed operation of the new mine as office and storage facilities. A

portion(s) may be utilized as a gate house and/or scale house for the north entrance gate and truck scale.

Existing Maintenance Garage & WWTP Building

The maintenance garage, which also houses the WWTP, is a steel framed structure with metal siding and

roofing occupying a footprint of approximately 752 sq m. The building is in excellent condition and

capable of accommodating all required activities associated with equipment maintenance and a WWTP. A

76 sq m wood structure in excellent condition houses the clarifier and is attached to the west side of the

WWTP building.

The WWTP, constructed in 2007, neutralizes and treats effluent at a continuous flow rate of up to 700

USgpm. The WWTP will continue to be used to treat flow streams from mine dewatering, building sumps,

and storm water and surface runoff directed to the Ming West catchment area.

Existing Core Logging and Storage Building

The existing core logging building, at approximately 386 sq m, is a wood frame structure with metal siding

and roofing. It is in excellent condition and capable of accommodating all required activities associated

with proposed core logging and storage.

Additional core storage space is provided outside at various locations around the site using cross piled

stacking and on core racks. Some of these existing cores will have to be relocated to accommodate the

proposed development around the proposed office/dry and maintenance buildings. New core storage

areas will be developed on site as needed.

Existing Fuel Storage and Dispensing Facility

The existing fuel depot is a manufactured pump shed housing the fuel pump and dispensing facilities. The

building occupies a footprint of approximately 13 sq m. A portable, above ground, self dyked, diesel fuel

tank with secondary containment at a capacity of 110% and installed as per GAP regulations will be used

for fuel storage. The fuel facilities are portable and they will be moved to avoid congestion and provide

suitable access for refueling vehicles and equipment.
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Existing Cold Storage Buildings

There are two existing cold storage buildings on site: one used for electrical storage and the other for

mine storage. Both are 29 sq m portable ‘sea’ containers in excellent condition with sufficient space

projected to accommodate proposed storage.

25.6.2.5 Security / Gate House / Scale / Scale House

Security provisions at the Ming Mine site will include gates, fencing, gate houses, signage, barriers, and

lighting as required to ensure the site is secure. The mine will be operated on a 24 hour basis and area

lighting will be provided for all roadway, parking and yard areas throughout the site. The south and north

entrance gates from Ming’s Bight Road will be the sliding, electric operated, type and controlled either by

a security person in a gate house facility or by secure operators. Fencing, barriers and signage will be

provided as required to supplement the intended functioning of the gates, to secure property and

materials, and to direct staff/visitors to the proper areas.

A portable, heavy duty, truck scale will be provided along the roadway at the north of the site for

weighing the ore transfer trucks prior to their departure to the processing site at Nugget Pond. The scale

will handle the appropriate size and loading of the ore trucks and will be placed at a location with

relatively flat grades and suitable entry/exit straight runs. Various options for ticket dispensing are being

investigated. It may be possible to provide a space in the existing office/dry building to serve as a scale

house for an operator to oversee the scale and collect tickets. Another option would be to provide a

remote, automatic, ticket dispenser at the scale with electronic recording. Preliminary location of the

scale is indicated on Figure No 25.6 – 1.

25.6.2.6 Domestic Sewage

There is an existing septic system onsite at the Ming Mine property. It has a 3200 US gal tank, a

distribution box and three 30 m distribution lines. Although undersized for the proposed operation of the

new mining operation, depending on its location with respect to the proposed layout, the existing system

may have some function in a limited way. The detail design process will determine its long term viability.

The proposed system for handling domestic sewage effluent from the new Ming Mine operation will

include gravity collection from the main buildings and a septic disposal system engineered in accordance

with NL Department of Environment and Conservation requirements. The septic system will handle

domestic sewage and gray water produced daily (year round) by an estimated average population of 74

people (42 day shift/32 night shift) using full shower/toilet/sink facilities, as well as by an estimated 14

people on day shift using toilet/sink facilities only.

The new sewage collection system, illustrated on Figure 25.6 – 1, will include gravity 200 mm PVC mains,

100 mm PVC laterals and precast manholes extending from the existing office/dry/rescue building,

existing core building, existing garage/WWTP building, new office/dry building, and new maintenance

building to the septic disposal facilities located in a fenced area south of the proposed office/dry building.

The septic disposal system will include two, 7275 litre, precast concrete septic tanks, one precast concrete

wet well pump station with two pumps and float controls, 140 infiltrator units, and two banks of

distribution piping, totaling 200 m, laid in a bedding of crushed rock.
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25.6.2.7 Water Supply – General

Fresh water requirements for the mine site will be supplied via pump and pipeline from nearby Admiral’s

Brook as shown on Appendix 2. Fresh water is required for potable water supply and underground mine

and process supply.

A fresh water intake will be constructed on Admiral’s Brook using a small wet sump arrangement

constructed on the shoreline and protected by a small pump house. The in water intake will be

constructed using intake screens and arrangements as recommended by the Department of Fisheries and

Oceans to protect fish and fish habitat.

Water will be pumped to the site using a 30 HP pump, with a second 30 HP pump on standby for

emergency and maintenance requirements. Water will be pumped to the site via a 150 mm diameter,

heat traced HDPE pipeline which will deliver water to a potable water storage tank (approximately 35,000

litre) and the underground water supply system. Potable water will be piped from the storage tank to

facilities around the site as required.

The specific site water requirements are described in detail in the following sections.

25.6.2.8 Process and Mine Water Supply

Water is required to supply underground mining equipment during operations. An average maximum

requirement of 460 litres per minute will be required to supply long hole drills, diamond drills, blasting,

mucking, and development crews. Additional breakdown on water requirements for underground mining

is presented in Table 25 4 6, located in Section 25.4.4.4.

25.6.2.9 Potable Water Supply

Water for showers, toilets, etc. will be pumped to a 35,000 litre storage tank on site from where it will be

piped underground to the surface buildings at the site for use in washroom facilities. The potable water

supply will also supply minor industrial requirements for the wash bay and some minor requirements in

the WWTP for mixing flocculant.

The average requirement for fresh water for potable use is 51 litres per minute. Drinking water will be

large format bottled water supplied to the site by a local contractor.

25.6.2.10 General Site Water Management

Management of water use and discharge at the site has been designed to minimize freshwater use and

the resulting effluent discharge. Figure 25 6 1 indicates the average water balance for the site. Where

possible, water is recycled for use as process and mine water which minimizes the fresh water and

effluent discharge requirements. In addition, all site runoff is captured and directed to the WWTP for

treatment prior to release. Where practical, site surface runoff ditching will utilize best practices (check

dams, stilling pools, etc.) to minimize solids transport.

25.6.2.11 Fresh Water Storage and Distribution

There is an existing drilled well at the site that has a low recharge rate and it is not considered to be

capable of meeting the demands of the proposed mining operation. The use of the existing well water and

its existing infrastructure will be determined during detail design as more information becomes available.
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Fresh water for domestic and for industrial usages at the Ming Mine site will be supplied offsite from

Admiral’s Brook, pumped to an onsite storage tank proposed for placement in the north end of the

heated WWTP building, and distributed onsite to the main buildings and facilities. This fresh water supply

shall not be considered a source of potable water for the mine. Rambler shall have local vendors supply

drinking water in large bottle format to buildings throughout the site. The storage tank location and

distribution network to site buildings are shown in Appendix 2. The tank shall be welded steel

construction and supported on new cast in place reinforced concrete foundations. The distribution

system shall include dual pumps, pressure tank and controls at the WWTP building and buried plastic

distribution piping to each building.

The storage capacity of the fresh water storage tank is estimated to be approximately 33,300 litres of

usable volume including 15,500 litres peak balancing storage (25% maximum day demand of 61,900 litres)

and 17,800 litres emergency storage (40% average day demand of 44,570 litres) based on ACWWA

guidelines. Daily estimated domestic usage is estimated at 9910 litres and daily industrial usage is

estimated at 34,660 litres. Domestic usage includes fresh water for showers, toilets, sinks, etc. at

approximately 115 litres per person per day. Industrial usage includes fresh water for wash bay (4560

litres), floc system makeup (3410 litres) and Rambler underground allowance (10% x mine water

consumption = 10% x 266,900 = 26,690 litres). Rambler has determined that fresh water storage shall not

include provision for fire water storage; however, there will be an emergency connection to the fire

pumps for use of fresh water if necessary. The normal supply for the fire water pumps is from the treated

wastewater tank.

25.6.2.12 Fire Protection

The requirements for fire protection of the surface facilities at the Ming Mine are being reviewed at

present. Final provisions will be incorporated in the detail design documents for new construction. It is

assumed that the existing facilities and equipment had fire extinguishers in appropriate areas as required.

It is also understood that response capabilities of nearby local communities would contribute to calls

during emergencies.

Rambler’s preliminary assessment of fire protection requirements for the proposed operation of the Ming

Mine has determined that additional facilities may be provided. It is proposed that water in the existing

WWTP treated wastewater tank serve as the source of fire water supply. This tank has a capacity of

38,000 litres and it is continuously being recharged at the influent flow rate of the mine dewatering

wastewater treatment system at 2650 litres per minute.

Preliminary design of the proposed system includes dual, 100% backup, controlled, fire pumps placed

inside the WWTP building, suction piping to the treated wastewater pump, and discharge piping to

exterior, wall mounted, fire hose bibs located on each end of the building. The central location of the

WWTP building provides reasonable hose length access to the other buildings on the site. Enclosed

manufactured hose stations containing hoses, nozzles, wrenches, etc. will be provided near the building

hose connection. In addition to the proposed fire pump system, fire extinguishers will be provided as

required at new and existing buildings, facilities, vehicles and equipment.
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25.6.2.13 Emergency Power Supply

The diesel generator plant at the Ming’s Bight Road Mine Site is sized to provide power to operate 6 x 60

HP Technoprocess pumps underground. The diesel generator plant is sized at 600 kW for this purpose and

is connected via a separate motor control center and manual transfer switch to permit either normal

electric utility power or the diesel generator power to operate these 6 pumps. This diesel generator is self

contained with an integral fuel day tank for 24 hours of operation.

25.6.3 Nugget Pond Ore Processing Site Infrastructure

25.6.3.1 Site Roads, Yard Areas and Drainage

Roadways and Yard Areas

The site has an existing road network in place for access to the existing buildings and services supporting

the previous milling operation. The existing access road from the La Scie Highway (Route No 416) enters

the site from the northeast and extends throughout the operational areas. It will be utilized in future for

ore delivery to the existing ore laydown area and for concentrate removal from the proposed

Concentrator building. Existing roads will be upgraded where and when required with suitable granular

materials.

Additional roadways and yard areas are proposed to provide access around the new Concentrator

building including provision for building services, concentrate load out and truck scale operations.

Test pits taken around the proposed concentrator building footprint indicate the presence of sand, gravel

and rock fill. Roadways and yard areas will have the top 600 mm of in situ fill removed to below sub grade

elevation and suitable material will be used to achieve sub grade. Top surfaces of new roadways and yard

areas will consist of 300 mm granular sub base, and 150 mm Class A granular base. Preliminary finish

grades developed for truck movement in the proposed roadways and yard areas at the Nugget Pond ore

processing site are shown on Appendix 2.

Drainage

Site drainage will be provided, generally west to east, through surface grading that directs runoff

efficiently away from road and yard areas. A 600 mm diameter concrete culvert is proposed south of the

new building to receive roof drainage and direct it to the area drainage regime on the east side of the site.

Road and yard cross slopes are proposed at 2% minimum in granular surfaces where possible. Swales

along the east roadway may be required to direct drainage sufficiently past the existing sewage treatment

plant and parking area. Final drainage and grading elevations will be developed throughout the detail

design process. Proposed preliminary grades, patterns and pipe culvert for the drainage system are shown

in Appendix 2.

25.6.3.2 Concentrator Building

The Concentrator Building at the Nugget Pond Mill Site is a braced frame steel structure supported on

reinforced concrete foundations. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on grade and

equipment foundations. The second floor consists of steel beams and columns with metal floor grating
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and reinforced concrete slabs. Three sets of metal stairs provide access from the ground floor, of which,

two are enclosed with masonry block to provide a fire separation. Masonry block walls enclose the MCC

and the Compressor/Blower rooms.

Metal handrails are attached to all stairways and around the perimeter of all open areas on the second

floor. Five steel monorails are attached to the underside of the clear span steel roof trusses.

The structure is enclosed with an interior liner sheet, rigid insulation and exterior steel wall cladding.

Metal overhead doors and man doors are located around the building perimeter.

The roofing system consists of metal deck, fiberboard, rigid insulation and a three ply membrane. Metal

roof drains are located around the roof perimeter.

25.6.3.3 Existing Buildings and Facilities

Existing building and facilities for re use with the proposed Nugget Pond ore processing operation include

office building, assay lab, sewage treatment plant, maintenance garage, cold storage buildings, mill

building including crusher, ore bin, thickener and leach tanks, ore stockpile area, fuel storage and

dispensing facilities, and emergency generator. Existing site structures are shown on Figure No 25 6 – 2.

Existing Office Building

The existing office building is a wood frame structure, with crawl space, occupying a footprint of

approximately 380 sq m. The excellent condition and available free space of the building will

accommodate the additional employees required for the proposed operation. A portion(s) may be utilized

as a gate house and/or scale house for the access road gate, site gate and the truck scale. A security

checkpoint and gate along the access road is operated remotely from the existing office building.

Existing Assay Lab

The assay lab, a wood frame structure in excellent condition, has a crawl space, occupies a footprint of

approximately 122 sq m, and has sufficient space to accommodate the laboratory testing required by the

proposed new processing operation.

Existing Sewage Treatment Plant

The existing sewage treatment plant has a footprint of approximately 27 sq m, is constructed with a wood

frame structure in excellent condition, and has an in ground sewage treatment unit that is proposed for

use in the new operation.

Existing Maintenance Garage and Shop/Dry

The maintenance garage is a steel framed structure with concrete foundation and occupies a footprint of

approximately 200 sq m. The building is in excellent condition for use in the new operation. The former

shop/dry building is proposed for re use as a potential concentrate day storage area.

Existing Cold Storage Buildings

There are three existing cold storage buildings on site, in excellent condition, occupying a combined

footprint of approximately 600 sq m, and can be utilized for a variety of purposes for the new operation.
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Two buildings are wood frame structures with gravel floor and the last building is also a wood frame

structure but with a concrete, dyked, foundation and is currently being used for chemical storage.

Existing Mill Building Including Crusher, Ore Bin, Thickener and Leach Tanks

The existing mill building, with a footprint of approximately 835 sq m, is a steel framed structure in

excellent condition. It has concrete foundations, contains the gold hydromet plant, and has potential for

the proposed operation.

Existing Ore Stockpile Area

The existing ore stockpile area, understood to be founded on a till pad that drains to the tailings pond,

should be excellent for the proposed ore storage area.

Existing Fuel Storage and Dispensing Facility

There are several existing self dyked fuel storage tanks and dispensing facilities located onsite and

available for use on the proposed operation. All tanks have secondary containment at a capacity of 110%

of storage volume and are installed as per GAP regulations.

Existing Emergency Generator Building

The emergency generator, housed in a portable steel structure occupying a footprint of approximately 35

sq m, will be used for the proposed operation.

25.6.3.4 Proposed Site Services

Fire Water, Sanitary Sewer and Electrical Cable

An existing fire water main, a sanitary sewer pipe and an electrical cable appear to be impacted by the

footprint of the proposed Concentrator building foundation. The cable will be abandoned and an

alternate route selected for the power line. Re routing of the water and sewer lines will be required as

indicated in Figure 25.6 – 2. It is assumed that gravity mains and manholes will suit the sewer line to the

sewage treatment plant. There are no connections proposed from the concentrator building to the

rerouted sewage collection system. There is provision on the plan for connection of the rerouted fire

water piping to the new building for supply to the proposed sprinkler system.

Process Water and Electrical

Installation of process water and electrical services to the Concentrator building is proposed via an

overhead enclosure to the adjacent Gold Hydromet building.

Security and Gate House

The existing security provisions will remain in place for the proposed operation of the mill. The existing,

manual, swinging, vehicle gate and fencing at the roadway near the office building will normally be kept

open but it can be closed when needed. Space in the office can be used as a security or gate house,

particularly in response to monitoring and remotely operating the electric gate located at the security

checkpoint along the access road to the ore processing site.
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Scale and Scale House

A portable, heavy duty, truck scale will be provided the yard area east of the Concentrator building. It will

be used for weighing the concentrate transfer trucks prior to their departure to the shipping site at the

Goodyear’s Cove port facility. The scale will handle the appropriate size and loading of the concentrate

trucks and will be placed at a location with relatively flat grades and suitable entry/exit straight runs.

Various options for ticket dispensing are being investigated. It may be possible to provide a space in the

existing office building to serve as a scale house for security personnel to oversee the scale and collect

tickets. Another option would be to provide a remote, automatic, ticket dispenser at the scale with

electronic recording. Preliminary location of the scale is indicated on Figure No 25.6 2.

25.6.4 Goodyear’s Cove Concentrate Shipping Site Infrastructure

25.6.4.1 Site Roads, Yard Areas and Drainage

Roadways and Yard Areas

The site has an existing access road leading to the existing port facilities from the Trans Canada Highway

(Route No 1). It enters the site from the south and extends north to the wharf. It will be utilized in future

for concentrate delivery to the proposed concentrate storage building. The existing road will be regraded

to provide a constant grade to the assembly area near the wharf.

A new roadway will branch to the east marshalling yard area where the concentrate transfer trucks will

back up and deliver concentrate up the ramp to the building.

Test pits taken in the proposed concentrator building site indicate the presence of sand and gravel fill.

Roadways and yard areas at those areas will have the top 600 mm of in situ fill removed to below sub

grade elevation and suitable material used to reach sub grade. Top surfaces of new roadways and yard

areas will consist of 300 mm granular sub base, and 150 mm Class A granular base. Preliminary finish

grades developed for the proposed roadways and yard areas at the Goodyear’s Cove concentrate shipping

site are shown on Figure No 25.6 3.

Drainage

Site drainage will generally follow the existing site contours from east to west where feasible. The

proposed location of the building will require grading that directs runoff away from the building and large

yard area. Surface grading will directs runoff efficiently away from road and yard areas to the perimeters

of the site. There were buildings on the site previously and the current topography will compliment

proposed grading as much as possible.

Road and yard cross slopes are proposed at 2% minimum in granular surfaces where possible. Swales

along the roadways and yard areas will be required to direct drainage through the site. Final drainage and

grading elevations will be developed throughout the detail design process. Proposed preliminary grades

and drainage patterns for the site drainage system are shown on Figure 25.6 3.

25.6.4.2 Concentrate Storage Building
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The concentrate storage building is a pre engineered steel structure supported on reinforced concrete

foundations. The ground floor consists of a reinforced concrete slab on grade. A second floor on the east

end of the building, for unloading of concentrate, consists of a heavy duty steel grating floor supported on

steel beams and reinforced concrete walls. Steel stairs provide access from the ground floor. Metal

handrails are attached to the stairs and also on the north and west sides of the second floor.

The structure is enclosed with an interior liner sheet /vapor barrier, insulation and exterior wall cladding.

Metal man doors and overhead doors are located around the perimeter of the building. The roof consists

of a standing seam roofing system.

The building will have provisions for the installation of a conveyor on the north east corner of the building

for transport of concentrate to ships berthed at the existing dock.

25.6.4.3 Existing/Proposed Facilities and Services

Existing

The existing port facility at Goodyear’s Cove has a deep water wharf, access road, power line and laydown

area available for use of the project. Modifications to the road and power line will be required to suit the

location and installation of the proposed concentrate storage building.

Proposed

Other than the provision of power to the site, there are no additional onsite services required for

operation of the concentrate storage and loading facility. Temporary provisions for portable water supply

and sewage collection will be made for site operations. Closed systems will be provided and wastes

hauled from the site to approved disposal facilities. Wash water will be trucked to the processing site for

recovery of concentrate. Drinking water will be delivered to the site in large bottles as required. Fuel will

be delivered to the site as required.

Security

The Goodyear’s Cove wharf is a public facility. Security is under the control of local authorities who will be

consulted should the need arise. The concentrate storage building will have area lighting for visibility. The

building will have lockable vehicle and personnel doors.
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25.7 Environmental Aspects

The proposed undertaking will be subject to applicable Environmental Acts and Regulations of both

Provincial and Federal Governments. This section describes potential environmental issues, regulatory

framework, environmental assessment processes, permitting and authorizations.

25.7.1 Environmental Background

Ming Mine

The proposed site is a “brownfield site”, partially located on the property of the larger former

Consolidated Rambler Mines complex. The relationship of the site to the larger complex is shown in

Appendix 2.

Various operators undertook exploration on this general property intermittingly from 1905 to 1953.

Consolidated Rambler obtained rights to the property in 1961 and copper concentrate production began

in 1964 and continued until 1982. During that period, 4.3 million tonnes of ore were mined and

approximately 3.8 million tonnes of sulphide tailings were produced. These tailings remain on site

although this is not part of Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited’s land holding.

In 1995 and 1996, Ming Minerals Ltd. mined from the Ming West and Rambler Main Mines. The ore was

concentrated at the Rambler Main Mine Mill and the tailings were disposed of in the original tailings area.

In 1996, a cyanide circuit was added to the mill for processing gold. The mill shut down in 1997.

Also, in 1998, Raymo Processing Ltd. operated a cyanide leaching process in the area in an attempt to

recover gold from the Rambler tailings. The project was unsuccessful and ceased operations in 1999.

While most of the facilities, and their resultant environmental problems, that are associated with the

broader Rambler Mines complex are not on the current mining lease held by Rambler Metals and Mining

Canada Limited (RMM), it is prudent to briefly outline the above noted history to put the overall site in

the context of a brownfield. The Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Natural Resources has

undertaken the task of rehabilitating the former Rambler Consolidated site and these operations are

ongoing.

Rambler is not responsible for actions of past owners of the site outside their lease. Rambler will however

be responsible for environmental issues as a result of operations on their own property. The responsibility

for issues created by others on the current Rambler property, such as acid generating waste rock placed

at surface, abandoned underground workings and surface openings, etc., is limited and is not considered

a hindrance to the proposed undertaking.
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Nugget Pond

The Nugget Pond facility was first constructed and opened in June 1997 by Richmont Mines to process ore

from its own underground gold mine. The facility, including mill, associated support infrastructure, and

Tailings Management Facility, was permitted, designed, and constructed to modern environmental

standards and has operated within all applied environmental standards and regulations to date. Since its

initial closure in 2002 the facility has processed ore from three separate deposits all reporting excellent

recoveries and full environmental compliance.

The facility is fully permitted and has existing site infrastructure and Tailings Management Facility that is

well suited for the proposed expansion. The environmental condition and operations at the site are not

expected to change as a result of the proposed copper circuit and associated upgrades.

Goodyear’s Cove

Crew Gold (Canada) Ltd. Recently used this port over the past several years to supply or to the Nugget

Pond Facility from Crew’s Greenland mine site; therefore, the site already contains a deep water wharf

with a lay down area.

Site development will be contained to existing disturbed areas and access to the site will be via an existing

200 m gravel road which connects directly to the Trans Canada Highway (TCH).

25.7.1.1 Existing Baseline Information

Ming Mine

Mine Dewatering

As part of the mine dewatering for exploration, Rambler constructed an on site WWTP to treat and

neutralize the effluent associated with the dewatering process. In June of 2007, under Certificate of

Approval (C of A) No. AA07 055494, Rambler was permitted to operate the WWTP and discharge all

effluent to South Brook. As a condition of the C of A, Rambler was required to demonstrate the effluent

discharged into South Brook complied with all discharge criteria including Acute Lethality Testing (ALT).

During mine dewatering operations an influent and effluent monitoring program was implemented as per

the requirements outlined within Rambler’s C of A. Acute Lethal Testing (ALT) of the WWTP discharge

water is another condition in the C of A.

As part of the monitoring program the accumulated sludge within the WWTP was to be tested, on a

monthly basis, for parameters outlined in the C of A. Should the sludge exceed the Canadian Soil Quality

Guidelines (CSQG) for commercial land use, a Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) would be

required to determine if the material is considered hazardous. Subsequent testing of the sludge

determined it was not hazardous and therefore could be stored underground as per the C of A.

To date a total of approximately 1.55 billion litres of treated waste water has been discharged from the

WWTP into South Brook. The discharge water quality has been very good, with some minor exceedances,

to the C of A limits, and all results have been reported to the NL Department of Environment and
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Conservation, Pollution Prevention Division, as required in the C of A. When the minor exceedances

occurred, generally due to significant precipitation events, the WWTP process was immediately adjusted

to address the issue.

During the dewatering, numerous TCLP tests were completed on the accumulated sludge, within the

WWTP, as per the C of A. To date all sludge has been classified as non hazardous; therefore, disposed of

in the Ming West Mine underground workings as outlined in the C of A.

A total of nine ALT’s were completed from the inception of the dewatering program to present and all

were positive with a 0% mortality rate. The results of the ALT test conducted during the week of January

18, 2009 were inconclusive, as fish both died in the sample as well as the control. This test was

inconclusive and has been removed from the statistics.

Since dewatering commenced in June 2007 to present, as a requirement of their operating C of A’s,

Rambler submitted monthly reports to the Department of Environment and Conservation, Pollution

Prevention Division outlining the results of the monitoring and sampling program. To date there has been

no significant environmental issues reported.

Baseline Sampling

Rambler has implemented a quarterly baseline study and environmental effects monitoring at the Ming

Mine site and surrounding area since September 2006 to present. No samples were collected during 2007

as the main focus was mine dewatering. As part of this study, Rambler tested 19 surface water sampling

sites at locations both upstream and downstream of the WWTP discharge point into South Brook.

Through these studies Rambler has determined that the water quality both upstream and downstream

revealed pre existing concentrations of aluminum, cadmium, copper, iron, lead, zinc and pH all exceeding

the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the

Protection of Aquatic Life (FWAL 2007, Update 7.1) and/or the Metal Mining Effluent Regulations (MMER)

Authorized Limits of Deleterious Substances on a continuous basis. Appendix 2 presents a site plan

outlining sampling locations. As previously noted, Rambler will work with the appropriate regulatory

agencies to determine what environmental effects monitoring will be required for the Project.

Nugget Pond

As part of the operational C of A, AA08 045502, the Nugget Pond Facility is required to perform a Water

Quality and Effluent Monitoring Program. This program lists the sample site locations, the required

sampling frequency, and the testing parameters necessary.

Water Quality and Effluent Monitoring Program

Under the Water Quality portion of this program, quarterly grab samples from specific surface water

locations within the property are sampled. In addition, bi yearly monitoring wells are also purged and

analyzed externally.

The surface water locations were determined from the baseline water quality program initiated by

Noveder in 1994. At that time and during the project registration phase, seven (7) surface water locations

and six (6) monitoring well sites were active. Over the years, the Department of Environment and

Conservation (DOEC) has reduced this requirement down to four surface water locations and four

monitoring well sites. Refer to Appendix 2 for sampling locations.
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The bi yearly monitoring wells are each equipped with various lengths of dedicated ½“plastic tubing, with

a foot valve attached to the end of the tubing to allow for well purging. Before sampling commences, the

well is first pumped dry and left for a 24 hour period to fill again. This allows for a more representative

sample. Once 24 hours passes, the wells are sampled and sent to the external laboratory for analysis.

The Effluent Monitoring portion of the program requires mill effluent to meet the criteria outlined in the C

of A. The Nugget Pond Facility has historically employed a batch system for effluent release between the

Tailings Pond and Polishing Pond. Water is retained and closely monitored in the Tailings Pond until it has

reached the maximum operating level. The dam is then opened and effluent is directed downstream to

the Polishing Pond.

The Polishing Pond is equipped with a dam and a spillway containing a sump pump to allow for total

containment of liquid effluent. Upon release, a 24 hour composite sampler is activated to collect 24 hour

composite samples for the duration of the release. In addition, Acute Lethality Test (ALT) on fish and

daphnia must be performed during each release. Once all samples are collected and the pond is drawn

down, the dam is closed and a new batch of effluent is released from the tailings pond. Effluent

discharges occur over approximately 1 3 days and on an average of 10 12 times annually.

Over the past 10 operating years, the Nugget Pond Facility has maintained a perfect record of operation

with no bioassay failures and only a small number of occasions where a test result for ammonia slightly

exceeded the allowable limit. When the minor exceedances occurred, immediate action was taken to

correct the issue. All test results were reported to the DOEC.

Effluent Monitoring and Effluent and Water Quality Program (MMER)

The Nugget Pond Facility began Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) under the new MMER in June

2003. This monitoring is similar to the provincial Water Quality and Effluent Monitoring Program. On a

quarterly basis, surface water samples are collected from three locations on and around the property:

Polishing Pond (Final Discharge Point), Scote Pond (Reference Pond), and Horseshoe Pond (Exposure

Pond). Refer to Appendix 2 for sampling locations. These areas were identified and accepted as valid

sample locations prior to the beginning of the EEM program. Also, a sub lethal toxicity sample must be

collected at the same time. This was required twice a year initially but has been since reduced to once a

year.

Considering the similarity of both programs, especially the frequency, it has been possible to collect one

set of required samples to satisfy both Environment Canada (EC) and DOE. All results from MMER testing

must be reported quarterly. Annual summary reports from the programs are also required.

Under MMER, there is a requirement for biological monitoring studies to be performed on a schedule

determined by the results of the previous study. With the submission of available historical data from the

Nugget Pond Facility, this program was deferred until 2005. Since that time, two biological monitoring

studies have been performed and interpretative reports have been submitted to EC for review. In all,

both studies have concluded that the discharge effluent from the Nugget Pond Facility have no adverse

effects on downstream fish populations.

Goodyear’s Cove

No environmental monitoring has been conducted at this site historically, and it’s not anticipated that

monitoring will be required for Rambler’s operations.
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25.7.2 Major Issues

25.7.2.1 Tailings Disposal

The Nugget Pond Tailings Management Facility was constructed in 1996 and came into operation in 1997.

The facility has been used to store tailings from several deposits including potentially acid generating

materials. Tailings deposition has been conducted subaqueous via flexible, floating slurry pipelines

extending from the partially buried 300 m primary tailings pipeline. The discharge pipe is placed near the

bottom of the pond (average 7 8 m depth) ensuring that wave action and surface (thermal) water

currents do not disrupt the settlement of tailings solids and allows sufficient effluent retention time to

achieve the required suspended solids concentrations for discharge.

The proposed TMF operation, to Mill the Ming Mine ore, will be essentially the same as it has operated in

the past. The features associated with the TMF include the Tailings Pond, Tailings Pond Dam and Outlet

Structure, Polishing Pond, and Polishing Pond Dam and outlet structure. The TMF has operated in the

past on batch release of effluent as required, some change to the discharge frequency may be required

for future operations. The TMF operation, with respect to the storage and treatment of tailings from the

processing of Ming Mine ore have been reviewed and the major issues are discussed in the following

sections.

Tailings Storage Capacity

The storage capacity of the TMF has been reviewed and determined to be sufficient for the proposed

Project. A bathymetric survey of the Tailings Pond, process mass and water balance, and tailings

gradations have been assessed and used to calculate the capacity of the impound:

The bathymetric survey, conducted in 2009, on a 50 m by 50 m grid, indicates that the Tailings

Pond has approximately 1.90 million cubic metres of storage capacity;

In order to maintain a minimum of 1 metre of water cover to inhibit tailings oxidation and

sufficient ‘free water volume’ to provide sufficient retention for settling of tailings solids the total

available volume in the impoundment is adjusted to approximately 1.65 million cubic metres.

Note this storage capacity has also been adjusted for the tailings deposited in the impoundment

during the toll milling contract with Anaconda Mining Inc. in 2009;

Based on the tailings gradation for Rambler’s process and the geological parameters of the

deposit material (ore), 1.5 million tonnes (approx.) of tailings will require approximately 1.0 to

1.1 million cubic metres of storage capacity; and

This storage capacity requirement has been calculated using assumed, conservative values for the settled

density of the tailings materials (1.4 to 1.5) compared to typical, published values for settled densities for

similar mineral deposits (1.6 to 1.8). Rambler will conduct controlled area tailings deposition with

bathymetric surveys to confirm the actual settled densities and storage capacity during operations.

Effluent Treatment and Control

The primary tailings effluent treatment will take place within the mill, prior to release to the TMF. Bench

testing for the new copper circuit and the resulting process effluent has shown that very minor levels of

thiosalts will be produced (0.1 tonnes per day). Evaluation of these thiosalt levels, process mass and

water balance, and the capacity of the TMF indicates that the thiosalt levels indicated will be easily

manageable without additional treatment or timed release of effluent from the TMF even with the
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reduced “free water” volume over time. Lime addition at the tailings sump box will be possible to

manage thiosalt concentrations if required.

As tailings are deposited in the impoundment over the course of the project, the free water volume

available for effluent retention in the Tailings Pond will be reduced. Rambler will constantly evaluate and

plan tailings deposition during operations within the impoundment to optimize effluent retention. Based

on the current estimated tailings effluent quality, tailings storage requirements, and the general operating

parameters of the TMF, there will be a sufficient free water volume maintained for effluent treatment

over the life of the Project. A schematic of the water/effluent flow for the site is provided on Figure WB 2

located in Appendix 6.

25.7.2.2 Waste Rock Disposal / Acid Rock Drainage

It is estimated that approximately 533,130 tonnes of waste rock will be generated during the initial 7

years of mining. However, the mine will also require approximately 723,170 tonnes of backfill for the

various stopes. While some of the waste rock will be brought to surface, ultimately all waste rock will be

utilized for underground backfill operations.

Given that the Ming Mine site contains mine waste material that is potentially acid generating (PAG), it is

important to design and operate the site in a manner that minimizes the impact on the surrounding

environment. Impacts from past operations are quite evident as vegetation has been destroyed and water

quality has been impaired in areas in and around the site.

Rambler plans to implement environmental controls to ensure operations are conducted in a manner

minimizing the impact to the environment as much as possible. In general, the environmental controls

are as follows:

Since some of the waste rock generated from underground development will be PAG, as

much of this material as possible will be kept underground to minimize the environmental

impact. Any waste rock that must be brought to surface will be stored within the proposed

engineered waste stockpile area near the Ming West Pit. All site runoff will be directed

toward to the Ming West catchment and processed through the WWTP. To avoid any long

term environmental liability all PAG brought to surface will eventually be stored back

underground to inhibit generation of acid;

All waste rock used to upgrade or construct site roads will be non PAG material;

An acid rock drainage (ARD) test program will be carried out to ensure proper identification

and separation of PAG and non PAG materials. To be conservative all waste and ore

materials are currently considered PAG for the purpose of planning, handling and storage

requirements;

Any PAG waste rock that is excavated to make way for building foundations will be

transported to the waste stockpile area and eventually will be placed underground;

All Mine water will be transferred to the Ming West catchment through a series of sumps

throughout the mine and treated and sampled prior to discharge; and

Continuous environmental monitoring and sampling of the effluent discharge water as well

as surface water locations on and around the site.
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25.7.2.3 Site Drainage

Ming Mine

The overall site slopes gradually from east to west. Site ditching and channels will be graded and routed

to discharge to a collection ditch which will run south to north along the west side of the site. This ditch

will incorporate typical storm drainage control, including check dams, and will discharge to the former

Ming West Open Pit. Water within the former Ming West Open Pit is directed to the site Waste Water

Treatment Plant (WWTP) and therefore all site drainage will be treated passively and actively prior to

discharge to the environment (South Brook). A schematic showing the water/effluent flow across the site

is presented in Appendix 2.

Mine water is also transferred to the Ming West catchment through a series of sumps throughout the

mine.

Nugget Pond

All site drainage is directed toward the Tailings Management Facility (TMF). All drainage is either reused

as process water or directed towards the Polishing Pond before final discharge to the environment. All

effluent will comply with the appropriate limits and regulations prior to final discharge.

Goodyear’s Cove

All site drainage is directed towards the marine environment and no freshwater body exists at the site.

25.7.2.4 General Waste Disposal

Domestic Waste

All non recyclable and non reusable domestic and solid waste will be stored in appropriate containers

then trucked to an approved landfill site. Domestic waste from the Ming Mine will either go to the Ming’s

Bight and/or Baie Verte landfill, Nugget Pond will dispose of their domestic waste at Snook’s Arm and the

domestic waste generated at Goodyear’s Cove will either go to the Town of South Brook landfill or

another approved facility, yet to be determined. Where possible, waste materials that can be recycled or

reused will be stored and/or trucked off site to a licensed recycling facility. Proper on site storage and

transportation will be provided. Any non hazardous process waste will be similarly handled.

Hazardous Waste

Any hazardous waste generated on site will be stored in accordance with the appropriate regulations and

moved off site by a licensed contractor to an approved facility. Currently there are no approved

hazardous waste facilities in Newfoundland; therefore any such waste will have to be moved outside the

Province. The Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) Regulations will apply the movement of such

waste.

Other Waste

Other waste materials including non hazardous industrial waste (tires, containers, pallets, etc.) and

technology related wastes (batteries, computers, etc) will be identified and a Waste Management Plan
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(WMP) will be implemented to ensure these materials are reused or recycled where possible and

practical.

25.7.2.5 Water Supply

Ming Mine

A detailed description of water use and supply for the Ming Mine is provided in Sections 25.6.2.7 through

25.6.2.10.

Nugget Pond

Potable Water

An existing artesian well system supplies Potable Water to the site. This well is routinely tested to ensure

it meets or exceeds Canadian Drinking Water Guidelines.

Mill Reclaim Water

Currently, mill reclaim water is extracted from the Tailings Pond in an area close to the Mill. For the

future operation of the mill, reclaim water will be drawn from the Tailing Pond and/or the Polishing Pond.

The new copper flotation circuit is sensitive to residual chemistry levels in the water reclaimed for the

process. If the water reclaimed from the Tailings Pond (current configuration) is not suitable for use in the

copper flotation circuit, the reclaim water pump will be moved (or a new one installed) at the Polishing

Pond. This would not be expected to significantly alter the water balance with respect to the TMF.

Process Water

The process water make up for the copper flotation concentrator will be based on reclaim of water from

the tailings pond and/ or polishing pond. The reclaim of water from the Tailings Pond will utilize the

existing pumping system. In the event that water will be reclaimed from the Polishing Pond, a new

pumping system will be installed to provide additional water make up for metallurgical processing.

Fire Protection Water

The mill building is protected by a smoke detection system as well as fire suppression. Multiple fire

extinguishers are placed in strategic areas as well as hose boxes and stand pipes on floors 1 & 2. Around

the site there are 4 fire hydrants and hose boxes complete with hoses, nozzles, and wrenches. A Fire

pump and jockey pump are located at the reclaim pump house which maintains pressure within the

system. All emergency response equipment is inspected and kept up to date on a regular basis. The fire

suppression requirements for the mill building extension are currently being evaluated with the final

building design to ensure compliance with all applicable codes.
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Goodyear’s Cove

Water use on site will be limited. All water will be trucked to the site for use and removed via pump truck

for disposal at the Nugget Pond site.

25.7.2.6 Emergency Response Plan

An Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is currently in place for existing operations; however, Rambler will

update the plan to reflect the addition of new site services and the transport of concentrate to the port

facility. A generic Table of Contents (TOC) for such a plan has been developed and is contained in

Appendix 6.

For each site, on site fire fighting and emergency response equipment will be maintained on site to

comply with all codes and regulations. Arrangements will also be made with the local emergency

response departments (fire, police, ambulatory) to ensure that these resources are available as the

primary response (as appropriate) or as backup to on site equipment and personnel.

25.7.2.7 Environmental Protection

Rambler is currently in the process of developing an Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) to include all

construction and operation for the entire project. A generic TOC for such a plan has been developed and

is contained in Appendix 6.

25.7.2.8 Waste Management Plan

A Waste Management Plan (WMP) is currently in place for existing operations; however, Rambler will

update the plan, as required, to incorporate any new operations.

25.7.2.9 Environmental Effects Monitoring

An Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) Program is currently in place for the Nugget Pond operation.

Rambler will consult with the appropriate regulatory agencies to determine the go forward requirements

for implementation.

25.7.3 Baseline Studies Required

It is not anticipated that any additional baseline studies are required.

25.7.4 Regulatory Processes

Federal and provincial environmental assessment processes are being followed during the development

of this project. The following sections provide a brief overview of those processes.

25.7.4.1 Federal Environmental Assessment Process

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act According to Section 5(d) of the Canadian Environmental

Assessment Act (CEAA), the need for the preparation of an Environmental Assessment (EA) is triggered

where a federal authority issues a “permit or license”, grants an approval or takes any other action for the
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purpose of enabling the Project to be carried out in whole or in part”. There are a number of federal

permits and authorizations, which are necessary to be issued for this project. The requirement for the

issuance of these authorizations will mean that the project will have to undergo an EA under CEAA. The

range of EA under CEAA can be as follows:

1. Screening;

2. Comprehensive study; and

3. Public Panel review.

This decision is commonly known as the “track decision”. The level of effort for each of these decision

points increases from the screening to the Panel review. Rambler has consulted with the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the Department of Environment (EC), departments which are most

commonly engaged in mining related issues, to describe the project and to obtain feedback on potential

environmental issues. Based on these consultations, there were no components of the proposed

undertaking anticipated to trigger and EA under the federal EA process.

The federal authorities have reviewed the Environmental Registration submitted to the provincial

Department of Environment and Conservation, as further described below, and based on this review, no

federal EA is required.

25.7.4.2 Provincial Environmental Assessment Process

The project is defined as an Undertaking under the Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Protection

Act (NLEPA) and is subject to Part X of the Environmental Protection Act as well as Section 33(2) of the

Environmental Assessment Regulations which state:

33(2) An undertaking that will be engaged in the mining, benefaction and preparing of a mineral

as defined in the Mineral Act whether or not these operations are to performed in conjunction

with a mine or at mills that will be operated separately shall be registered.

Once the project is registered with the Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Environment and

Conservation (NLDOEC), the Minister of the NLDOEC makes a decision on the level of assessment

required. The Minister has several options available under the legislation for such a decision as follows:

1. Release the project without further study;

2. Release the project with conditions;

3. Require an Environmental Preview Report to be prepared;

4. Require an Environmental Impact Statement to be prepared; and

5. Refer the project to a public review panel.

The decision on these options is known as the track decision.

If further assessment is required, the Minister will appoint an Assessment Committee of officials in

accordance with Section 5 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations. The committee will be

comprised of technical experts from government departments and agencies with an interest in the

project. The committee will be responsible to the minister for developing guidelines for the assessment

and judging the suitability of any subsequent documents that are submitted throughout the

Environmental Assessment.
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Unlike the federal process, the provincial environmental assessment process has regulated timelines

under which the Minister operates to give feedback and direction to project proponents.

The Environmental Registration for the Project was submitted to the NLDOEC on April 12, 2010 and the

company was official released from environmental assessment on May 27, 2010. The Ministers decision

outlined three conditions of release as outlined below, drafts for each of these reports have been

submitted with approval pending:

A Women’s Employment Plan must be submitted and approved by the Minister of Natural

Resources prior to the commencement of construction.

An Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) must be submitted and approved by the Minister of

Environment and Conservation prior to the commencement of construction.

Rambler Metals and Mining must provide additional information regarding anticipated

employment during the construction and operations phases of the project. This information

must be provided to the Department of Human Resources Labour and Employment prior to

construction.

With the approval of Environmental Assessment there are a number of specific federal, provincial and

municipal approvals that will be required as described in the following sections. These permits,

authorizations, and approvals are typical for an undertaking of this nature.

25.7.4.3 Federal and Provincial Permits, Approvals and Authorizations

The major permits and authorizations that are currently in place for the Mine site, Mill site, and

Goodyear’s Cove are listed in Table 25 7 1, below. The Nugget Pond mill is fully permitted operation,

however the current C of A permits, “care and maintenance” activities only. Minor permits (culverts,

septic, etc.) currently in place for the Ming Mine and Nugget Pond Mill have not been listed below for

existing operations. At Goodyear’s Cove, Rambler understands that an Instrument of Grant has been

issued to the Town of South Brook by Public Works and Government Services Canada for the use of this

facility.

Additional permits that may be required for development and operation of the Project are provided in

Table 25 7 2, below.

Table 25 7 1: Permits and Authorizations Currently in Place

GOVERNMENT AGENCY PERMIT, AUTHORIZATION, APPROVAL

PROVINCIAL AUTHORIZATIONS

Department of Natural Resources

Mines and Energy Branch Underground Magazine License Mine

Mines and Energy Branch Explosive Transportation Permit Mine

Mines and Energy Branch Application for Exploration Approval & Notice for Planned Mineral Mine

Mines Branch Quarry Permit Mine

Department of Government Services

Government Services Certificate of Approval – Storage and Handling of Associated Products –

Mine and Mill

Government Services Permit of Flammable and Combustible Liquid Storage and Dispensing

(above or below ground) and for bulk storage (above ground only) –
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Mine and Mill

Government Services Storage Tank System Application – Mine and Mill

Government Services Statutory Declaration for Registration of Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Fitting Fabricated in Newfoundland and Labrador – Mine and Mill

Department of Environment and Conservation

Pollution Prevention Division Certificate of Approval – Mine (WWTP) and Mill operation

FEDERAL AUTHORIZATIONS

Industry Canada Communication License – Mine and Mill

Industry Canada Radio License – Mine and Mill

Table 25 7 2: Additional Permits & Authorizations Required for the Project

GOVERNMENT AGENCY PERMIT, AUTHORIZATION, APPROVAL
ACTIVITY REQUIRING

COMPLIANCE

PROVINCIAL & MUNICIPAL AUTHORIZATIONS

Department of Environment and Conservation

Environmental Assessment

Division

Release from Environmental Registration General

Pollution Prevention Division Certificate of Approval for Construction and Operation General

Water Resource Division Schedule E – Environmental Approval of Pipe Crossing –

Water Intake

Water Supply from Admiral’s

Brook

Water Resource Division Certificate of Approval for Site Drainage Water run off for Project Site

Water Resource Division Water Use Authorization Water Supply from Admiral’s

Brook

Water Resource Division Certificate of Approval Water & Sewer Distribution

System

Water Resource Division Certificate of Approval Temporary AGM (ARD)

Storage

Pollution Prevention Division Certificate of Approval Industrial Facilities or

Processing Work

Pollution Prevention Division Environmental Protection Plan Construction General

Pollution Prevention Division Emergency Response Plan General

Pollution Prevention Division Environmental Effects Monitoring Plan Effluent Discharge

Department of Natural Resources

Mines Branch Development Plan General

Mines Branch Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (including financial

assistance)

General

Department of Government Services

Government Services License to Occupy Crown Land Occupy Land

Government Services Certificate of Approval Sewage Treatment Plant

Government Services Certificate of Approval Water Supply > 4,500 L/day

Government Services Building Accessibility Exemption General

Government Services Certificate of Plant Registration for Power, Heat,

Refrigeration, Compressed Gas or Combined Plant

General

Government Services Contractor’s License Pressure Piping System

Government Services Examination and Certification of Welders and Blazers General

Government Services Waste Management Plan General

Department of Transportation and Works

Transportation and Works Compliance Standard – Storing Handling and

Transportation Dangerous Goods

General

Municipal Approvals

Town of Baie Verte, Snook’s

Arm and South Brook

Development Permit for Activities within Town Boundary /

Approval to use Disposal Site

General

FEDERAL AUTHORIZATIONS

Transport Canada
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GOVERNMENT AGENCY PERMIT, AUTHORIZATION, APPROVAL
ACTIVITY REQUIRING

COMPLIANCE

Transport Canada Permit to Store, Handle and Transport Dangerous Goods General

Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Marine Environment and

Habitat Management

Division

Authorization for Harmful Alteration, Disruption or

Destruction (HADD) of Aquatic Habitat or letter of advice

stating that an authorization is not required

Any work that could impact

fish habitat – not anticipated

Canadian Coast Guard Navigable Waters Protect Act (referral) Water Intake at Admiral’s

Brook

Environment Canada

Environment Canada Compliance Standard – Fisheries Act, Section 36 (3),

Deleterious Substances

Any Project Related Run off

or site discharge

25.7.5 Federal Authorizations

Several key federal reviews, authorizations, and approvals required for the Project are noted in Tables 25

7 1 and 25 7 2 above, and described in additional detail in the sections below.

25.7.5.1 Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is responsible for authorizations made under the Fisheries Act with

respect to the anticipated requirement for a subsection 35(2) authorization for HADD of fish habitat and

for a section 32 authorization for the destruction of fish by any means other than fishing. The existing TMF

is permitted for that purpose and therefore additional authorizations for this facility are not required with

respect to the Fisheries Act. The only other fish and fish habitat related work will be the installation of the

water supply intake at Admiral’s Brook. As this infrastructure will be designed and installed in accordance

with DFO recommended measures for fish and fish habitat protection (e.g. fish screens), DFO approval is

not expected to be onerous.

25.7.5.2 Transport Canada

If a body of water is used or altered, approval will be required from Transport Canada under Section 5(1)

and Section 23 of the Navigable Waters Protection Act. The later is for destroying public access to and

right to navigation on a water body. This approval requires federal cabinet approval and could take 8 to

12 months. The actual decision would be based on a field investigation and any historic use of the pond

for navigation purposes. The two project components which relate to water bodies include the TMF

which has already been permitted for this purpose, and the proposed water supply intake at Admiral’s

Brook which will be constructed to minimize in water work to the intake pipe only.

25.7.5.3 Environment Canada

Environment Canada’s mandate encompasses a wide range of responsibilities under the Environment

Protection Act. Other significant statutes that relate to this project include the Fisheries Act (section 36)

and the Metal Mining Effluent Regulations (MMER), Migratory Birds Convention Act, Species at Risk Act

and the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.

25.7.6 Provincial Authorizations

Several key provincial reviews, authorizations, and approvals required for the Project are noted in Tables

25 7 1 and 25 7 2X above, and described in additional detail in the sections below.
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25.7.6.1 Department of Environment and Conservation

Under the Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Protection Act (NLEPA), it will be necessary to

obtain an approval to construct and operate the Mine/Mill. Also under the Water Resources Act (WRA) it

will be necessary to obtain approval for the use of water bodies (for water supply and waste disposal).

These authorizations are only issued once the EA process is complete.

25.7.6.2 Department of Natural Resources

Under the Newfoundland and Labrador Environmental Protection Act (NLEPA), it will be necessary to

obtain an approval to construct and operate the Mine/Mill. Also under the Water Resources Act (WRA) it

will be necessary to obtain approval for the use of water bodies (for water supply). With the EA process

complete, applications to obtain these operations and approvals to construct the Ming Mine vent raise

and the building for the copper circuit at Nugget Pond have already been received.

25.7.6.3 Municipal Authorizations

Rambler’s mining lease falls within the jurisdiction of the Town of Baie Verte. As such, all activities at the

mine site will be subject to the development regulations of the Town. It will also be necessary to obtain

approvals for off site activities such as waste disposal should Rambler elect to use the Town’s waste

disposal site.

Rambler will also obtain any necessary approvals the Town of Snook’s Arm for the Nugget Pond facility

and the Town of South Brook for any issues related to the Goodyear’s Cove port facility, as required.

25.7.7 Site Rehabilitation and Closure

Sections 8, 9 and 10 of the provincial Mining Act deal with rehabilitation and closure plans for mining

projects. Section 8 states that progressive rehabilitation shall be undertaken throughout the life of the

project. Section 9 deals with the broader issues of rehabilitation either progressively or upon closure.

Section 10 outlines the financial assurance requirements for the rehabilitation of the project, which can

be drawn upon by the minister in the event of non performance by the owner. The section also outlines

the authority of the Minister to act in such circumstances.

While not mentioned explicitly in the Act, there is a general requirement now that post operations

monitoring be part of the mine rehabilitation plan and/or the license to operate. It is expected that such

monitoring be undertaken until it can be demonstrated that drainage off the site is not having an impact

on the environment. Guidelines for the Rehabilitation and Closure Plans and Financial Assurance are

contained in Appendix 6.

For the purposes of this report the site rehabilitation and closure costs are estimated at $2,706,860 CAD

of which $1,364,435 is currently secured in favour of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

These costs were estimated by the Stantec Consulting Ltd. through the comparison of similar active

mining operations in Newfoundland and Labrador, evaluation of the existing Rehabilitation and Closure

Plan and Cost Estimate in place for the Nugget Pond Facility, and based on the current plans and designs

for the proposed undertaking. The basis for the current cost estimate is provided in Appendix 6.
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A detailed Site Rehabilitation and Closure plan is currently being developed for the project for submission

to the NLDNR to satisfy the conditions under the Mining Act. A brief overview of rehabilitation and

closure activities for each component of the project are provided in the sections below.

25.7.7.1 Ming Mine

Once mining is completed and all reserves depleted, all surface and underground infrastructure will be

removed, all mine wastes will be returned underground, all underground openings will be properly

sealed, and the ground surface will be reclaimed and re vegetated. The rehabilitation and closure work at

this site will address historical liabilities, including mine waste at surface, unprotected mine openings, and

deteriorated surface infrastructure.

25.7.7.2 Nugget Pond

A Rehabilitation and Closure Plan has been previously completed and accepted by NLDNR for the existing

Nugget Pond Facilities; however, this will be updated to include the proposed addition to the mill, which

will house the copper flotation circuit and other minor alterations to the site. In general, all buildings and

infrastructure will be removed, permanent spillways will be established in the dams to establish

continuous flow patterns, and all disturbed areas will be reclaimed and re vegetated.

25.7.7.3 Goodyear’s Cove

This site is currently owned by the Town of South Brook, and once the facility is no longer needed by

Rambler, the lease agreement will be terminated. As part of the termination of the lease, any

infrastructure installed or moved to the site will be offered for sale to the owner. Any infrastructure not

purchased by the owner will be removed from the site and the site will be returned to the condition at the

time of commencement of the lease.

25.7.8 Socio Economic Issues

25.7.8.1 Employment

It is estimated that a total workforce of approximately 158 full time employees will be required for the

operations phase of this project. While the Baie Verte peninsula and the immediate area has had a long

history of mining activity, out migration and the presence of several other operating mines in the general

area (Pine Cove and Duck Pond), may, lead to a shortage of skilled workers for the project.

A skills inventory on the Baie Verte Peninsula has been compiled to determine the availability of workers

to meet the project’s needs. Rambler does not feel there will be shortage of skilled labor for the

operation.

Local residents will be given preference for any available opportunities. Should the expertise required not

be available locally, Rambler will advertise provincially first and go outside of the province, if necessary.

The direct to indirect ratio for employment is anticipated to be 1:3.

Rambler currently owns a fully equipped staff house that can accommodate approximately 15 persons

should outside workers be required for extended periods.
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Ming Mine

Construction of the proposed above ground improvements at the Mine Site is expected to be completed

over an 8 month construction timetable, including a portion in winter conditions. Work will include road

and site development areas (excavation, gravels, drainage, buried services, septic, lighting, fencing, gates,

etc), maintenance shop, office facility and miscellaneous items(fuel tank, generator, storage tank,

barriers, etc). It is estimated that construction at the Mine Site would create about 40,000 manhours of

employment with an average of 25 (peaking at 70) people working on project construction at the Mine

Site, injecting approximately $2.0 M of labour compensation into the provincial economy. Refer to Table

25 7 3 for contracted labour force requirements. In general, the work force is expected to be drawn from

construction labour in the immediate vicinity, although there may be some specialty trades required for

items such as tanks, depending on the final design and materials of construction.

Table 25 7 3: Contracted Labour required at the Mine during Construction

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment
# of Personnel

Construction

Operator 7421 Part 1 – 5 months 3 – 7

Siteworks

Tradesperson
7611/7612 Part 1 – 6 months 5 – 10

Building Civil

Tradesperson

7251/7252/7263/

7271/7282/7284/

7291/7293/7294/

7295

Part 1 – 8 months 1 – 50

Building

Mechanical

Tradesperson

7311/7313 Part 1 – 5 months 2 – 5

Building Electrical

Tradesperson
7242/7333 Part 5 months 5

Supervision
7212/7213/7214

7215/7216/7217
Part 1 – 8 months 1 4

Total 25 70

As indicated in Table 25 7 4, below Rambler estimates that there will be approximately 109 employees

required underground at full production. In addition, some work at the mine will be contracted out

including security, exploration drillers, underground equipment operators, and ore truck operators. It is

currently estimated that there will be a contracted labour force of 24 to 26 at the Ming Mine operation.

Table 25 7 4: Labour Required at the Mine during Operations

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment

# of

Personnel

Rambler Employees

Supervision

Mine

Superintendant
8221 Full 7 years 1

Shifter 8221 Full 7 years 4

Safety & Trainer 2263 Full 7 years 1
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FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment

# of

Personnel

Rambler Employees

Development

Jumbo Operator 8231 Full 7 years 8

Rock Truck

Operator
8231

Full
7 years 8

Scoop Operator 8231 Full 7 years 4

Ground Support 8614 Full 7 years 16

Production

Super Swellex &

Construction
8231

Full
7 years 4

Longhole Blaster 8231 Full 7 years 4

Scoop Operator

(production)
8231

Full
7 years 8

Scoop Operator

(Rock Filling)
8231

Full
7 years 4

Rock Truck

Operator
8231

Full
7 years 16

Services

Service Man &

Labor
8614

Full
7 years 8

Dryman/Lampman 8411 Full 7 years 1

Maintenance

Foreman Mechanic

/ Electrician
7312/7242

Full
7 years 1

Mechanic 7312 Full 7 years 12

Helper Mechanic 7312 Full 7 years 4

Electrician 7242 Full 7 years 4

Helper Electrician 7242 Full 7 years 1

Total 109

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment

# of

Personnel

Contracted Labour

Production

Diamond Driller
8231 Full 7 years 8

Production Driller 8231 Full 7 years 8

Mine Security 6651 Full 7 years 4

Surface Ore Haulage 8231 Full 7 years 5

Surface Ore Loading 8231 Full 7 years 1

Total 26

Nugget Pond Mill

The Mill Site construction is primarily for the proposed 1230 m
2
, 16 m high, concentrator building

although some roadway or yard improvements may be included throughout the site. The building is

proposed with concrete footing and mass foundations, concrete slabs and trenches, structural steel

framing, metal cladding, flat roof, insulated, partial mezzanine floor, and various tank and equipment

foundations. It is estimated that construction at the Mill Site would create about 60,000 manhours of

employment with an average of 40 (peaking at 100) people working over an 8 month period on project

construction at the Mill Site, injecting approximately $3.0 M of labour compensation into the provincial
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economy. Refer to Table 25 7 5 for contracted labour force requirements. The bulk of the work is for

standard construction trades that should be available in this part of the province.

Table 25 7 5 Contracted Labour required at Nugget Pond during Construction

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment
# of Personnel

Construction

Operator

7421 Part 1 – 6 months 2 – 5

Siteworks

Tradesperson

7611/7612 Part 1 – 3 months 10 – 11

Building Civil

Tradesperson

7251/7252/7263/

7271/7282/7284/

7291/7293/7294/

7295

Part 1 – 8 months 5 – 80

Building Mechanical

Tradesperson

7311/7313 Part 1 – 6 months 1 – 10

Building Electrical

Tradesperson

7242/7333 Part 1 – 6 months 1 – 8

Supervision

7212/7213/7214

7215/7216/7217

Part 1 – 8 months 1 4

Concentrator

Mechanical
7311 Part 2 6 months 5 15

Concentrator

Electrical
7242 Part 2 4 months 2 6

Concentrator

Mechanical and

Electrical Supervision

7216/7212 Part 4 6 months 2 4

Total 40 100

The existing gold hydrometallurgical facility requires 22 employees during operation, however under care

and maintenance (current condition), 5 employees are working at the site. To retrofit and operate the

facility as base metals concentrator an additional 6 employees will be required, in addition to the 22

previously required (Table 25 7 6).
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In addition, security for the site will be contracted out. It is currently estimated that there will be a

contracted labour force of 4 at the Nugget Pond operation.

Table 25 7 6: Labour required at the Nugget Pond Mill during Production

FUNCTION POSITION
NOC Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment
# of PERSONNEL

Rambler Employees

Management

Mill Superintendent 8221 Full 7 years 1

Administrative/ Mill

Clerk
1414 Full 7 years 1

Metallurgist 2142 Full 7 years 1

Senior Analytical

Chemist
2112 Full 7 years 1

Analytical Technician 2211 Full 7 years 2

Total 6

Operations

Senior Control Room

Operator
9231 Full 7 years 4

Crushing Operator 9411 Full 7 years 2

Grinding Operator 9411 Full 7 years 4

Floatation Operator 9411 Full 7 years 4

Product Dewatering

Operator
9411 Full 7 years 4

Total 18

Maintenance

Pipe fitter and

Millwright
7213/7311 Full 7 years 2

Electricians 7242 Full 7 years 2

Total 4

Grand Total 28

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment
# of PERSONNEL

Contracted Labour

Operations Mill Security 6651 Full 7 years 4

Total 4

Goodyear’s Cove

A 6 month construction period is proposed at the Port Site where a 1250 sq m building is proposed to

receive, store and load concentrate to bulk carrier ships. The building is erected on raised concrete walls

for the storage area and trucks offload the material from an elevated platform. It is estimated that

construction at the Port Site would create about 30,000 manhours of employment with an average of 25

(peaking at 50) people working on project construction at the Port Site, injecting approximately $1.5 M of

labour compensation into the provincial economy. Refer to Table 25 7 7 for contracted labour force

requirements Most of the work would involve standard construction trades available in the area but the

type of structure may also require a small compliment of specialized workers, depending on the final

design.
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Table 25 7 7: Contracted Labour required at Goodyear’s Cove during Construction and Operations

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment

# of

PERSONNEL

Contracted Labour

Construction

Operator 7421 Part 1 – 5 months 1 5

Siteworks Tradesperson 7611/7612 Part 1 – 3 months 8 9

Building Civil

Tradesperson

7251/7252/7263/

7271/7282/7284/

7291/7293/7294/

7295

Part 1 – 5 months 10 30

Building Mechanical

Tradesperson
7311/7313 Part 1 – 4 months 1 4

Building Electrical

Tradesperson
7242/7333 Part 1 – 4 months 2 5

Supervision
7212/7213/7214

7215/7216/7217
Part 1 – 6 months 2 3

Storage Facility Process

Mechanical
7311 Part 1 – 2 months 2 4

Storage Facility Process

Electrical
7242 Part 1 – 2 months 2 3

Process Mechanical and

Electrical Supervision
7216/7212 Part 1 – 2 months 1

FUNCTION POSITION NOC
Full/Part

time

Length of

Employment

# of

PERSONNEL

Operations
Loader Operator 7421 Full 7 Years 1

Ship Loading 7451 Part 7 Years 4

Total 25 50

There will be no Rambler employees stationed at Goodyear’s Cove. Work at the port will be contracted

out including haulage truck operators and ship loading equipment operators. It is currently estimated that

there will be a contracted labour force of 6 at the Goodyear’s Cove facility.

Overall Project

As detailed in Table 25 7 8, Rambler anticipates that approximately 19 general and administrative

employees will be required to successfully operate the project.

Table 25 7 8: General and Administration Manpower

FUNCTION POSITION NOC CODE Full/Part time
Length of

Employment

# of

PERSONNEL

Administration

General Manager 0811 Full 7 years 1

Administrative Clerk 1414 Full 7 years 1

Safety, Health and

Environment
2263 Full

7 years
1

Financial Controller 0111 Full 7 years 1

Accounting Clerk 1431 Full 7 years 1

Buyer 1225 Full 7 years 1

Environment
Environment

Technician
2231 Full

7 years
1

Warehouse Warehouse Person 7452 Full 7 years 1
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FUNCTION POSITION NOC CODE Full/Part time
Length of

Employment

# of

PERSONNEL

Production HR Person 0112 Full 7 years 1

Total Administration 9

Geology Department

Chief Exploration

Geologist
2113 Full

7 years
1

Senior Project

Geologist
2113 Full

7 years
1

Mine Geologist 2113 Full 7 years 1

Junior Geologist 2113 Full 7 years 1

Geo Technician 2212 Full 7 years 1

Total Geology 5

Engineering Department

Chief Engineer 2143 Full 7 years 1

Engineer 2143 Full 7 years 1

Junior Engineer 2143 Full 7 years 1

Surveyor 2154 Full 7 years 1

Total Engineering 4

Grand Total 18

25.7.8.2 Training

Rambler plans to establish a relationship with private colleges such as Corona College in Springdale, NL to

provide training to all employees where necessary. Other institutions such as the Baie Verte campus of

the College of the North Atlantic may also be able to assist in this regard if the need arises.

25.7.8.3 Gender Equity

Under the provincial environmental assessment process, one of the socio economic issues to normally

emerge is that of gender equity. The provincial Women’s Policy Office, the NL Departments of Natural

Resources and the Environment and Conservation, are very active in pursuing this issue, particularly for

major projects in the province. Rambler has established a gender equity policy which promotes Rambler’s

hiring process, and relates to remuneration, retention, training, and promotion policies.

25.7.8.4 Economic Impact

Given that the project is located in the heart of the Baie Verte peninsula there will be local economic

impacts. In addition, there will be regional and provincial needs for the provision of goods and services

hence creating economic impacts throughout the Province. The impacts can be broken down for

construction, operations and post closure. The requirements for goods and services will change over time,

depending on the phase of the project. Currently the construction and development capital (including

sustaining capital over the life of mine) cost are estimated to be $54 million with annual operating

expenditures of approximately $23 million over the 6 year life of mine.

25.7.8.5 Purchasing Policies

Rambler will purchase goods and services on a local, regional and provincial level to the extent that it is

economically viable. Rambler will develop a purchasing policy that can be promoted in the provincial

Environmental Assessment (EA) process and to potential suppliers separate from that process. As the

project advances and the need for goods and services increases, Rambler will develop a regular supplier

form and an electronic means to advertise requirements for same. A supplier database should will be

developed that would match the suppliers against project needs. These initiatives will be developed with
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local capacity to respond in mind and will, if properly implemented, advance Rambler’s image as a good

corporate citizen and also demonstrate efforts to maximize economic benefits to the province. Rambler

will monitor the success in using Newfoundland suppliers and make adjustments in policies as appropriate

to maximize use of local suppliers.

25.7.8.6 Public Information and Consultations

Rambler has been conducting public consultation throughout the project on an on going basis, focusing

on physical, environmental and socio economic aspects of the project.

Presentations have been delivered to such groups as:

o Municipal Councils;

o Community and Stakeholder Groups; and

o Chamber of Commerce and other business associations.

Public consultation will continue as the project progresses.

Public Meetings

Rambler conducted public meetings in Baie Verte, Ming’s Bight and South Brook on February 4, February,

8 and February 23, 2010, respectively. The purpose of the meeting was to describe the proposed project

and activities associated with it, and to provide an opportunity for all interested persons to request

information or state their concerns. The outcome of the meetings was favourable. Advertising

information, a copy of the meeting components, and minutes are contained within Appendix 6.
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25.8 Project Schedule

25.8.1 Project Gantt Chart

The overall project construction schedule is shown in Appendix 6.

The effect anticipated startup date for full commercial production is Q3 2011.

Both the project financing and environmental assessment are completed therefore have not been

included in this schedule.
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25.9 Operating Costs

25.9.1 Project Operating Cost Summary

Table 25 9 1 shows the estimated Rambler mine site operating cost ($ tonne milled) at the average annual

production rate of 220,000 tonnes per year.

Table 25 9 1: Project Operating Cost Summary

Function $/tonne

Mining 62.55

General and Admin. 12.29

Sub total 74.84

Processing $15.70

Port operations and transportation 0.59

Ore transportation & concentrate handling 12.16

Treatment and Refining ($35/t & 40.35/t) 3.93

Royalties (Buyout & Payment @ 1.5% NSR) 2.63

Reclamation 1.04

Total Site Costs $ 110.89

25.9.2 Underground Mine Operating Cost

Table 25 9 2 shows the estimated Rambler mine site operating cost. Costs include general and

administration cost.

The underground operating cost estimate presented in this section was prepared by Rambler Metals and

Mining and approved by Stantec.
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Table 25 9 2: Underground Operating Cost Summary ($CAD)

Function 2,011 2,012 2,013 2,014 2,015 2,016

Total Cost Mining (000's) 15,940 18,035 18,771 17,895 15,015 13,149

Tonnes per Year (000's) 182 227 215 216 224 190

Cost Per Tonne Mining 87.58 79.38 87.11 82.89 67.06 69.33

Labour (000's)

Direct Cost Labour 2,045 2,704 2,931 2,780 1,899 1,605

Total Indirects 4,508 4,681 4,681 4,242 4,068 4,068

Indirects Less G&A 3,023 3,197 3,197 2,849 2,675 2,675

Total G&A 1,485 1,485 1,485 1,393 1,393 1,393

Administration 695 695 695 695 695 695

Geology & Engineering 789 789 789 698 698 698

Total 6,553 7,386 7,613 7,022 5,967 5,673

Materials and Operating Services (000's)

Direct Material 1,636 2,102 2,147 1,927 1,198 955

Direct Equipment Operating 1,657 2,339 3,062 3,241 2,498 2,199

Indirect Mobile Equipment Operating 640 640 640 640 640 640

Indirect Equipment Operating/ Supplies 646 664 671 661 637 631

Total G&A 1,266 1,266 1,266 1,266 1,266 1,266

Administration 1,161 1,161 1,161 1,161 1,161 1,161

Geology & Engineering 105 105 105 105 105 105

Equipment Lease and Rental 1,782 1,861 1,588 1,588 1,460 524

Propane (Mine Air and Building Heating) 730 730 730 730 730 730

Power 1,030 1,048 1,054 822 620 532

Total 9,387 10,650 11,159 10,873 9,048 7,476

The mine operating cost at the full production rate of 630 mtpd. The model is based on a build up from

the first principles including quantity of work, equipment operating costs, maintenance costs, manpower

costs and mining supplies. The planned operating schedule is 360 days per year, two 11 hour shifts per

day. Equipment operating and repair costs have been allocated to the appropriate functions. Mine

maintenance includes labour, general supplies and the operating costs for the maintenance service

vehicles for both mobile and stationary maintenance. Energy costs are included in the administration

section. The propane is for the mine air heating.

25.9.3 General and Administration Costs

The general and administration (“G&A”) operating cost at full production is estimated at $US 12.29 per

tonne mined for a production of 630 mtpd. Technical services are included in this section.

Rambler’s G&A manpower estimate is shown in Table 25 9 3.
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Table 25 9 3: General and Administration Manpower

Administration

Number

Function Position Production (mtpd)

630

Administration General Manager 1

Administrative Clerk 1

Safety, Health and Environment 1

Financial Controller 1

Accounting Clerk 1

Buyer 1

Environment Environment Technician 1

Warehouse Warehouse Person 1

Production HR Person 1

Total Administration 9

Geology Department

Number

Function Position Production (mtpd)

630

Chief Exploration Geologist 1

Senior Project Geologist 1

Mine Geologist 1

Junior Geologist 1

Geo Technician 1

Total Geology 5

Engineering Department

Number

Function Position Production (mtpd)

630

Chief Engineer 1

Engineer 1

Junior Engineer 1

Surveyor 1

Total Engineering 4

GRAND TOTAL 18

The G&A cost estimate include the following items in addition to salaries and benefits:

• Computer & Phone

• Office Supplies

• Travelling Expenses

• Freight and Courier

• Consulting

• Permit and Mining Claims
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• Insurances

• Property Taxes

• Safety Material

• Vehicle Rental, Gas & Maintenance

• Donation

• Building Maintenance

• Definition Diamond Drilling

• Professional Fees

25.9.4 Mineral Processing Operating Cost Estimate

25.9.4.1 Estimate Basis

The mineral processing operating cost estimate includes labour, electrical power, reagents, analytical cost

and consumables for the operation of the new copper flotation plant, existing crushing, grinding, gold

hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment circuits at the Nugget Pond site and for operation of the

Goodyear's Cove Port concentrate storage site. The mineral processing operating cost estimate only

includes the items defined in this section and does not represent the total operating costs for the project.

The mineral processing operating cost estimate presented in this section was prepared by Thibault &

Associates Inc.

General Assumptions

Annual operating costs are based on mineral processing rate of 696 dry tonne/day of ore and is

determined by the maximum processing capacity of the existing grinding circuit. With exception to

the existing grinding circuit, all other mineral processing operations have been sized to process 1,000

dry tonne/day of ore.

Mineral processing plant annual availability factor of 90%.

The estimate is based on second quarter 2010 costs.

All costs are presented in Canadian dollars.

Currency exchange rate of $1.05 Canadian dollars = $1.00 US dollar.

Operating cost estimate does not include Federal or Provincial sales tax.

The project will be built in accordance with the work scope, drawings, design criteria, execution plan

and schedule as defined by this study.

Reagents

Reagents are used at the Nugget Pond site only. Reagent consumption rates for the grinding, flotation and

gold hydromet circuits were calculated based on reagent dosages used in the locked cycle flotation test

on the Composite metallurgical sample and in the flotation tailings gold cyanide leach test program (see

Section 18.1). Reagent consumption rates for the hydromet tailings treatment system are based on typical

values as defined in the INCO SO2 / Air Cyanide Destruction Operating Manual (INCO Limited, 1997)

prepared for Richmont Mines. Reagent costs are based on vendor budgetary quotes including delivery

FOB the Nugget Pond site as shown in Table 25 9 4.
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Table 25 9 4: Reagent Budgetary Costs FOB Nugget Pond Site

Reagent Unit Unit Cost

Lime (Ca(OH)2) shipped in bulk bags tonne $500.00

Zinc Sulfate (ZnSO4 H2O) shipped in bulk bags kg $1.44

Sodium Cyanide (NaCN) shipped in bulk bags kg $2.18

Methyl Isobutyl Carbinol (MIBC) shipped in drums kg $4.74

Aerophine 3418A shipped in drums kg $11.33

Flocculant (Ciba E 10) shipped in 25 kg bags kg $5.94

Copper Sulfate (CuSO4 5H2O) shipped in 25kg bags kg $4.43

SodiumMetabisulphite (Na2S2O5) Kg $0.99

Caustic (50% NaOH solution) shipped in drums tonne $350.00

Operation Consumables

The cost for wear parts in the mineral processing plant at the Nugget Pond site and at the Goodyear’s

Cove Port site includes crusher wear parts, grinding media, mill liners and lifters, screen and filter cloth

replacement, crucibles, fuel for the gold furnace and miscellaneous safety supplies. Crushing and grinding

media wear rates were based on the measured abrasion index for sample A from the 1807 zone face.

Pricing of consumables was based on budgetary quotations from vendors.

Electrical Power

A motor and electrical load list was prepared based on preliminary P&ID's for the Nugget Pond copper

concentrator, gold hydromet and tailings treatment systems and for the Goodyear's Cove Port location.

The Nugget Pond site mineral processing electrical power consumption includes crushing and grinding and

heat/ventilation as well as the main copper concentrator, gold hydromet and tailings treatment process

loads. The Goodyear's Cove Port site electrical power consumption includes operating of process

equipment and heat/ventilation.

The average operating electrical load for new motors to be installed within the copper flotation circuit

and concentrate storage facility at Goodyear’s Cove and for refurbishment of the existing gold hydromet

circuit, was estimated by defining the fraction of each day that each motor or electrical load operates and

the percentage of rated power consumed during operation. The average electrical load for operation of

the balance of the existing grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment plant was estimated

based on a review of power consumption and billing records. Summer and winter electrical loads were

calculated separately to account for heat loads in the winter months and different demand charges in

summer and winter months. The electrical power cost was based on the most recent industrial power

rates from Newfoundland Power Inc. (Effective January 1, 2010), including the basic customer charge,

demand charge and energy charge as shown in Table 25 9 5.
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Table 25 9 5: Newfoundland Power Inc. Electricity Rates Effective January 1, 2010

Nugget Pond Site Goodyear’s Cove Port Site

Service 1000 kVA and over 110 kVA – 1000 kVA

Basic Customer Charge $185.23 per month $92.61 per month

Demand Charge Winter (1) $7.04 per kVA $7.45 per kVA

Demand Charge Summer (1) $5.54 per kVA $5.95 per kVa

Energy Charge $0.07229 per kwh first 100,000 kwh

$0.06122 per kwh excess

$0.08581 per kwh

NOTE: (1) Winter is defined as December, January, February, and March. Summer charges apply to

other months.

Labour

The mineral processing labour cost for the Nugget Pond and Goodyear's Cove Port sites includes

management and support staff, sampling technician, process operators (including labourers), and

maintenance staff (including tradespersons and labourers). Operations staff work on 12 hour shifts as

required for 24 hour per day operation of the concentrator and gold hydromet circuits. Management,

support, technical and maintenance staff work on day shift only for 5 days per week. The number of

employees required for each duty for operation of the copper concentrator was based on typical

operating productivities and maintenance requirements from similar operations. The number of

employees required for each duty for operation of the grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet tailings

treatment circuits was based on data from the previous operation. The hourly labour costs were provided

by Rambler Metals and Mining Canada Limited and are based on non unionized personnel employed by

the owner and not contract labour services. The labour cost for each position includes base salary plus

15% for payroll burden. The number of employees required for each position is summarized in Tables 25

9 6.

Table 25 9 6: Number of Employees Required for Nugget Pond Mineral Processing Plant Operation

Personnel

Quantity for

Flotation Only

Quantity for

Flotation and

Gold Hydromet

Annual

Salary per

Worker

MANAGEMENT, SUPPORT, AND TECHNICAL STAFF

Plant Manager 1 1 $85,000

Administrative/Mill Clerk 1 1 $43,174

Metallurgist 0 0 $66,959

Technician 1 1 $64,146

Subtotal 3 3

OPERATIONS, LABOURERS, AND SUPERVISION

Operations and Maintenance General Foreman 1 1 $70,877

Crushing Operators 1 1 $64,146

Grinding Operators 4 4 $64,146

Flotation Operators 4 4 $64,146

Product Dewatering Operators 4 4 $64,146
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Leach and CIP Operators 0 4 $64,146

Carbon Strip and Gold Refining Operators 0 0 $64,146

General Labourers/Concentrate Load out 1 1 $43,174

Subtotal 15 19

MAINTENANCE AND LABOURERS

Millwrights 0 0 $66,959

Electrician and Instrumentation Technicians 1 1 $66,959

Welders 1 1 $66,959

General Labourer 1 1 $43,174

Subtotal 3 3

TOTAL MINERAL PROCESSING PERSONNEL 21 25

Maintenance Consumables

Maintenance consumables include repairs and maintenance for process equipment such as bearings, belt,

motor and pump impeller replacement, etc. Parts used annually for mechanical and electrical equipment

were estimated as 2.5% of the initial process equipment capital cost. Similarly, annual repair parts for

control valves and instruments was estimated as 2.5% of the initial capital cost for these items. An

allowance has also been made for grease and lubricants.

Support Laboratories

The cost for assays by a service laboratory has been included based on an estimated number of assays

each year for metallurgical performance and environmental compliance. Assay costs are based on use of

an external (third party) assay lab.

Contingency

A contingency of 7.5% of the total mineral processing operating cost has been applied to allow for

uncertainty of estimated quantities and consumption rates and minor changes to unit pricing of

consumables. The contingency does not cover additional project operating costs incurred as a result of

work scope changes, project risk factors, project exclusions, or project execution strategy changes.

Exclusions

The following cost items are not included in the mineral processing operating cost estimate:

Price escalation for reagents, materials, consumables, utilities, equipment or labour

Changes in project work scope definition

Currency exchange rate fluctuations

Research and development or exploration expenses

Mineral or process technology royalty fees

Interest

Sales taxes (HST/GST) or duties

Property taxes

Insurance
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Health and safety supplies or training

Technical training costs

Technical support by external consultants

Marketing and sales costs

Packaging and shipping costs

Site administration costs

Corporate office costs

Annual environmental and operating permit fees

Mining operating costs

Operating costs for surface infrastructure at Ming's Bight Road Mine site

Costs for transportation of ore to Nugget Pond site or transportation of concentrate to Goodyear's

Cove Port site

Cost for transportation of process water to Goodyear’s Cove Port site or transportation of gray water

to Nugget Pond site.

Utility costs for buildings on the Nugget Pond site other than the proposed new concentrator building

and the existing grinding, gold hydromet and tailings treatment building.

Rental or fuel/maintenance costs for mobile equipment at the Nugget Pond site or Goodyear's Cove

Port site for material handling and concentrate loading.

Accuracy

Based on the level of definition of the project, the mineral processing operating cost estimate is

considered to be class III according to the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineers ("AACE")

under guidelines 17R 97 (article AACE.05) with an estimated accuracy in the range of 10% +20%.

25.9.4.2 Mineral Processing Operating Cost for Copper Flotation Concentrator and Concentrate Storage

Facility

The mineral processing cost for operation of the new copper flotation concentrator, existing grinding

circuit and Goodyear’s Cove concentrate storage facility is defined in Table 25 9 7.

Table 25 9 7: Mineral Processing Operating Cost Estimate Summary for Copper Flotation Concentrator

Description Annual Cost
Cost per Tonne of

Ore Processed

Reagents $442,942 $1.94

Process Consumables $643,511 $2.82

Electrical Power
1

$882,384 $3.86

Labour (Operating and Maintenance) $1,317,361 $5.76

Maintenance Consumables $152,394 $0.67

Support Laboratories $104,500 $0.46

Contingency $265,732 $1.162

ANNUAL MINERAL PROCESSING OPERATING COST ESTIMATE: $3,808,824 $16.66

Note
1
: Includes port utilities that have been captured under Port Operation
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25.9.4.3 Mineral Processing Operating Cost for Integrated Copper Flotation Concentrator and Gold

Hydromet System

The mineral processing cost for operation of the new copper flotation concentrator, existing grinding,

gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment circuits at the Nugget Pond site and Goodyear’s Cove

concentrate storage facility is defined in Table 25 9 8.

Table 25 9 8: Mineral Processing Operating Cost Estimate Summary for Integrated Copper Flotation

Concentrator, Concentrate Storage Facility and Gold Hydromet System

Description Annual Cost
Cost per Tonne of

Ore Processed

Reagents $1,859,875 $8.14

Process Consumables $684,666 $3.00

Electrical Power $1,130,543 $4.95

Labour (Operating and Maintenance) $1,573,945 $6.88

Maintenance Consumables $166,956 $0.73

Support Laboratories $143,000 $0.63

Contingency $416,924 $1.82

ANNUAL MINERAL PROCESSING OPERATING COST ESTIMATE: $5,975,909 $26.14

25.9.5.4 Port Operations and Transportation

For purposes of this report shipping quotes were received for three oversea ports: 1) Antwerp, Belgium 2)

Hamburg, Germany, and 3) Huelva, Spain. Based on the shipping cost per tonne for all three ports an

average cost per tonne was calculated and included in the Indicative Economic Viability model. In addition

to the concentrate shipping fees there is also a $ per tonne cost for trucking the concentrate from the

mine to the port.

The handling costs for port operations and transportation is $5.48 / tone.

25.9.5.5 Royalties

The Ming Mine holds a combined net smelter royalty of 4.5%. It is management’s intension to exercise

the buyout options with two Royalty Holders at a total cost of $1,045,000 or $0.83/tonne over the Life of

Mine.

A royalty is also in place at the Nugget Pond processing facility whereby the first 100,000 metric tonnes of

ore processed per year is subject to a royalty of $1.50 per metric tonne. This royalty is set to expire in

March 2017. Total anticipate costs over the Ming Mine Life of Mine is $0.68/tonne.

The remaining Life of Mine royalty cost is $1,401,550 or $1.12 per tonne.
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Table 25 9 9: Royalties on the Ming Mine

Royalty Holder Amount of Royalty

Buyout

($US)

Royal Gold Canada Inc. 1% n/a

Ming Minerals Inc. 1% $475,000

Peter Dimmell 0.5% n/a

Eastern Meridian 2% $570,000

4.5% $1,045,000

25.9.5.6 Treatment and Refining Charges

Included in the projects operating costs are refining and treatment charges of $35/tonne and $0.35/

tonne Cu respectively and refining charges of $6.00/oz Au and $0.50/oz Ag for an average annual

operating cost of $1,195,040 or $5.72/tonne. These costs were initially gathered from a commodity

traders draft take off agreement and further verification was obtained by comparing to current charges

incurred by the majors in the industry.
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25.10 Capital Costs

25.10.1 Introduction

Table 25 10 1 shows the estimated Rambler project capital costs at the planned full production rate of

630 mtpd, or 226,000 tonnes per year.

The project’s pre production capital cost estimate is $25.5 million complete with an appropriate

contingency for each area. Another $27.9 million is required for sustaining capital.

Table 25 10 1: Pre production Capital Cost Summary

Function

Cost

($US millions)

Processing 10.5

Mine Site 10.6

Port Site 2.1

Contingency 2.3

Total Capital Cost $25.5 million

Sustaining Capital 27.9

Mine Closure 1.3

Note:
1
Mine Closure costs are estimated only and have not been reviewed/ approved by the NL Dept. of Natural

Resources as required under the Mining Act. The closure bond for the existing facilities at Nugget Pond is already in place.
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25.10.2 Nugget Pond Capital Summary

The capital expenditures required for the Nugget Pond mill site have been derived from a number of

sources. Table 25 10 2 summarizes these costs.

Table 25 10 2: Mill Capital Expenditure Summary

System Description
Feasibility Cost Estimate

( 15/+15%)

Summary of Direct Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installed Capital Cost Estimate

Process Equipment

Rougher and Scavenger Flotation 939,188

Cleaner Flotation 844,177

Concentrate Dewatering 960,557

Reagent Systems

3418A Collector 40,393

MIBC Frother 40,393

Zinc Sulfate 128,663

Sodium Cyanide 53,459

Lime 114,673

Flocculant 83,623

Low and High Pressure Air 182,616

Flotation Process Water 169,980

Process Sumps 84,844

Tailings Treatment 175,278

Heating and Ventilation 215,000

Transfer from Grinding 75,000

Misc. Shower/Sample Stations 18,000

Electrical and Controls Equipment 1,704,328

Process Piping 1,055,127

Process Piping Support/Accessories 150,234

Manual Valves 315,977

Control Valves 200,467

Field Instrumentation 230,165

Power Cable 279,224

Field Instrumentation Cable 64,430

Maintenance Cranes/Lifts 12,790

Spare Parts 98,800

Sub Total $ 8,237,386

Site Work

Demolitions Cable, Water, Sewer 4,000

Rock Excavation No Blasting 3,900

Common Excavation, Fill & Disposal 28,600

Sub base Gravel 49,000

Base Gravel 22,500

Manholes 1067 mm conc. 10,000

Watermain 300 mm dia 18,000

Sanitary Sewer 200 mm PVC 21,000

Pile Culvert 450 mm conc. 27,500

Sub Total 184,500
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System Description
Feasibility Cost Estimate

( 15/+15%)

Concentrator Building

Cast in Place Concrete 397,150

Masonry Block 105,450

Structural Metal Framing 1,056,355

Metal Decking 93,160

Metal Fabrications 252,610

Siding 177,150

Membrane Roofing 182,000

Doors and Frames 17,600

Excavation 40,408

Fill 35,194

Sub Total 2,357,077

Other Costs

Upgrade to grinding facilities 994,252

Sprinkler System 120,000

Upgrade to road 100,000

Plant Commissioning 76,000

Sub Total 1,290,252

Less: Payments made on equipment (1,037,965)

Sub Total All Nugget Pond 11,031,250

Less: Balance of process equipment (no cont. req'd) 3,087,879

Contingency @ 15% 1,191,506

Grand Total 12,222,755

RANGE OF ESTIMATE (ACCURACY):

Minimum Cost Estimate 10,389,342

Maximum Cost Estimate 14,056,169
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25.10.3 Ming Mine Surface Capital Summary

The capital expenditures required for the Ming Mine Site (surface) have been derived from a number of

sources. Table 25 10 3 summarizes these costs.

Table 25 10 3: Mine (Surface) Capital Expenditure Summary

System Description
Feasibility Cost Estimate

( 15/+15%)

Site Electrical Cost Estimate

Electrical Equipment Installed 462,867

Power Cable 34,080

Sub Total 496,947

Maintenance Building

Cast in Place Concrete 112,900

Masonry Block 30,000

Metal Fabrications 20,000

Pre engineered Building Systems 161,000

Doors and Windows 20,000

Mechanical Systems 25,000

5 Tonne Crane & Accessories 85,000

Sub Total 453,900

Site Work

Demolitions/Relocations 20,000

Bollards 6,000

Common Excavation & Fill 67,200

Rock Excavation 12,000

Rip Rap 34,000

Sub base Gravel 150,000

Base Gravel 72,000

Chain Link Fencing & Gates 46,000

Manholes 15,000

Buried Water Piping 52,500

Buried Sanitary Sewer Piping 60,000

Septic System tanks, pumps, piping 80,000

Pile Culvert 450/600 mm dia 88,000

Fresh Water Tank, Pumps, Fdns 81,000

Jersey Barriers Precast Concrete 35,000

Portable Scale Allowance 100,000

Sub Total 918,700

Other Costs

Office and Dry 874,800

Office and Dry (Eng and Arc) 80,000

Computer System (AX Upgrade) 200,000

Furniture and Office Communications 50,000

Fresh Water Supply 725,595

Waste Laydown Area 75,000

Ore Laydown Area 75,000
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System Description
Feasibility Cost Estimate

( 15/+15%)

Loader (950) 234,000

Construction Supervision (all sites) 123,000

Plant Commissioning 6,413

Second Means of Egress 1,541,808

Sub Total 3,985,616

Sub Total All Mine Mine 5,855,163

Contingency @ 15% 878,274

Grand Total 6,733,437

RANGE OF ESTIMATE (ACCURACY):

Minimum Cost Estimate 5,723,422

Maximum Cost Estimate 7,743,453
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25.10.4 Goodyear’s Cove Capital Summary

The capital expenditures required for the Goodyear’s Cove port site have been derived from a number of

sources. Table 25 10 4 summarizes these costs.

Table 25 10 4: Port Capital Expenditure Summary

System Description
Feasibility Cost Estimate

( 15/+15%)

Process Equipment

Concentrate Storage Wash Water 139,369

Port Conveyors 368,223

Heating and Ventilation 88,000

Electrical and Controls Equipment 157,040

Process Piping 23,847

Process Piping Support/Accessories 3,853

Manual Valves 13,727

Control Valves 2,882

Field Instrumentation 11,687

Power Cable 18,067

Field Instrumentation Cable 16,916

Spare Parts 5,205

Sub Total 848,816

Site Work

Demolitions Break Pad & Dispose 17,100

Bollards Doors, Ramps, Corners 10,000

Common Excavation, Fill & Dispose 38,500

Sub base Gravel 56,000

Base Gravel 27,600

Sub Total 149,200

Concentrate Storage Building

Cast in Place Concrete 562,800

Structural Steel 78,250

Metal Fabrications 78,590

Pre engineered Building Systems 300,000

Sub Total 1,019,640

Other Costs

Loader 234,000

Plant Commissioning 12,587

Sub Total 246,587

Sub Total All Port 2,264,243

Contingency @ 15% 339,636

Grand Total 2,603,879

RANGE OF ESTIMATE (ACCURACY):

Minimum Cost Estimate 2,213,298

Maximum Cost Estimate 2,994,461
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25.10.5 Underground Capital Cost Summary

Total underground capital costs are categorized as either part of pre production capital or as sustaining

capital. The pre production period will be seven months.

Capital costs are presented in US dollars. Exclusions from the capital cost estimate include:

• Dewatering and rehabilitation cost for the bottom of the Ramp

• Project financing costs

• Working capital

Table 25 10 5 and 25 10 6 shows the Rambler underground capital cost estimate including pre production

and sustaining capital for the Life of Mine Plan.
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25.10.6 Summary of Mining Activities

Tables 25 10 7 and 25 10 8 outlines the tonnes and grade of ore mined per year, the concentrate

produced.

Table 25 10 7: Tonnes and Grade of Ore Mined

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Ore

Production
(mt) 181,997 227,216 215,498 215,881 223,920 189,673

Cu % (%) 2.52 3.21 1.19 1.23 1.29 1.32

Au g/t (g/t) 1.61 3.75 2.17 2.40 2.92 2.48

Ag g/t (g/t) 6.45 20.13 12.87 9.69 9.65 8.79

Zn % (%) 0.66 0.47 0.77 0.30 0.30 0.47

Table 25 10 8: Concentrate Produced of Ore Mined

Metal Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Cu lb 9,338,182 15,298,746 5,232,047 5,394,418 5,877,226 5,101,663

Au oz 6,259 18,196 9,962 11,071 13,948 10,032

Ag oz 20,757 80,888 49,026 37,001 38,218 29,498
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25.10.7 Process, Mechanical and Electrical Capital Cost Estimate (Thibault and Associates Inc.)

All cost estimate presented within this section have been provided by Thibault and Associates Inc.

Portions of their cost estimates have been utilized to determine the capital estimate for the project.

25.10.7.1 Estimate Scope

Installation of New Copper Flotation Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

The process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate includes all direct costs associated with

purchase, delivery and installation of process equipment, heating and ventilation equipment, electrical

and controls equipment and cabling, process piping, instrumentation and valves within the shell of the

new concentrator building and direct costs associated with installation of a new process water reclaim

system to reclaim process water from the existing Polishing Pond to the concentrator building.

Battery limits for process, mechanical and electrical cost estimate for the Nugget Pond Copper Flotation

Concentrator are defined as follows:

Supply of ground ore from the existing grinding circuit at the concentrator building wall.

Reclaim of process water from existing Polishing Pond, including installation of new polishing pond

process water reclaim pumps, reclaim water intake structure, pipeline, instrumentation and valves as

required to supply process water to new concentrator building.

Delivery of final copper gold concentrate to bulk storage area of concentrator building (costs for

mobile equipment to transfer, load and transport bulk concentrate from short term storage area to

long term concentrate storage building at Goodyear’s Cove Port site are not included).

Delivery of flotation tailings slurry from Flotation Tailings Treatment Tank to concentrator building

wall.

Supply of reagents in packaging as required to suit process equipment design to new concentrator

building (costs of mobile equipment for transfer of reagents from existing reagent storage area to

concentrator building are not included).

Refurbishment of Existing Grinding, Gold Hydromet and Hydromet Tailings Treatment Circuits at Nugget

Pond Site

The scope of work for the refurbishment of the existing gold hydromet circuit and hydromet tailings

treatment system and the assessment of modifications required to expand the capacity of the existing

process equipment, piping and controls is based on a maximum design throughput of 1,000 tonne per day

of ore to the copper flotation concentrator and the treatment of the entire tailings slurry from copper

flotation.

Capital costs associated with refurbishment of the grinding mills are based on reuse of the existing SAG

mill and ball mill at the maximum estimated ore processing capacity of 696 tonne/day run of mine ore

determined by Metso Consulting based on the test data and computer simulation of the grinding circuit

(see Section 18.1.4).

The scope of work for refurbishment of the existing grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet tailings

treatment circuits for processing copper flotation tailings is defined as follows. Any cost items not

specifically listed herein are not included in the direct capital cost estimate for refurbishment of existing

systems at the Nugget Pond site.
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Process Equipment:

Existing vibrating pan feeders 10 FE02/03 and belt conveyor 10 BC03 sizing for SAG mill feed

complies with proposed throughput tonnage and refurbishment cost is based on standard

maintenance of process equipment [reference to MET CHEM drawing number A1 96010 8002 1].

Replacement of grinding cyclones 20 CY01/02 [reference to MET CHEM drawing number A1 96010

8002 1].

Replacement of process water pumps 70 WP01/02 [reference to MET CHEM drawing number A1

96010 8002 1].

Replacement of thickener underflow pumps 30 SP03/04 [reference to MET CHEM drawing number

A1 96010 8002 1].

Replacement of cyclone feed pumps 20 SP02/01 [reference to MET CHEM drawing number A1

96010 8002 1].

Replacement of CIP tailing pumps 40 SP05/06 [reference to MET CHEM drawing number A1 96010

8003 1].

Removal of tailings pump box 40 PB03 and tailings pumps 40 SP07/08 [reference to MET CHEM

drawing number A1 96010 8003 1] and replacement with grinding pulp transfer pump box TT 2001

and pumps PC 2001/02 [reference to Thibault & Associates Inc. drawing number 0504 20 01].

Reuse of the existing tailings treatment reactor 40 TK11 as tailings treatment reactor one [reference

to MET CHEM drawing number A1 96010 8003 1] and the addition of tailings treatment reactors two

and three (complete with agitators) TR 8002/03

Installation of final tailing pumps PC 8003/04 and area sump pump PS 8001 [reference to Thibault &

Associates Inc. drawing number 0504 80 02].

Refurbishment of existing grinding circuit based on a review of mill capacity and upgrade to the

existing SAG mill and ball mill relative to the design throughput tonnage. Refurbishment of the

existing SAG mill includes installation of new lifters, liners, grate, trammel screen and rebuild on

bearing (both drive and shell are deemed structurally and mechanical competent without a detailed

on site assessment). Refurbishment of the existing ball mill is based on the replacement of lifters and

liners.

Installation of a new chemical reagent metering pump skid for addition of copper sulfate solution to

hydromet tailings treatment reactors.

Installation of a new chemical reagent metering pump skid for addition of sodium metabisulphite

solution to hydromet tailings treatment reactors.

Electrical and Process Controls:

Refurbishment of the electrical power distribution system is based on upgrade to or replacement of

600V transformer capacity, 600V switchgear, 600V motor control centers, cabling, local start stop

controls and cable tray as required for the proposed replacement and installation of new pumps

within the gold hydromet facilities, to include i) thickener underflow pumps, ii) process water pumps,

iii) cyclone feed pumps, iv) CIP tailings pumps, v) final tailings pump complete with VFD drives

(reference to PID drawing number 0504 80 02), vi) new tailing treatment agitators (reference to PID

drawing number 0504 80 02), and vii) grinding pulp transfer pumps (reference to PID drawing

number 0504 20 01).

Reuse of existing field mounted instrumentation is planned for the gold hydromet facility and process

control will be provided by the existing control system. The installation of the new tailings treatment
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reactors will require additional field instrumentation and integration with the existing control system.

Replacement of process equipment, motors, automated valves and instrumentation within the

hydromet process as defined herein will terminate cables at the existing PLC so as to minimize

programming changes.

Process Piping Systems:

New piping works (including pipe, valves, in line instrumentation and support systems) includes i)

transfer of copper flotation tailings to the hydromet thickener and to the tailings treatment reactors,

and ii) transfer of grinding pulp from the grinding area (within the gold hydromet facilities) to the

flotation feed tank located within the flotation concentrator.

Replacement of certain piping, in line valves and instrumentation (reuse of existing piping structural

support) within the gold hydromet facilities to accommodate increased design throughput of

flotation tailings is required for i) process water header and process water feed to SAG mill, ii) cyclone

feed pump suction and discharge piping, iii) hydromet thickener underflow piping, iv) hydromet

thickener overflow piping, v) CIP tailings to carbon safety screen, vi) tailings treatment reactor one

overflow to new tailings treatment reactors, vii) additional take off on lime recirculation header for

feed to tailings treatment and cyanide leach tank no.3, viii) lime recirculation header rerouted to

accommodate new take off points, and ix) reagent piping to tailings treatment reactors.

Foundations and Structural Steel Works:

New foundations, structural steel and building enclosure will be required for the installation of the

tailing treatment reactors (two tanks) and final tailings pumping system as illustrated by equipment

general arrangement drawing reference drawing 0506 80 01 entitled "Gold Hydromet Tailings

Treatment Facility". Capital costs for all foundations and structural steel works for refurbishment of

the existing gold hydromet facilities are not included in the process, mechanical, and electrical capital

cost estimate.

New pump bases, pump anchors and pump base grout will be required for installation of the new

pumps within the gold hydromet facilities as outlined above. Costs for installation of pump bases and

housekeeping pads for refurbishment of the existing gold hydromet facilities are not included in the

process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate.

Installation of Concentrate Storage Facility at Goodyear's Cove Port Site

The process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate includes all direct costs associated with

purchase delivery and installation of process equipment, heating and ventilation equipment, electrical

and controls equipment and cabling, process piping, instrumentation and valves within the shell of the

new concentrate storage building at Goodyear's Cove and capital costs for equipment to convey, weigh

and load bulk copper concentrate onto ocean going bulk cargo carrier ships.

Battery limits for development of the process, mechanical and electrical cost estimate for Goodyear's

Cove Port Site are defined as follows:

Delivery by truck and placement / stacking of final copper gold concentrate within the concentrate

storage building. Costs associated with construction of truck dump station are included in the building

construction cost and are not included in this section. Costs of mobile equipment for transfer of bulk

concentrate from truck dump station to designated storage area within the concentrate storage

building are not included.
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Delivery of bulk copper concentrate onto ocean going bulk carrier ships. Costs of mobile equipment

for loading bulk concentrate from the storage pile into the concentrate storage feed hopper are not

included.

Delivery of process water via tanker truck from the Nugget Pond site to the hose connection at the

concentrate storage building wall. Cost of tanker truck for process water transport is not included.

Receiving of gray water from the port storage facility gray water tank at the concentrate storage

building wall. Cost of tanker truck for gray water transport from Goodyear's Cove Port site to Nugget

Pond site is not included.

Ming's Bight Road Mine Site

Capital costs reported in this section for the Ming's Bight Road Mine site include only costs associated

with the purchase, delivery and installation of electrical equipment and power cable and do not include

any costs for underground development, process equipment, mobile equipment, heating and ventilation

equipment or piping.

25.10.7.2 Estimate Basis

The process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate includes all direct costs for purchase, delivery

and installation of mineral processing equipment, heating and ventilation equipment, electrical and

controls equipment and cabling, process piping, instrumentation and valves related to the integration of a

1,000 tonne per day of ore copper flotation concentrator with existing facilities at the Nugget Pond site

and concentrate storage at the Goodyear's Cove Port site. As an integral part of the copper flotation

concentrator, the feasibility study is also based on refurbishment of the existing gold hydromet facilities

for i) utilization of the existing grinding circuit for grinding of ore for flotation process, ii) utilization of the

existing gold hydromet circuit for additional recovery of gold from flotation tailings, and iii) utilization of

existing INCO SO2 / air cyanide destruction and tailings treatment system for treatment of flotation and

gold hydromet circuit final tailings.

Direct costs for purchase, delivery and installation of electrical equipment and power cable for the Ming's

Bight Road Mine site are also included in this section.

The process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimates summarized in this section do not reflect the

total capital costs for this project.

Indirect costs summarized in this section include only those costs associated with the detailed design,

construction supervision and commissioning of process, mechanical and electrical systems at the Nugget

Pond, Goodyear's Cove Port and Ming's Bight Road Mine (electrical only) sites and do not reflect the total

indirect costs for the project.

The process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimates presented in this section were prepared by

Thibault & Associates Inc.

General Assumptions

Design processing capacity of 1,000 dry tonne/day run of mine ore (detailed concentrator design

criteria is defined in Section 18.6.1), with exception to the refurbishment of the existing grinding

circuit, which has a design processing capacity of 696 dry tonne/day (reference to Section 18.1.4)
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The estimate is based on second quarter 2010 costs.

All costs are presented in Canadian dollars.

Currency exchange rate of $1.05 Canadian dollars = $1.00 US dollar.

Capital cost estimate does not include Federal or Provincial sales tax.

The project will be built in accordance with the work scope, drawings, design criteria, execution plan

and schedule as defined by this study.

The estimate is based on procurement of all new process, mechanical and electrical equipment.

Process Equipment Purchase, Delivery and Installation

Definition of process equipment requirements was based on preliminary process piping and

instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), process equipment lists, process design criteria as defined in Section

18.6.1 and metallurgical testing as described in Section 18.1.

Equipment purchase and delivery costs for flotation cells, flotation air blowers, air compressors,

concentrate thickener, dewatering filter, process tanks and agitators, reagent metering pump skids, dry

flocculant makeup system, monorail hoists and bulk bag dischargers are definitive based on purchase

orders issued by Rambler as of August 6th, 2010. Cost estimates for process pumps, conveyors,

refurbishment of the existing grinding circuit and miscellaneous process equipment are based on vendor

budget quotations and preliminary specifications. Process equipment procured to date represents

approximately 60% of the total process equipment capital cost estimate, including heating and ventilation

equipment, and provides a strong basis for the feasibility cost estimate.

Costs for installation of major process equipment were based on estimated man hour requirements,

equipment rental costs and miscellaneous materials required for installation. Estimates were developed

by Thibault & Associates Inc. for each specific type of equipment and are relative to the degree of

complexity of the equipment installation. Man hour costs for installation of process equipment were

based on local field labour rates for journeyperson millwrights and supervision is included as a percentage

of the total estimated man hour cost.

Costs for purchase, delivery and installation of heating and ventilation equipment are included in the

process equipment cost estimate and are based on vendor budget quotations and preliminary

specifications.

Spare Parts

Cost estimates for purchase and delivery of recommended spare parts for the Nugget Pond copper

concentrator, refurbishment of the existing grinding, hydromet and tailings treatment systems and

concentrate storage facility system at the Goodyear's Cove port site were based on purchase orders

issued by Rambler as of August 6th, 2010, for process equipment procured to date and vendor

recommended spare parts and budget quotes for equipment not procured to date.

Electrical

Capital cost estimates for procurement, delivery and installation of electrical and controls equipment,

including power cable and field instrumentation cable, were developed from preliminary single line

diagrams, equipment lists, motor and electrical load lists, general arrangement drawings and site layout

drawings.
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Electrical and controls equipment and cable purchase and delivery costs were based on vendor budget

quotes and preliminary specifications. Electrical installation costs were based on man hour estimates

assuming local field labour rates for journeyperson electricians. Supervision is included as a percentage of

the total estimated man hour cost. The electrical installation estimate does not include costs associated

with equipment rental or miscellaneous materials required for installation.

Piping

Cost estimates for piping, pipe accessories, pipe supports and manual and automated valves were based

on material take offs generated from preliminary P&IDs, general arrangement drawings and piping

isometric drawings for all major piping runs. Piping costs include only process piping within the shell of

the new concentrator building at the Nugget Pond site and the new concentrate storage building at the

Goodyear's Cove Port site, with the exception of the new tailings discharge line from the concentrator to

the Tailings Pond and the new process water reclaim line from the Polishing Pond to the concentrator.

Costs for demolition and replacement and/or extension of process piping, pipe accessories, pipe supports

and manual and automated valves as required for refurbishment of the existing grinding, gold hydromet

and hydromet tailings treatment circuits have been included and are based on material take offs

generated from preliminary P&IDs, general arrangement drawings and piping isometric drawings for all

major piping runs.

Material purchase costs were based on vendor budget quotes and preliminary specifications. Piping and

valve installation costs were based on man hour estimates assuming local field labour rates for

journeyperson plumbers/pipefitters and allowances were made for delivery of materials to site,

contractor mark up for procurement of materials, contractor fees for spool drawings and equipment

rental costs.

Field Instrumentation

Quantities of field instruments for the Nugget Pond copper concentrator, refurbishment of the existing

grinding, gold hydromet and tailings treatment circuits and the concentrate storage facility at the

Goodyear's Cove Port site were derived from preliminary P&IDs and equipment lists. Purchase and

delivery costs were estimated based on vendor budget quotations for specific field instruments as

specified on the drawings. Installation costs were based on man hour estimates assuming local field

labour rates for journeyperson plumbers/pipefitters. Wiring of field instruments is included in the

electrical cost estimate. Where existing field instruments are being replaced in the refurbishment of the

grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment circuits, it has been assumed that the existing

wiring will be reused.

Tradesperson Field Labour Rates

Budget field labour rates used for estimation of process, mechanical and electrical installation costs were

provided by a Newfoundland area mechanical and electrical contractor for union mechanical and

electrical tradespersons (current as of May 17th, 2010) and are summarized in Table 25 10 9.
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Table 25 10 9: Union Tradesperson Budget Field Labour Rates for 2010

Trade Classification Regular Time Rate

Ironworker – General Foreman $ 69.89

Ironworker – Non Working Foreman $ 67.39

Ironworker – Journeyperson $ 59.92

Millwright – General Foreman $ 62.61

Millwright – Non Working Foreman $ 60.36

Millwright – Journeyperson $ 58.53

Labourer $ 54.06

Electrician – General Foreman $ 69.87

Electrician – Non Working Foreman $ 67.30

Electrician – Journeyperson $ 62.15

Plumber/Pipefitter – General Foreman $ 72.31

Plumber/Pipefitter – Foreman $ 69.64

Plumber/Pipefitter – Journeyman $ 64.28

The budgetary rates shown in Table 25 10 9 include contractor mark up, employee benefits, personal

protective equipment and small tools, but do not include allowances for room and board, site

mobilization, demobilization, temporary site facilities or services for tradespersons. Labour cost estimates

are based on regular time hours with no allowance for overtime hours.

Equipment Rental Rates

Equipment rental rates for various types of mobile equipment required for installation of process and

mechanical equipment, piping and instrumentation were provided by local equipment rental vendors and

are summarized in Table 25 10 10.

Table 25 10 10: Equipment Rental Rates

Type of Equipment Hourly Rate
Daily

Rate
Weekly Rate Monthly Rate

Towable Welder – 250 299 amp $66.00 $263.00

Towable Welder – 400 449 amp $77.00 $286.00

Scaffolding – 5’x5’ sections $10.00

Manlift – 45 ft $300.00 $900.00 $2,200.00

Manlift – 60 ft $375.00 $1,000.00 $3,000.00

Manlift – 80 ft $500.00 $2,100.00 $5,800.00

Forklift $50.00

Boom Truck Hydraulic Cranes:

Simon RO Stinger (21ft deck) 17 Ton $100.00

Manitex 2592 (22ft deck) 25 Ton $115.00

Truck Mounted Hydraulic Cranes:

Pitman HL 250 9 Ton $100.00

Manitex 30112S 30 Ton $150.00
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Link Belt HTC 8650 50 Ton $200.00

Grove TM 800 80 Ton $270.00

Labour:

Extra Man on Crane $35.00

Rigger $30.00

Contingency

The contingency provides an allowance for unforeseen changes in the process, mechanical and electrical

capital costs within the project work scope as it is presently defined. The contingency is a cost element

intended to cover unknown items that are expected to occur within the defined work scope, but which

cannot be properly defined at this stage of the project and includes:

minor omissions of items of work or equipment, and;

uncertainty in estimated quantities and unit prices for equipment, labour and materials.

Contingency does not cover additional project costs incurred as a result of work scope changes, project

risk factors, project exclusions or project execution strategy changes.

For the process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate, a contingency of 15% has been applied to

the estimated purchase, delivery and installation cost of process equipment (excluding process

equipment purchased as of August 6th, 2010), heating and ventilation equipment, piping,

instrumentation, manual valves, control valves, electrical equipment, electrical cable and spare parts. As

of August 6th, 2010, a majority of the process equipment for the copper concentrator has been purchased

and the capital cost estimate for these items reflects the actual cost of purchase and delivery of these

items to the Nugget Pond site. Therefore, the 15% contingency has not been applied to the purchase and

delivery cost of equipment purchased to date; however, an allowance has been included for change

orders.

Exclusions

The following cost items are not included in the process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate:

underground mine development costs;

mining equipment costs;

costs for exploration drilling programs;

land acquisition costs;

costs for further metallurgical studies or test programs;

foundations, structural steel, building enclosures, civil works and site preparation costs for surface

infrastructure;

costs for refurbishment or expansion of existing building or enclosures;

costs for detailed assessment of the existing ore storage silo structure or costs to upgrade the silo to

improve on the load bearing capacity;

costs for all piping outside the Nugget Pond Concentrator Building and the Goodyear's Cove

Concentrate Storage facility, except new tailings discharge and process water reclaim lines and

replacement of certain process piping systems within the existing grinding, gold hydromet and

hydromet tailings treatment circuits as defined by the refurbishment work scope (see Section

25.10.7.1);

costs for fire suppression systems and sprinkler piping;
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costs for demolition, refurbishment, replacement or expansion to any existing process equipment,

electrical equipment, HVAC equipment, piping systems, instrumentation and control systems at the

Nugget Pond site that are not specifically mentioned in the refurbishment work scope (see Section

25.10.7.1);

costs for on site analytical equipment or assay laboratory;

costs for upgrades to the existing tailings and polishing ponds;

closure and reclamation costs;

price escalation for materials, equipment or labour;

costs for contractor room and board, mobilization, demobilization or temporary site facilities;

changes in project work scope definition;

interest charges during construction;

project financing costs;

currency exchange rate fluctuations;

costs for permits and fees;

sunk costs (costs incurred by Rambler prior to and including the feasibility study);

Owner's costs (Rambler's staff wages and office facility costs prior to production);

costs for procurement and project management;

sustaining capital costs;

deferred capital costs;

working capital costs;

purchase cost for mobile equipment for material handling at the Nugget Pond and Goodyear's Cove

Port sites (e.g. front end loaders, forklifts, boom trucks, etc.);

costs for purchase of spare parts for refurbishment of gold hydromet facilities;

taxes and duties;

legal fees;

project or construction insurance;

royalty fees;

costs to accelerate work beyond the schedule currently defined for the project;

costs to dispose of hazardous waste, contaminated materials, soil or other substances, and;

costs associated with general or specific project risk factors including adverse weather conditions,

force majeure events, delays due to late delivery of equipment or materials, unavailability of labour

forces, poor performance of contractors or changes to legislation, political, legal or regulatory risk

factors;

Accuracy

Based on the level of definition of the project, the process, mechanical and electrical capital cost estimate

is considered to be class III according to the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineers ("AACE")

under guidelines 17R 97 (article AACE 05) with an estimated accuracy in the range of 10% to +20%.

25.10.7.3 Direct Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation of Copper Flotation

Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

A summary of the direct process, mechanical and electrical capital costs for equipment supply and

installation of the new copper concentrator facility at the Nugget Pond site is given in Table 25 10 11.
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Table 25 10 11: Summary of Direct Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installed Capital Cost Estimate for

Copper Flotation Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Process Equipment $3,771,668

Allowance for Equipment Purchase Change Orders $30,000

Electrical and Controls Equipment $2,412,496

Process Piping $1,005,421

Process Piping Support/Accessories $150,234

Manual Valves $315,977

Control Valves $200,467

Field Instrumentation $230,165

Power Cable $291,853

Field Instrumentation Cable $64,430

Spare Parts $117,082

Contingency $834,280

SYSTEM INSTALLED DIRECT CAPITAL COST $9,424,073

The breakdown of the installed process equipment cost by process area for the copper concentrator is

shown in Table 25 10 12.

Table 25 10 12: Process Equipment Procurement and Installation Cost Estimate for Copper Flotation

Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Rougher and Scavenger Flotation $883,030

Cleaner Flotation $756,719

Concentrate Dewatering $909,957

Reagent Systems

3418A Collector $46,793

MIBC Frother $46,793

Zinc Sulfate $122,663

Sodium Cyanide $55,459

Lime $89,623

Flocculant $85,624

Low and High Pressure Air $176,052

Flotation Process Water $152,980

Process Sumps $88,644

Tailings Treatment $98,778

Heating and Ventilation $218,500

Monorail System $22,053

Misc. Shower/Sample Stations $18,000

TOTAL $3,771,668
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25.10.7.4 Direct Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Refurbishment of Existing Grinding

Circuit at Nugget Pond Site

A summary of the direct process, mechanical and electrical capital costs for demolition, refurbishment,

replacement and/or expansion of the existing grinding circuit at the Nugget Pond site is given in Table 25

10 13.

Table 25 10 13: Summary of Direct Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installed Capital Cost Estimate for

Refurbishment of Existing Grinding Circuit at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Process Equipment $712,391

Electrical and Controls Equipment $25,816

Process Piping (replacement of specific lines) $174,597

Process Piping Support/Accessories $27,350

Manual Valves $11,684

Control Valves $2,882

Field Instrumentation $13,935

Power Cable $16,523

Field Instrumentation Cable $9,074

Spare Parts $0

Contingency $149,138

SYSTEM INSTALLED DIRECT CAPITAL COST $1,143,390

The breakdown of the installed process equipment cost by process area for the refurbishment of the

existing grinding circuit is shown in Table 25 10 14.

Table 25 10 14: Process Equipment Procurement and Installation Cost Estimate – Refurbishment of

Existing Grinding Circuit at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Grinding Pulp Transfer System $32,230

Structural Reinforcement of Existing Ore Storage Silo $36,500

Refurbishment of SAG Mill and Ball Mill $522,693

Replacement of Cyclones and Process Pumps $120,968

TOTAL $712,391

25.10.7.5 Direct Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Refurbishment of Existing Gold

Hydromet and Hydromet Tailings Treatment Circuits at Nugget Pond Site

A summary of the direct process, mechanical and electrical capital costs for demolition, refurbishment,

replacement and/or expansion of the existing gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment circuits at

the Nugget Pond site is given in Table 25 10 15.
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Table 25 10 15: Summary of Direct Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installed Capital Cost Estimate for

Refurbishment of Existing Gold Hydromet and Hydromet Tailings Treatment at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Process Equipment $452,459

Electrical and Controls Equipment $307,342

Process Piping (replacement of specific lines) $189,069

Process Piping Support/Accessories $29,629

Manual Valves $72,761

Control Valves $48,215

Field Instrumentation $81,820

Power Cable $54,494

Field Instrumentation Cable $25,747

Spare Parts $0

Contingency $189,230

SYSTEM INSTALLED DIRECT CAPITAL COST $1,450,766

25.10.7.6 Direct Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation at Goodyear's Cove Port

Site

A summary of the direct process, mechanical and electrical capital costs for equipment supply and

installation of the concentrate storage system at the Goodyear's Cove Port site is given in Table 25 10 16.

Table 25 10 16: Summary of Direct Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation Capital Cost Estimate

for Goodyear's Cove Port Site

System Description Cost

Process Equipment $692,404

Allowance for Equipment Purchase Change Orders $5,000

Electrical and Controls Equipment $157,040

Process Piping $23,847

Process Piping Support/Accessories $3,853

Manual Valves $13,727

Control Valves $2,882

Field Instrumentation $11,687

Power Cable $18,067

Field Instrumentation Cable $16,916

Spare Parts $5,205

Contingency $57,774

SYSTEM INSTALLED DIRECT CAPITAL COST $1,008,402
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The breakdown of the installed process equipment cost by process area for the concentrate storage

system is shown in Table 25 10 17.

Table 25 10 17: Process Equipment Procurement and Installation Cost Estimate Goodyear's Cove Port

Site

System Description Cost

Process and Gray Water Systems $101,719

Conveyors $502,685

Heating and Ventilation $88,000

TOTAL $692,404

25.10.7.7 Direct Capital Costs for Electrical Installation at Ming's Bight Road Mine Site

A summary of the direct electrical capital costs for the Ming's Bight Road Mine site is given in Table 25 10

18.

Table 25 10 18: Electrical Direct Capital Cost Estimate for Ming's Bight Road Mine Site

System Description Cost

Electrical Equipment Installed $462,867

Power Cable Installed $34,080

Contingency $74,543

TOTAL INSTALLED DIRECT ELECTRICAL COST $571,490

25.10.7.8 Indirect Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation of Copper Flotation

Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

A summary of the indirect costs associated with the process, mechanical and electrical installation of the

copper concentrator at the Nugget Pond site is given in Table 25 10 19.

Table 25 10 19: Process, Mechanical and Electrical Indirect Cost Estimate Summary for Copper Flotation

Concentrator at Nugget Pond Site

System Description Cost

Process, Mechanical, Electrical Design $565,300

Procurement & Contract Management (By Rambler)

Construction Supervision – Field Cost $184,000

Plant Commissioning $76,000

Contingency (15%) $123,795

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS $949,095
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25.10.7.9 Indirect Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation of Refurbishment of

Existing Grinding, Gold Hydromet and Hydromet Tailings Treatment at Nugget Pond Site

A summary of the indirect costs associated with the process, mechanical and electrical installation of the

refurbishment of the existing grinding, gold hydromet and hydromet tailings treatment circuit at the

Nugget Pond site is given in Table 25 0 20.

Table 25 10 20: Process, Mechanical and Electrical Indirect Cost Estimate Summary for Goodyear's Cove

Port Site

System Description Cost

Process, Mechanical, Electrical Design $165,000

Procurement & Contract Management (by Rambler)

Construction Supervision – Field Cost $60,000

Plant Commissioning $30,000

Contingency $38,250

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS $293,250

25.10.7.10 Indirect Capital Costs for Process, Mechanical and Electrical Installation at Goodyear's Cove

Port Site

A summary of the indirect costs associated with the process, mechanical and electrical installation of the

concentrate storage system at the Goodyear's Cove Port site is given in Table 25 10 21.

Table 25 10 21: Process, Mechanical and Electrical Indirect Cost Estimate Summary for

System Description Cost

Process, Mechanical, Electrical Design $88,865

Procurement & Contract Management (By Rambler)

Construction Supervision – Field Cost $30,475

Plant Commissioning $12,587

Contingency (15%) $19,790

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS $151,717
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25.10.7.11 Indirect Capital Costs for Electrical Installation at Ming's Bight Road Mine Site

A summary of the indirect costs associated with the electrical installation at the Ming's Bight Road Mine

site is given in Table 25 10 22

Table 25 10 22: Electrical Indirect Cost Estimate Summary for Ming's Bight Road Mine Site

System Description Cost

Electrical Design $45,075

Procurement & Contract Management (By Rambler)

Construction Supervision – Field Cost $15,525

Plant Commissioning $6,413

Contingency (15%) $10,053

TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS $77,066
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25.10.8 Civil and Structural Capital Cost Estimate (ADI Limited)

All cost estimate presented within this section have been provided by ADI Limited. Portions of their cost

estimate have been utilized to determine the capital estimate for the project. All cost is in Canadian

dollars.

25.10.8.1 New Concentrator Building

Table 25 10 23 and 25 10 24 below outlines the engineer’s preliminary estimate for probable

construction cost required for the new concentrator building.

Table 25 10 23: Construction cost for Site work at the New Concentrator Building

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Estimated

Unit Cost

Total

Environmental Protection ls 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Demolitions Cable, Water, Sewer ls 1 $4,000.00 $4,000.00

Rock Excavation No Blasting m
3

130 $30.00 $3,900.00

Common Excavation, Fill & Disposal m
3

2,600 $11.00 $28,600.00

Sub base Gravel m
3

2,450 $20.00 $49,000.00

Base Gravel m
3

750 $30.00 $22,500.00

Manholes 1067 mm conc. ea 2 $5,000.00 $10,000.00

Watermain 300 mm dia lm 45 $400.00 $18,000.00

Sanitary Sewer 200 mm PVC lm 60 $350.00 $21,000.00

Pile Culvert 450 mm conc. lm 55 $500.00 $27,500.00

Portable Truck Scale ls 1 $100,000.00 $100,000.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $43,125.00 $43,125.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $330,625.00

Table 25 10 24: Construction cost for New Concentrator Building

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Total

Cast in Place Concrete m
3

822 $397,150.00

Masonry Block m
2

703 $105,450.00

Structural Metal Framing kg 281,369 $1,056,355.00

Metal Decking m
2

2,830 $93,160.00

Metal Fabrications ls 1 $252,610.00

Siding m
2

2,362 $177,150.00
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Membrane Roofing m
2

1,300 $182,000.00

Doors and Frames ea 18 $17,600.00

Excavation m
3

2,741 $40,408.00

Fill m
3

2,347 $35,194.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $353,562.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $2,710,639.00

25.10.8.2 Ming Mine Site

Table 25 10 25 and 25 10 26 below outlines the engineer’s preliminary estimate for probable

construction cost required for the Mine Site.

Table 25 10 25: Construction cost for Site work at the Mine Site

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Estimated

Unit Cost

Total

Environmental Protection ls 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00

Demolitions/Relocations ls 1 $20,000.00 $20,000.00

Bollards ea 6 $1,000.00 $6,000.00

Common Excavation & Fill m
3

5,600 $12.00 $67,200.00

Rock Excavation m
3

400 $30.00 $12,000.00

Rip Rap m
3

1,700 $20.00 $34,000.00

Sub base Gravel m
3

7,500 $20.00 $150,000.00

Base Gravel m
3

2,400 $30.00 $72,000.00

Chain Link Fencing & Gates ls 1 $46,000.00 $46,000.00

Manholes ea 3 $5,000.00 $15,000.00

Buried Water Piping lm 210 $250.00 $52,500.00

Buried Sanitary Sewer Piping lm 200 $300.00 $60,000.00

Septic System tanks, pumps, piping ls 1 $80,000.00 $80,000.00

Pile Culvert 450/600 mm dia lm 220 $400.00 $88,000.00

Fresh Water Tank, Pumps, Fdns ls 1 $81,000.00 $81,000.00

Jersey Barriers Precast Concrete ea 35 $1,000.00 $35,000.00

Portable Scale Allowance ls 1 $100,000.00 $100,000.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $140,055.00 $140,055.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $1,073,755.00
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Table 25 10 26: Construction cost for Mine Maintenance Building

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Total

Cast in Place Concrete m
3

251 $112,900.00

Masonry Block m
2

200 $30,000.00

Metal Fabrications ls 1 $20,000.00

Pre engineered Building Systems ls 1 $161,000.00

Doors and Windows Ls 1 $20,000.00

Mechanical Systems ls 1 $25,000.00

5 Tonne Crane & Accessories Ls 1 $85,000.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $68,085.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $521,985.00

25.10.8.3 Concentrate Storage Building

Table 25 10 27 and 25 10 28 below outlines the engineer’s preliminary estimate for probable

construction cost required for the concentrate storage building at Goodyear’s Cove.

Table 25 10 27: Construction cost for Site work at Goodyear’s Cove

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Estimated

Unit Cost

Total

Environmental Protection ls 1 $12,000.00 $12,000.00

Demolitions Break Pad & Dispose m
3

950 $18.00 $17,100.00

Bollards Doors, Ramps, Corners ea 10 $1,000.00 $10,000.00

Common Excavation, Fill & Dispose m
3

3,850 $10.00 $38,500.00

Sub base Gravel m
3

2,800 $20.00 $56,000.00

Base Gravel m
3

920 $30.00 $27,600.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $24,180.00 $24,180.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $185,380.00
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Table 25 10 28: Construction cost for Concentrate Storage Building

Description Units Approximate

Quantity

Total

Cast in Place Concrete m
3

1,191 $562,800.00

Structural Steel kg 15,650 $78,250.00

Metal Fabrications ls 1 $78,590.00

Pre engineered Building Systems ls 1 $300,000.00

Contingency @ 15% ls 1 $152,946.00

ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST $1,172,586.00
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25.11 Economic Assessment

25.11.1 Introduction

Economic analysis of the project included the development of a cash flow model that had the flexibility to

report undiscounted and discounted versions of both pre tax and after tax conditions. The model

collected all revenue and cost information as determined by the mining, milling, mine site administration,

smelting and refining elements of the business process. Net cash flows were calculated by considering net

revenue from payable Cu, Au and Ag metals, and then deducting the operating costs, capital costs and

applicable taxes.

The model reports nominal dollars presented in 2010 dollars – no inflationary variables were applied to

the cost or revenue real dollars.

Base case model parameters include:

• A 630 tpd underground mine extracting copper/gold ore that is processed into a copper

concentrate on site for transportation to offsite smelting and refining facilities;

• A 7month pre production period followed by6 years of production;

LoM production extracted and processed 1.3Mt with average plant feed grades of 1.79

percent Cu, 2.55 g/t Au, and 11.26 g/t Ag;

• A copper concentrate grading 29.1% Cu and containing precious metals is produced;

• Average US dollar copper prices of $3.00/;

• US dollar gold price of $1,000/oz;

• US dollar silver price of $14.50/oz;

• An exchange rate of USD/CAD of 0.95;

• Metallurgical recoveries into copper concentrate of 92.4 percent Cu, 66.4 percent Au and 55

percent Ag;

• Average LoM mine site operating cost estimate of $110.89/tonne processed;

• Pre production capital cost estimate of $25.5 million with a 15% contingency applied to

surface, port and milling infrastructure;

• Sustaining capital estimate of $27.9 million. The following costs are excluded from the

economic model: sunk costs related to mine dewatering and rehabilitation, project

financing, working capital, feasibility study and supporting programs such as delineation

drilling.

All taxes were derived from the current substantially enacted rates including Newfoundland tax basis that

included a 14% Provincial tax rate, a 16% Provincial mining tax rate, and a Processing Allowance of 8%;

and, a 18% federal tax rate (declining to 15% by year 6). Depreciation on both mining and milling assets

were depreciated at 25%. Losses Carried Forward (“LCF”) were applied to extend the taxable income and

was available and recorded as either a debit or credit to the cash flow, depending on whether there was

any income to which apply the LCF this process negated the need to include Losses Carried Backward

(“LCB”) in the cash flow model. In the final year of mining it is assumed that a terminal loss will be

triggered using any remaining Un depreciated Capital Cost (“UCC”) which will be applied against pre tax

income.

Refer to table 25 11 1.
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25.11.2 Financial Model Indicative Results

Analysis of the base case indicated a discounted, before tax Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”) of 23.7%; a

discounted before tax cash flow of $14.3 million; payback period of 1.56 years; net operating cash flow

from operations over the 6 year mine life of $70 million.

25.11.3 Sensitivities

25.11.3.1 Analysis and Results

The cash flow was evaluated for sensitivity to commodity prices, grade of milled ore, currency exchange

rates, operating costs and capital expenditures. All sensitivities were done as mutually exclusive

variations.

The project was most sensitive to commodity prices with mill feed grade having the second most impact

on the project. The item least affecting the project economics is the CAPEX.

Refer to table 25 11 2 and figure 25 11 1.

Table 25 11 2: Summary of Cash Flow Sensitivity Results

Variable 5% Base 5% 10% 15% Range

Grade to mill $ 5.97 $ 14.28 $ 22.60 $ 30.91 $ 39.22 $ 33.25

Metal Price $ 5.50 $ 14.28 $ 23.07 $ 31.85 $ 40.63 $ 35.13

Currency $ 6.36 $ 14.28 $ 22.21 $ 30.13 $ 38.05 $ 31.69

OPEX $ 9.58 $ 14.28 $ 18.99 $ 23.70 $ 28.41 $ 18.83

CAPEX $ 11.78 $ 14.28 $ 16.79 $ 19.30 $ 21.81 $ 10.03

Note: Discounted before tax cash flow (millions of dollars); Range = 5% to 15%
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Figure 25 11 1: Sensitivity Chart for Discounted Before tax Cash Flow

Changes to the grade of material processed in the mill simulates an equivalent increase in the grade of the

ore zone. One aspect unaccounted for in this consideration would be the recalculation of reserves and

the related increase in mineable tonnes. The project is very sensitive to changes in grade with a range of

US$33.25 million in the after tax discounted cash flow.

25.11.4 Conclusion

The project is financially sound using the current base case scenario and should provide reasonable return

to its developers/investors. Additional opportunities beyond the base case are presented in section 21

and provide potential increases to cash flows and returns.
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